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Abstract

Centrosomes form the poles of the mitotic spindle in animal cells. Their separa-
tion in late G2/early prophase requires precise spatial coordination. Failure in
this process can cause an increase in sister chromatid attachment and segrega-
tion errors that may contribute to aneuploidy and tumorigenesis. As cells enter
mitosis, centrosome positioning is determined by a balance of forces that support
and antagonise centrosome separation. Although the major effector of centro-
some separation is kinesin Eg5, the antagonising forces that regulate Eg5 are
not as well characterised. In this Thesis, we analyse the balance of forces that
counteract Eg5 in centrosome separation by the use of a chemical-genetical assay
in mammalian cell lines. By manipulating candidate components we found that
microtubule polymerisation against a stiff actin cortex acts as the major Eg5 an-
tagonising positioning mechanism. Surprisingly, the system directs centrosomes
towards the centre of the nucleus rather than the cell centre. Accordingly, we
identified perinuclear actin structures that form in late G2/early prophase that
directly interact with microtubules emanating from the centrosomes. These struc-
tures cause microtubule bending at the nuclear boundary further supporting the
notion of perinuclear actin/microtubule interactions in prophase. Data fitting of
microtubule images against an Euler-Bernoulli rod model allowed us to estimate
this interaction force in the range of tens of pN. Interestingly, the microtubule
(MT)-network branches at points of high curvature, suggesting a load regulation
mechanism. Disrupting these structures by breaking the interactions of the LINC
complex with perinuclear actin filaments abrogates the nuclear centring mecha-
nism of the centrosomes and causes a dramatic increase in subsequent chromo-
some segregation errors. Overall, our results provide a systematic analysis of
the major components that coordinate centrosome position and separation before
nuclear envelope breakdown to ensure accurate chromosome segregation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Preface

This Thesis explores the forces that oppose centrosome separation. Centrosomes,
discovered in the 19th century, are still a matter of intrigue and debate. Of partic-
ular interest within this Thesis is the precise spatial coordination that centrosomes
must follow to ensure symmetrical positioning at the event of nuclear envelope
breakdown (NEB). Therefore, what are the molecular cues that these organelles
must establish to ensure spacial positioning, and what is the relevance of cen-
trosome position in cellular maintenance or genome stability, are questions that
remain unclear to this day, and bear much weight to the main goal of this work.
The experiments and analyses offered by this Thesis provide an insight into what
the key components are that might be playing a role in centrosome positioning in
the G2/M transition.

This Thesis is mainly interested in processes inside the cell having a mechanical
role; in particular, which are the mechanisms that position centrosomes in space.
However, we are not solely interested in the mechanisms that generate forces.
Ultimately, this work points to a general but elusive line of enquiry: what are the
conditions for emergence in organisms and, in particular, how the cell organises
itself in space. This can certainly provide insights on how life might have jumped
from the micro-scale to higher scales of magnitude.

At any particular time, the mechanical and structural characteristics are the
outcome of the interaction of a broad range of elements in the cell. From how
much water is in the cytosol to how many fibres are polymerized at a particular
place, going through the set of free nary structures that are floating in solution
without any particular immediate task, the intrinsic and extrinsic macro-variables
and parameters of biological systems are the outcome of the interaction of all
these elements with each other. Naturally, some parameters affecting a particular
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cellular process are negligible, while others will have a critical impact. These are
the ones we need to study in order to further understand the process.

How does the cell control the position of the centrosomes in space while they
separate? Knowing the answer to this can have a potential impact in the under-
standing of how sister chromatids align previous metaphase, and could also add
to the existing knowledge about chromosome segregation, genome stability and
cancer (Silkworth et al., 2012; Nam et al., 2015).

1.2 The Cytoskeleton

To understand centrosome function in mitosis we need to describe the wider sub-
components of the cytoskeleton. As this is a very diversified and complex system,
the first chapter focuses in describing the relevant components that are currently
known. This Thesis follows HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC) con-
vention to name genes and gene products; consequently gene names are written
in uppercase and protein names are written in lowercase. We made an effort
to respect the agreed conventions for the naming of a particular protein family,
like in the case of kinesins. Exceptions to the rule are proteins that are historically
known with a different name, e.g., Eg5 (Kif11), or MCAK (Kif2C), although we
do note the standard name where necessary.
Our understanding of the cytoskeleton in some sense started when Hooke discov-

ered the cell in 1665 as well as the contributions made by Anton van Leeuwenhoek
in microscopy in the early 19th century. These discoveries revolutionized the sci-
ence of biology. Contemporary to these discoveries, other key observations like
the nucleus by Robert Brown in 1831 (although van Leeuwenhoek observed it as
well in 1682), and chromosomes by Karl Wilhelm von Nageli in 1842, started
to clarify the role and complexity of the cell as a unit. The modern techniques
for observing organisms led to the acceptance of the cell as the framework of life
(Turner, 1890).

The Cell Theory proposed that all known living things are made up of cells,
a unit which gives structural & functional support for all living things. It shouldn’t
come as a surprise that many of the associated mechanisms are highly complex.
One of the fundamental structures within the cell is the cytoskeleton, a combi-
nation of filaments and structures that have evolved to support key functions in
organisms. Processes like endocytosis, cell division, intra-cellular transport, motil-
ity, force transmission, reaction to external forces, adaptation of cell shape, cell
adhesion, roles in mitosis such as cytokinesis, to mention some of them, are fun-
damentally dependent on it. The classical vision about the cytoskeleton is that it
accomplishes its functions mediated by three filament types: actin, microtubules,
and intermediate filaments.
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Figure 3. Organizational structures of actin, microtubules, and intermediate filaments inside of a cell 
and their physical interactions. Notably, all three cytoskeletal proteins interact directly with each 
other. 

2.7.2. Filopodia 

Further structures associated with cell motility are filopodia (Figure 3). Filopodia are associated 
with a sensory function in neurons [94], but do not seem necessary for migration, as the fast moving 
corneal keratocytes do not possess filopodia in two dimensions and forces generated by filopodia 
are significantly smaller than those generated by the lamellipodium [95]. In other systems there 
might be a role for filopodia in migration, e.g., in three dimensional systems [96]. Filopodia form a 
structure consisting of parallel actin bundles, with their (+)-ends pointing in direction of the cell 
membrane [97]. This orientation is established via formins (e.g., FMNL2) and Ena/VASP, both being 
capable of maintaining a prolonged actin polymerization [98]. Some of these formins, like mDia2, 
can be activated by the small GTPase Cdc42 [99]. Cdc42 is also capable of activating N-WASP and 
thus Arp2/3, leading to filopodia formation [100]. A common model for filopodia initiation suggests 
that actin polymerization occurs in the presence of activated Arp2/3 and without capping proteins 
forming actin bundles [98]. Nevertheless, Arp2/3 does not seem to be necessary for filopodia 
initiation in adherent cells [101]. A further model of filopodia initiation states that filopodia are 
initiated by clusters of activated formins near the plasma membrane, nucleating and elongating actin 
filaments [98]. For both models, subsequent further elongation via formins (e.g., mDia2) and 
Ena/VASP and stabilization and bundling with cross-linkers, like fascin, generates “mature” 

Figure 3. Organizational structures of actin, microtubules, and intermediate filaments inside of a cell
and their physical interactions. Notably, all three cytoskeletal proteins interact directly with each other.

2.7.2. Filopodia

Further structures associated with cell motility are filopodia (Figure 3). Filopodia are associated
with a sensory function in neurons [94], but do not seem necessary for migration, as the fast moving
corneal keratocytes do not possess filopodia in two dimensions and forces generated by filopodia
are significantly smaller than those generated by the lamellipodium [95]. In other systems there
might be a role for filopodia in migration, e.g., in three dimensional systems [96]. Filopodia form
a structure consisting of parallel actin bundles, with their (+)-ends pointing in direction of the cell
membrane [97]. This orientation is established via formins (e.g., FMNL2) and Ena/VASP, both being
capable of maintaining a prolonged actin polymerization [98]. Some of these formins, like mDia2, can be
activated by the small GTPase Cdc42 [99]. Cdc42 is also capable of activating N-WASP and thus Arp2/3,
leading to filopodia formation [100]. A common model for filopodia initiation suggests that actin
polymerization occurs in the presence of activated Arp2/3 and without capping proteins forming actin
bundles [98]. Nevertheless, Arp2/3 does not seem to be necessary for filopodia initiation in adherent
cells [101]. A further model of filopodia initiation states that filopodia are initiated by clusters of
activated formins near the plasma membrane, nucleating and elongating actin filaments [98]. For both
models, subsequent further elongation via formins (e.g., mDia2) and Ena/VASP and stabilization
and bundling with cross-linkers, like fascin, generates “mature” filopodia [102]. Besides their role
in cell movement, filopodia initiate cell-cell contacts, transmit cell-cell-signals, and respond to the
mechanical properties of their surroundings [103]. Interestingly, when filopodia are retracted to the

Figure 1.1: The different structures found in the cytoskeleton, their organizational composition and
their physical interactions. Extracted from a review in Hohmann and Dehghani (2019).
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To understand the governing forces of any particular process in the cytoskele-
ton is a matter which is at the crossroads of Molecular Biology, Statistical Mechan-
ics, Structural Mechanics and Rheology. It is thus the aim of the following sections
to elaborate on these perspectives to have a context for the following experimental
chapters.

1.3 Microtubules

Molecular composition. MTs are universal cytoskeletal components in higher eu-
karyotes. They were discovered in the 1950’s (Fawcett and Porter, 1954; Manton
and Clarke, 1952), but technical limitations delayed the initial characterization of
the involved proteins until the 70’s when Weisenberg showed that tubulin self as-
semble in buffers containing calcium chelators and guanosine triphosphate (GTP)
(Weisenberg, 1972).

MTs are a key aspect of intracellular transport and cell motility. They are
directly linked to disease; as an example, in patients with Alzheimer’s disease MT
are selectively reduced in both number and total length in neurons (Cash et al.,
2003).

1.4 Microtubule assembly and nucleation

In vitro, MTs nucleate spontaneously in a reaction that requires 𝛼- and 𝛽-tubulin
subunits, excess of GTP or adenosine triphosphate (ATP) molecules, and magne-
sium ions (Mg2+, Kuchnir Fygenson et al., 1995). The reaction is both temperature
and pH dependent. While temperatures of 8o stop the polymerization, temper-
atures below 4o can reverse it; similarly, pH ranges higher than 6.97 show no
formation of tubes, and a pH of 6.11 results in a peak in MT polymerization
rates (Gaskin et al., 1974). The effect of tubulin concentration has been shown
to have similar outcomes compared to temperature in MT polymerisation, with
higher tubulin concentrations contra-arresting low temperatures. Depending on
these two parameters, a transition region from bounded growth to unbounded
can be detected (Fygenson et al., 1994). In solution, it is the GTP liganded
tubulin (GTP-tubulin) that spontaneously polymerises to form MTs. However, the
hydrolyzation of GTP-tubulin into GDP-tubulin weakens the MT lattice, and makes
MTs prone to depolymerise (Jobs et al., 1997). This will be elaborated in the con-
cept of dynamical instability later on in this section. In vivo, the reaction is much
more complex than the previous formulation, with several factors that further mod-
ify and regulate MT polymerization. We will give a full description of these factors
when we discuss the role of MAP and TIP proteins later in this section.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic view of a microtubule. (A) Microtubules are composed of 𝛼 and 𝛽-tubulin.
(B) The dimer associates longitudinally to construct MT fibres. Tubulin dimer in (A) rendered from
pdb model 1tub; MT filament in (B) rendered from pdb model 6o2s.

Turbidimetric studies revealed that MT polymerization takes place linearly with
tubulin concentration, suggesting that the structure assembles in a filamentous man-
ner (Gaskin et al., 1974). It starts by forming a heterodimer of 𝛼- and 𝛽-tubulin,
a structure of approximately 4 [𝑛𝑚] width and 8 [𝑛𝑚] length. This is followed by a
linear dimer incorporation, joining head to tail to form a protofilament (PF). These
protofilaments associate on their longitudinal axis to form a MT (Figure 1.2). The
entire macromolecular structure is held by weak intermolecular interactions such
as hydrophobic and van der Waals forces. It is worth noting that this linear assem-
bly restricts the degrees of freedom (DOF) of the system to a subset of interactions
and dynamical regimes, i.e., only the tubular walls and the extremes become
relevant when one needs to analyse MT polymerization and interaction kinetics.

The specific structural properties of MTs will arise depending on the state of the
dimers and the configuration of the PFs. There are on average 13 parallel protofil-
aments per MT fibre, resulting in a tubular morphology with an outer diameter of
around 25 [𝑛𝑚], and an inner diameter of about 14 [𝑛𝑚]. This configuration of PFs
has an intrinsic property that can help in understanding its ubiquitousness: all the
PFs run parallel to the central MT axis. Although this is the most common way
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unicellular organisms. Like αβ-tubulin, some prokaryotic homo-
logues are part of the cell-division machinery. The most well-studied 
prokaryotic tubulin, FtsZ, forms the cytokinetic ring of bacteria and 
archaea (reviewed in Erickson et al., 2010), whereas TubZ and RepX 
are essential for plasmid partitioning (Larsen et al., 2007; Anand 
et al., 2008). Unlike αβ-tubulin, these homologues form single-
stranded filaments or twisted filament pairs rather than hollow 
tubes. Lateral interactions between FtsZ filaments can occur, but 
they lack a defined lattice structure (Nogales et al., 1998; Erickson 
et al., 2010). The existence of single-stranded filaments in prokary-
otes suggests that longitudinal bonds evolved first, whereas the de-
fined lateral interactions that form the microtubule lattice evolved 
later. Interestingly, defined lateral interactions occur in the polymers 
of BtubA/BtubB, a tubulin-like heterodimer found in many Prosthe-
cobacter species (Figure 2). BtubA/BtubB polymerizes into 4-proto-
filament “bacterial microtubules” in vitro (Deng et al., 2017) and 
perhaps 5-protofilament polymers in cells (Pilhofer et al., 2011). Be-
cause BtubA/BtubB appears in a single genus, the genes were 
probably acquired from a eukaryote by horizontal gene transfer 
(Martin-Galiano et al., 2011). We can speculate that bacterial 
microtubules and FtsZ filaments are snapshots of early eukaryotic 
polymers, before 13 protofilaments became fixed in the LECA.

EUKARYOTIC MICROTUBULE ARCHITECTURES
Although both prokaryotes and eukaryotes require machinery for 
cell division, eukaryotes also require machinery for internal organiza-
tion and long-range transport. This requirement is acute in neurons, 
where synaptic vesicle precursors and mitochondria are carried tens 
to hundreds of microns down the axon shaft by kinesins. We there-
fore speculate that eukaryotic microtubule structure evolved straight 
protofilaments to optimize long-range transport by kinesins, as 
mentioned above. Many kinesins do not follow a single protofila-
ment during transport, however, but rather drift or wander (Brunn-
bauer et al., 2012), making it unclear whether straight protofilaments 
would actually offer a selective advantage. Kinesin-1 may be the 
exception and not the rule. Furthermore, several eukaryotes, includ-
ing the model organism Caenorhabditis elegans, do not have 
13-protofilament microtubules at all. These examples indicate that 

Despite the prevalence of 13 protofilaments, microtubules 
with other protofilament numbers were discovered in many spe-
cies during the early heyday of EM. These noncanonical lattices 
are known to microtubule aficionados primarily as curiosities. At 
the same time, microtubules in diverse species were found to be 
arranged in intricate bundles, spirals, rings, and cartwheels, in 
contrast to the radial arrays and noncentrosomal meshworks typi-
cal of tissue culture cells. Here we survey some of these fascinat-
ing lattices and morphologies and speculate on their function 
and evolution. We discuss how cells specify their protofilament 
numbers using nucleation factors, specific tubulin isoforms, and 
posttranslational modifications (PTMs) of tubulin. We have named 
our review after the ancient texts and medieval illuminated manu-
scripts that described real and mythical creatures. Unlike these 
historical texts (Bern, 830) and their modern equivalents (Borges, 
1957; Gygax, 1977), none of the microtubule structures we de-
scribe below are imaginary. We argue that the structural diversity 
of tubulin polymers raises important questions about microtu-
bule nucleation, about the relationship between microtubule 
structure and function, and, indeed, about the physiology of the 
cytoskeleton.

ANCESTRAL POLYMERS
We start our survey by considering the evolutionary origins of tubu-
lin polymers. Tubulin-like proteins can be found in bacteria and 
archaea, indicating that ancestors to αβ-tubulin arose in primitive, 

FIGURE 1: (A) Microtubules are polymers of α/β-tubulin dimers 
typically composed of 13 protofilaments. (B) Adjacent protofilaments 
have a longitudinal offset of 9.2 Å between tubulins such that 
13-protofilament microtubules have straight protofilaments (left). The 
lattice of non–13-protofilament microtubules (14 protofilaments 
shown) must accommodate by imposing a protofilament supertwist 
(right; not to scale). (C) The functional unit of cilia and flagella (left) is 
the 9+2 axoneme, with 2 central pair singlets and 9 outer 
microtubule doublets (middle). Doublets (right) are composed of an 
incomplete microtubule (10-protofilament B-tubule) clutched to the 
side of a complete 13-protofilament microtubule (A-tubule). pf, 
protofilament.

FIGURE 2: A genus of bacteria, Prosthecobacter (left), is unique in its 
acquisition of tubulin-like genes that form bacterial microtubules 
(right, arrows; adapted from Pilhofer et al., 2011).

Figure 1.3: Configurations of microtubules given their number of protofilaments. The figure shows
two potential configurations for a MT filament: In the 13 configuration, the protofilaments run
straight parallel to the MT axis, whereas the 14 configuration imposes a protofilament supertwist.
Extracted from Chaaban and Brouhard (2017).

of finding them in nature, there is an enormous variety of alternative configura-
tions across species or cell types, each one with different mechanical properties.
For example, a 14 PF MT will intrinsically have a ’super-twisted’ architecture (Fig-
ure 1.3), consequently changing properties at the mesoscale like its curvature or
flexibility (Chaaban and Brouhard, 2017).

The dimer composition gives this tubular structure an intrinsic polarity. Because
of the way dimers associate, the growing side (+ side) of the MT has 𝛽-tubulin
units exposed, and conversely the minus side is comprised of 𝛼-tubulin (Mitchison,
1993). This consequently has an impact on the affinity of the tubular structure,
with each extreme having a unique set of interactions and kinetic regimes. This
will be expanded upon in the subsection of TIP proteins.

Under the microscope, even with super-resolution below 200 [𝑛𝑚], MTs can
only be observed as rod-like structures as shown in Figure 1.4. This emphasises
a notion of scale that these molecules have with respect to the microscope image.
For this particular example, the image resolution was 7.5[𝑝𝑥 𝜇𝑚−1]; a 32 [𝑛𝑚] PF
segment (4 dimers) would translate to only 0.24 pixels. Certainly a small number.

Microtubules can grow from several places in the cell. Given that the starting
point of MT nucleation requires several units in the right orientation, it’s common
to find nucleation sites that template the MT growth. Such nucleation sites can be
found in centrosomes, other organelles like the Golgi apparatus, chromatin, and
even the lateral surface of existing MTs. But the most recognized place where MT
growth can be seen is the centrosome. With the first evidence of its nucleating
capacity given by Mitchison and Kirschner (1984b); this organelle nucleates MT
in radial configurations from a a ring-like structure known as 𝛾-TuRC (tubulin ring
complex). This structure is formed primarily of 𝛾-tubulin units, with a diameter
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Figure 1.4: Microtubules observed by super-resolution microscopy. A sequence of MT images
were taken using confocal microscopy at very short intervals of 10 [𝑚𝑠], and subsequently pro-
cessed with a super-resolution algorithm (Culley et al., 2018). The first inset shows a close up of a
MT bundle. A second inset shows a computer rendered model of a single MT filament in relation
to the bundle and pixel size. Microscope calibration was 7.5 [𝑝𝑖𝑥 𝜇𝑚−1].
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geometrically compliant to the MT (Moritz et al., 2000; Oakley et al., 2015). In-
terestingly, there are other ways to achieve a radial configuration, not necessarily
requiring a microtubule organization centre (MTOC). For example, it has been
shown that microtubules contract and form asters in the presence of Dynein and
Dynein-Dynactin (Foster et al., 2015; Tan et al., 2018).

𝛾-TuRCs also have the ability of stabilizing the minus-end of the MTs and prevent
depolymerization form the minus-end; this function can also be done by other
proteins, like in the case of CAMSAP/Patronin (Hendershott and Vale, 2014).
These factors can promote emergent properties like aster formation and spindle
generation, although they are not sufficient on their own for the assembly of these
arrangements.
Microtubules adapt in a process termed dynamic instability. In a seminal paper,

Mitchison and Kirschner (1984a) analysed the lengths of MTs using turbidity as-
says and immunofluorescence microscopy. They found three principal regimes:
a regime where MTs were rather stable, regimes of MT growing (termed rescue),
and regimes of quick depolymerization (named catastrophe). The last two regimes
co-existed at the same tubulin concentration. The mechanisms underlying the for-
mation of this distribution are believed to be a consequence of a process called
dynamic instability, with its theory further developed after the discovery. The mech-
anism is at the heart of functions like locomotion or division, as it’s strikingly ef-
fective for reorganizing the cytoskeleton. The non-equilibrium behaviour of MTs
cycles of growth and shortening at the plus-ends is at the core of the process; the
minus-end can also undergo polymerization, but its rate is negligible compared
to the plus-end.

Contemporary to the former finding, Carlier et al. (1984) showed how MTs
required GTP at MT ends to maintain filament stability. Consequently, the process
is driven by GTP hydrolysis. Guanosine nucleotides are required co-factors in both
𝛼− and 𝛽−tubulin, and two of them are found in an 𝛼/𝛽−tubulin dimer. One GTP
is locked in between the units of the dimer, a site referred to as N-site with no
GTPase activity. The complementary site, called E-site, is located at the 𝛽−tubulin
end of the dimer, and in solution exchanges guanosine diphosphate (GDP) for
GTP. This exchange only occurs while the dimer is in a protofilament or tubular
assembly, as free tubulin dimers have no GTPase activity. E-site GTPase activation
requires contact with the next tubulin dimer in a protofilament as the 𝛼−tubulin
provides a residue to complete the E-site catalytic pocket (Nogales et al., 1998).

The key element that every model tries to represent in dynamic stability is
the competition between MT growth and hydrolysis-mediated catastrophe. Sev-
eral techniques haven been used; from quantum mechanics formulations (Rezania
and Tuszynski, 2008), using spectral analysis techniques (Odde et al., 1996), but
mostly using mean-field approximations (Verde et al., 1992; Hinow et al., 2009;
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Buxton et al., 2010; Bowne-Anderson et al., 2013; Barlukova et al., 2018); fre-
quently acknowledging that oscillations are a fundamental feature of the process
(Chen and Hill, 1987; Hammele and Zimmermann, 2003; Jobs et al., 1997;
Sept et al., 1999).

The current consensus around dynamic instability is showed schematically in
Figure 1.5 and can be summarized in the reactions (1.1) to (1.4). The protofil-
ament nucleation is believed to assemble stochastically. In the rescue state, GTP-
bound tubulin heterodimers (𝑇𝐺𝑇𝑃) are aggregated to the plus-end during polymer-
ization. If the concentration of GTP-tubulin in solution is high, there is a high like-
lihood of maintaining a long GTP cap at the growing tip of the MT. It is theorized
that hydrolysis of the GTP-tubulin dimer stores the energy in the lattice (Caplow
et al., 1994), possibly to do mechanical work.

GTP molecules are frequently hydrolysed, transforming the GTP-tubulin dimer
into GDP-tubulin (𝑇𝐺𝐷𝑃); gradually converting the whole MT lattice. The transition
from GTP- to GDP-bound tubulin can happen in at least two different pathways:
the first is by GTP hydrolysis, with a GDP and an inorganic phosphate bound to
𝛽−tubulin as the outcome; the second follows the release of the free inorganic
phosphate after the hydrolysis step. There are some observed cases where GTP-
bound tubulin is still found on older parts of the MT, suggesting that the hydrolysis
of the GTP-tubulin dimers -with exception of the ones at the tip that have no GTPase
activity- is an stochastical process with uniform probability (Dimitrov et al., 2008).
It has also been postulated that GTP hydrolysis is much faster than phosphate
release, given that the GTP cap can be as thin as one or two layers of GTP-tubulin
(Drechsel and Kirschner, 1994). All taken together, the expected occupancy of
GTP-tubulin can be thought of as very high concentrations at the +tracking proteins
(TIP), gradually decreasing to a state where all the 𝛽−tubulin subunits in the dimers
on a local region are exclusively GDP bound.

If the concentration of GTP-tubulin is diminished, the average cap size of the MT
will eventually reduce, risking the exposure of GDP units on the lattice to random
fluctuations of the GTP cap length. At this point in time, the catastrophe state
dominates the regime. As GDP-tubulin has low affinity, the expected outcome
is the rapid disassembly of GDP-tubulin into solution. This in principle can be
stopped by induced rescues from groups of GTP-tubulin in the lattice, as they have
the potential to stabilize MT and promote regrowth (Dimitrov et al., 2008).

Considering all previous points, a simplified continuous model depends only
on four parameters: Frequency of rescues 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑢𝑒, frequency of catastrophes 𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑡,
polymerization speed 𝑣𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ and shrinkage speed 𝑣𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑘. The supporting reactions
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Figure 1.5: Model for microtubule oscillations. The diagram shows the two states of dynamic
instability. In the rescue state, GTP-bound tubulin is aggregated to the plus-end of MTs during
polymerization. GTP molecules are frequently hydrolysed, transforming the GTP-tubulin dimer
into GDP-tubulin, gradually converting the whole MT lattice. As GDP-tubulin has low affinity,
catastrophe is triggered by a rapid disassembly of GDP-tubulin into solution.

can be written as:

GTP hydrolysis: 𝐺𝑇𝑃 → 𝐺𝐷𝑃 + Δ𝐺1 (1.1)
Hydrolysis of the tubulin dimer: 𝑇𝐺𝑇𝑃 → 𝑇𝐺𝐷𝑃 + Δ𝐺2 (1.2)
MT growth by a unit: Δ𝐺3 + 𝑀𝑇𝑛−1 + 𝑇𝐺𝑇𝑃 → 𝑀𝑇𝑛 (1.3)
Shrinkage of an MT by one unit: 𝑀𝑇𝑛 → 𝑀𝑇𝑛−1 + 𝑇𝐺𝐷𝑃 + Δ𝐺4 (1.4)

where Δ𝐺𝑖 are the Gibb’s free energies of step 𝑖; experimental measurements of
these constants can be found in Caplow et al. (1994). In brief, the free-energy
change for dissociation is more negative for GDP- than GTP-tubulin. Therefore,
the critical concentration —the ratio between de-polymerisation and polymerisa-
tion rates at steady-state (𝐶𝑐 = 𝑘𝑜𝑓𝑓/𝑘𝑜𝑛)— is several times higher for GDP-tubulin
than GTP-tubulin (Caplow et al., 1994); consequently, GDP-tubulin tends to de-
polymerise and GTP-tubulin to polymerise.

The efforts made in modelling this phenomenon have yielded significant con-
tributions over the decades, with some observations effectively portrayed. The ex-
ponential distribution of MT length (Fygenson et al., 1994) is predicted by models
that allow MTs to fully depolymerize (Verde et al., 1992; Dogterom and Leibler,
1993). In continuous models, the onset of oscillating patterns can be shown as
a transition from a stationary regime by a Hopf bifurcation (Lange et al., 1988;
Hammele and Zimmermann, 2003). But despite their effectiveness in giving a
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plausible explanation for some of the observations, there is a lack of richness in
explaining the complexity of all the factors that intervene. For example, in vitro
experiments have shown a significant change in regime according to MT age,
where older MTs are more prone to catastrophe (Odde et al., 1995; Gardner
et al., 2011b). This age dependency suggests that catastrophes are a process
more complex than just being a function of GTP hydrolysis, posing the require-
ment of several molecular events before a MT starts depolymerizing. It has also
been shown that MT instability can be regulated by force (Janson et al., 2003),
naturally implying the need for mechano-chemical models. And, perhaps the most
studied aspect, the bulk of the biological evidence points to factors that contribute
to MT (de)polymerization, which consequently is the focus of the next section. For
example, regarding the role of +TIP proteins and their kinetics, in Bouchet et al.
(2016) the authors show how cortical MT stabilization sites are recruited to focal
adhesions mediated by MT +TIP complexes, having implications not only in MT
regulation but also in how the network organizes itself; this in principle requires
focus on a broader scale than just local interactions and needs a model integrated
at the mesoscale.

1.5 Microtubule interacting proteins

The dynamic instability and the association of MTs to other structures in the cell
are modulated both spatially and temporally by an abundance of proteins known
to interact with MTs. The effects of these proteins on the MTs have several func-
tions, usually regulating polymerization dynamics, having a (de)stabilizing effect,
a particular structural function (i.e., in bundling or a relevant mechanical prop-
erty), acting in some cargo transport process, severing MTs, etc. According to
where the interaction takes place, they can be classified broadly in two groups:
End binding proteins that will interact on the +/- end of the MT (called tracking
proteins or TIP) and more structural microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs) inter-
acting along the filament length.
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1.5.1 +TIP proteins

Walker et al. (1988) observed in an in vitro experiment that MT polymerization
occurs independently of tubulin concentration. This made rescue-events difficult
to explain by just spontaneous nucleation, and suggested the existence of com-
plementary mechanisms for MT length regulation. One major class of these ad-
ditional factors that regulate MT polymerization consists of the +TIP proteins, a
diverse family of MT regulators, concentrating predominantly at the growing end
of the MT (Schuyler and Pellman, 2001; Akhmanova and Steinmetz, 2008). In
this context, the geometry of the tip has a relevant role in the interactions of these
proteins. This might well be an allosteric effect (Rice et al., 2008); but may also
be due to direct binding sites, helping a selective recruitment of regulating factors
(van Haren et al., 2018). From cryo-EM experiments, the MT tip curvature was
first assumed to be straight (Mandelkow et al., 1991); but this has been progres-
sively challenged (Höög et al., 2011; Rice et al., 2008; McIntosh et al., 2018) to
the point where a curved PF tip is a more compelling idea over blunt or sheetlike
ends.

Regulation of microtubule dynamics

There are factors that promote microtubule growth; they bind to the plus end of
MT and favour the addition of tubulin dimers at the growing tip. This activity can
further reconcile the much faster assembly speeds observed in vivo compared with
in vitro experiments of pure tubulin at similar concentrations (tables 1.1 and 1.2).
Interestingly, polymerization speed in vivo shows a dynamical range according to
sub-cellular regions in migrating cells (Applegate et al., 2011).

End-binding (EB) proteins are considered to be master regulators of +TIP net-
works, as they can recruit a large range of factors to key locations inside the cell
(Hohmann and Dehghani, 2019). Mammalian cells express up to three different
EBs (EB1, EB2, EB3); in contrast, yeast only has a single EB paralogue. Cryo-EM
experiments have suggested that EB1 binds to the lattice of the MT, stimulating
nucleation (Vitre et al., 2008). When bound, it occupies a characteristic position
within the MT lattice (Roth et al., 2019). Although this family of proteins increases
polymerization rate, compared with other in vitro experiments (presented on table
1.1), the effect of these proteins on in vitro polymerization speed is relatively mild.
Therefore, the role of EB1 could be to promote maturing of MT ends (Maurer et
al., 2014). Nevertheless, it’s effect at the mesoscale can have a huge impact, as
shown by local opto-control of EB1 association. Thus, local depletion of EB1 has
a direct effect on the direction of migrating lung cancer cells (van Haren et al.,
2018).
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Cytoplasmic linker associated proteins (CLASPs) can decrease catastrophe and
disassembly rates, and promote an increase in rescue frequency. These factors
can bind to the MT lattice and recruit soluble tubulin dimers (Al-Bassam et al.,
2010); CLASPs are frequently mediated by EB1 recruitment (Mimori-Kiyosue et
al., 2005; Honnappa et al., 2009; Grimaldi et al., 2014). Their local action
has an effect of a stabilising factor in mitotic spindle maintenance (Bratman and
Chang, 2008). During interphase, CLASPs also have roles in regulating MT den-
sity, length and stability, in part arising from their capability to modulate interac-
tions between MTs and the cell cortex (Mimori-Kiyosue et al., 2005); possibly by
facilitating GTP hydrolysis after a post-translational modification on the MT lattice.

Figure 1.6: Model of plus-end-
directed motors walking along
the MT lattice. A low unbind-
ing rate of the motors will result
in them accumulating at the plus-
end. If the concentration of mo-
tors is uniform around the MT, the
probability of binding is equally
likely along MT length; conse-
quently, motor accumulation at
the tip is length dependent.

The adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) is a known tu-
mour suppressor (Levy et al., 1994) that also dimin-
ishes MT catastrophe events and promotes rescues.
The most explored mechanism for APC activity is via
its interaction with the +TIP protein EB1. It has been
proposed that APC has a regulating role throughout
the cell cycle, as it has been observed on kineto-
chores as well as interphase MTs (Morrison et al.,
1998; Nakamura et al., 2001).

The cytoskeleton-associated protein Gly-rich do-
main (CAP-Gly) family can promote rescues with
members like CLIP-170 and CLIP-115, but can also
suppress catastrophes with proteins like p150𝑔𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑑,
a large subunit of dynactin (Komarova et al., 2002).

MT polymerases like members of the XMAP215
family can recruit tubulin dimers and increase the
rate of MT polymerization (Brouhard et al., 2008;
Al-Bassam et al., 2012). Brouhard et al. (2008)
showed that XMAP215 binds to tubulin on the MT
lattice with a 1:1 stoichiometry, suggesting a func-
tion of a processive polymerase, a factor that would
add multiple rounds of tubulin while the enzyme is
active in contraposition to adding dimers in bulk. In-
terestingly, when XMAP215 and EB1 are combined
in vitro, a synergistic outcome occurs. The polymerization happens at reduced
catastrophe rates, comparable to in vivo growth (Zanic et al., 2013). The authors
also show how this synergy can be obtained by using Taxol, a MT stabilizer. The
allosteric effects that Taxol could be imposing on the structure have the apparent
effect of making the lattice more GTP-like (Alushin et al., 2014).
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𝑇𝑢𝑏𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐 [𝜇𝑀] 𝑉𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ [𝜇𝑚/𝑚𝑖𝑛] 𝑉𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ [𝜇𝑚/𝑚𝑖𝑛] Condition Reference

3.00 0.00 400 nM EB1 Zanic et al. 2013

3.00 0.00 Pure tubulin Zanic et al. 2013

5.00 0.00 400 nM EB1 Zanic et al. 2013

5.00 0.00 Pure tubulin Zanic et al. 2013

30.00 0.50 ±0.02 Tubulin control Komarova et al. 2009

7.00 0.58 ±0.02 Pure tubulin Zanic et al. 2013

5.00 0.66 ±0.03 Pure tubulin Moores et al. 2006

7.00 0.87 ±0.03 400 nM EB1 Zanic et al. 2013

9.00 0.89 ±0.04 Pure tubulin Zanic et al. 2013

9.00 1.05 ±0.02 400 nM EB1 Zanic et al. 2013

16.00 1.30 ±0.40 Grow from centrosomes (Laan et al., 2012)

16.00 1.40 ±0.40 Gliding on Dynein (Laan et al., 2012)

30.00 1.58 ±0.20 EB3- NL-mVenus (1 uM) Komarova et al. 2009

30.00 1.82 ±0.27 EB3-NL-mVenus (200 nM) Komarova et al. 2009

30.00 1.93 ±0.05 EB3-GFP (1 uM) Komarova et al. 2009

30.00 2.36 ±0.04 EB3 (200 nM) Komarova et al. 2009

25.00 2.56 ±0.75 Pure tubulin Kinoshita et al. 2001

30.00 2.56 ±0.03 EB3 (1 uM) Komarova et al. 2009

30.00 2.75 ±0.04 EB3-GFP (200 nM) Komarova et al. 2009

3.00 3.57 ±0.25 200 nM XMAP215 Zanic et al. 2013

5.00 4.96 ±0.27 200 nM XMAP215 Zanic et al. 2013

7.00 6.16 ±0.46 200 nM XMAP215 Zanic et al. 2013

25.00 6.76 ±1.76 0.8 uM XMAP215 Kinoshita et al. 2001

3.00 10.32 ±0.44 200 nM XMAP215 400 nM EB1 Zanic et al. 2013

6.00 17.51 ±0.63 200 nM XMAP215 400 nM EB1 Zanic et al. 2013

5.00 17.70 ±0.67 200 nM XMAP215 400 nM EB1 Zanic et al. 2013

7.00 19.37 ±0.81 200 nM XMAP215 400 nM EB1 Zanic et al. 2013

9.00 20.22 ±0.78 200 nM XMAP215 400 nM EB1 Zanic et al. 2013

Table 1.1: Compilation of microtubule polymerization speeds measured in vitro from different
studies on several conditions.
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𝑉𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ [𝜇𝑚/𝑚𝑖𝑛] 𝑉𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ [𝜇𝑚/𝑚𝑖𝑛] Model Condition Reference

1.57 ±0.28 Budding yeast anaphase Tirnauer et al. 1999

1.73 ±0.63 Budding yeast preanaphase Tirnauer et al. 1999

2.17 ±0.26 Budding yeast G1 Tirnauer et al. 1999

7.05 ±0.35 Xenopus extract interphase Verde et al. 1992

7.20 ±0.30 Newt (lung) - Cassimeris et al. 1988

9.30 ±0.62 Xenopus interphase Belmont et al. 1990

10.43 ±0.20 U2OS cdk1as FHOD1 DN This work

10.73 ±0.30 U2OS cdk1as 2ug Cytochalasin This work

11.44 ±1.21 Xenopus mitotic Tournebize et al. 1997

11.46 ±0.15 U2OS cdk1as 20ng Nocodazole This work

11.50 ±7.40 LLCPK-1 interphase Rusan et al. 2001

12.30 ±0.89 Xenopus mitotic Belmont et al. 1990

12.76 ±5.66 LLCPK-1 mitotic Rusan et al. 2001

13.00 ±1.24 Xenopus 0.4 uM okadaic acid on mitotic Tournebize et al. 1997

15.48 ±0.22 U2OS cdk1as N2G DN This work

15.70 ±0.20 U2OS cdk1as 1NMPP1 arrest This work

18.50 ±0.87 CHO-K1 cells Luciferase; Cy3-tubulin Komarova et al. 2009

18.70 ±1.05 CHO-K1 cells EB1-C Ac; Cy3-tubulin Komarova et al. 2009

20.30 ±0.73 CHO-K1 cells EB1-C Ac; YFP-CLIP-170 Komarova et al. 2009

21.10 ±1.00 CHO-K1 cells EB1 rescue; YFP-CLIP-170 Komarova et al. 2009

21.40 ±1.00 CHO-K1 cells EB1; YFP-CLIP-170 Komarova et al. 2009

22.40 ±0.73 CHO-K1 cells EB1/EB3; Cy3-tubulin Komarova et al. 2009

22.50 ±0.76 CHO-K1 cells EB1-NL (control); YFP-CLIP-170 Komarova et al. 2009

22.60 ±0.84 CHO-K1 cells EB1/EB3; YFP-CLIP-170 Komarova et al. 2009

24.30 ±0.83 CHO-K1 cells Luciferase; YFP-CLIP-170 Komarova et al. 2009

26.90 ±1.09 CHO-K1 cells EB1 Ac rescue; YFP-CLIP-170 Komarova et al. 2009

Table 1.2: Compilation of microtubule polymerization speed in vivo under different conditions.
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Also, we can find factors that promote microtubule disassembly. General catego-
rizations of MT-motors pose that MT disassembly is catalysed by depolymerases
of the kinesin families kinesin-13, kinesin-8, kinesin-14 (Hirokawa and Tanaka,
2015; Gardner et al., 2011a; Gergely et al., 2016; She and Yang, 2017). We
will discuss the mechanism of kinesin in more detail further on, but for the immedi-
ate discussion it’s important to understand that members of this family are mostly
processive motors, i.e., motors parsimoniously walking on the surface of the MT
with high affinity and low unbinding rate. These proteins are then expected to
have higher concentrations at MT ends. Furthermore, due to their processivity,
the concentration of plus-end motors at the tip is proportional to MT length. One
way to think about this is to consider a fibre element of length 𝑠. If the protein
of interest binds to the fibre with uniform probability over its extension, the total
protein accumulated at some time 𝑡 will be 𝑚(𝑠) = ∫𝑠

0 𝑘⋅𝑐𝑚𝑜𝑡 𝑑𝑙, where 𝑐𝑚𝑜𝑡 is motor
protein concentration in solution and 𝑘 its binding rate; if 𝑘 > 0, then motors are
binding to the MT. One can easily see that the total of motors bound is propor-
tional to the length, as 𝑚(𝑠) = 𝑐𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑘 ⋅ 𝑠; therefore the total amount of motors bound
to the MT is linearly proportional to length in this model. If we allow these motors
to walk to the plus end, then it’s intuitive to predict that they would end up at the
boundary, after running for a long period of time. This will necessarily increase
the local motor concentration at the tip. Depending on the conserved function of
the motor, this concentration can further trigger catastrophe events, or stabilize
MTs. In particular, if we consider the families of plus-end motors that promote
destabilization at the MT-end, then we can predict these factors will contribute
to a more efficient depolymerisation, proportional to the MT length. Conversely,
plus-end stabilization motors will limit MT growth. Consequently, MT regulation
of plus-end motors is length-dependent (Su et al., 2012).

An example of the latter is Kif18A, a member of the kinesin-8 family. This
kinesin inhibits MT polymerisation without generating catastrophes (Du et al.,
2010). It has also been shown that Kif18A can depolymerise GTP-stabilized
MTs, although inefficiently (Mayr et al., 2007). This characteristic has the effect of
’dampening’ MT dynamics, making Kif18A a relevant factor in pre-anaphase kine-
tochore movement and chromosome oscillations (Stumpff et al., 2008; Weaver et
al., 2011; Häfner et al., 2014).

In contrast to plus or minus motor movement, the kinesin-13MCAK is not motile.
MCAK reduces the mean MT lifetime with the energy it gets from ATP hydrolysis,
earning the role of a catastrophe factor. However, in contrast to other MT depoly-
merases, MCAK does not regulate polymerisation in a length-dependent manner
(Desai et al., 1999; Moores et al., 2002; Hunter et al., 2003; Gardner et al.,
2011a; Asenjo et al., 2013; Burns et al., 2014).
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The kinesin-4 family is known to fulfil two purposes. They inhibit MT growth
and suppress catastrophes by decreasing the overall tubulin turnover at the MT
end. With these two actions combined, the overall effect is of stabilizing MTs
at some defined length. It is believed that this interaction can have an effect on
the mitotic spindle (Bieling et al., 2010), and on the cortex (van der Vaart et al.,
2013).

Kinesin motors usually present plus-end motility. An exception is the non-motile
ciliary regulator kinesin-like 7 (KIF7). This regulator promotes mild catastrophes,
and is involved in length regulation of axonemal MTs.

Dynein also has as a role in MT depolymerization. Although technically a
MAP, this minus-end directed motor forms a multi-protein complex that, when in-
teracting with the plus end of a MT can inhibit growth and increase catastrophes.
The two actions combined have the overall effect of a ’pulling force’ on MTs (Laan
et al., 2012).

1.5.2 MAP proteins

MAP proteins interact with the MT lattice, and can have several effects and func-
tions once they are on the filament.

There is a group of MAP proteins that stabilize MTs. The MAP2/Tau family is
an example of this, with members such as MAP2, MAP4, and Tau. MAP2 and
Tau are found in neurons, whereas MAP4 is present in many other tissues but is
generally absent from neurons (Dehmelt and Halpain, 2004). MAP2 and Tau
were originally characterized by their ability to bind and stabilize MTs (Hirokawa
et al., 1988; Al-Bassam et al., 2002), although subsequent studies showed that
they could also have a suppressor effect on other proteins, like the MT severing
Katanin (Qiang et al., 2006). Katanin is known for cutting MTs into smaller frag-
ments. All these example proteins show how diverse MT stabilization is. This
diversity not only translates to MT stabilization, but also interactions with other
components not necessarily related to MTs. For instance, besides its interaction
with MTs, MAP2 has been reported to interact with actin (Roger et al., 2004). An
interesting explanation of this diverse range of functions and interactions could be
based on their unfolded conformation in solution. This could imply that MAP2 can
adapt to many targets and adopt specific conformations (Uversky, 2002), posing
them as potential key regulators, capable of interacting with many other proteins
besides MTs and Actin (Uversky, 2002).

Doublecortin (DCX) is another rather exceptional member of the MAP family.
Found in neurons, it is an anti-catastrophe factor, binding preferentially to the
GDP lattice, further stabilizing MTs by linking adjacent protofilaments (Ettinger
et al., 2016). This protein has also been show to nucleate MTs (Moores et al.,
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2006). Doublecortin-stabilised MTs are substrate for kinesin motors like kinesin-1,
suggesting a role in neuronal transport; and, interestingly, also for depolymerase
kinesins like Kif2A. This supports the idea of a depolymerizing mechanism for
DCX-microtubules. Given that they participate in the transport of depolymerizing
factors, a natural consequence is the later depolymerization of the MT. This sug-
gests a sequential machine where MT polymerization, stabilization and further
depolymerization events are triggered in tandem.

1.5.3 Motor proteins

This fundamental class of MAP proteins have the unique ability of binding to MTs
and walking along their lattice. The most common examples of this class are the
motor proteins kinesin and dynein, both often serving as cargo transporters while
walking along the MT network.
The discovery of kinesins was motivated by the search of proteins involved in

long-distance organelle transport within axons. The first protein discovered in the
group of motors was dynein, found in the cilia of Tetrahymena; then, 20 years
after, Vale et al. (1985) made the discovery of the first kinesin motor (Gibbons,
1963; Vale et al., 1985; Brady, 1985; Gibbons, 2012). Kinesin, like dynein
or the actin-motor myosin, are ATPases. With some generality, kinesins transport
cargo to the plus-end. Exceptions to the rule are members of the kinesin-14 family
which are minus-end directed, and the family of non-motile kinesins, kinesin-13
(Miki et al., 2001).

Since the discovery of the first kinesin, a total of 45 KIFs have been identified to
date; 38 of them are found in the brain (Miki et al., 2001; Hirokawa and Tanaka,
2015). This huge research endeavour came with the undesired side-effect of in-
consistencies in the nomenclature across sub-families and species, which required
a standardization process to avoid confusion in the field. Now, it is common to use
a 14 class naming standard, after a consensus of various phylogenetic analyses.
Classes are named from kinesin-1 to kinesin 14B (Lawrence et al., 2004).
The structure of kinesin is simpler compared to dyneins and myosins. For instance,

kinesin-1 is comprised of two identical ∼960[𝑎𝑎] chains, each containing a motor
domain, complemented with a 15[𝑎𝑎] peptide chain called linker domain (Wang
et al., 2015). The linker domain is responsible for the movement of the complex
(Rice et al., 1999). It does so by directing the moving motor domain forward in the
direction of the microtubule plus-end. The interaction site for the ATP 𝛾-phosphate is
conserved and shared between kinesins and the actin-motors myosins, suggesting
a common ancestor (Jon Kull et al., 1996). Phylogenetic studies found three
major groups differentiated by the relative position of the motor domains within
its sequence (Miki et al., 2001; Hirokawa et al., 2009; Hirokawa et al., 2010).
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guanosine-50-triphosphate (GTP) hydrolysis could be a mecha-
nism for cargo unloading. In Denn/Madd knockout mice, the
number and size of synaptic vesicles are reduced (Tanaka
et al., 2001). In the aex-3 Caenorhabditis elegans mutant, which
lacks the DENN/MADD homolog, Rab3 is mislocalized but syn-
aptotagmin is transported normally (Mahoney et al., 2006). This
suggests the existence of another protein involved in synapto-
tagmin transport.

Liprin-a (SYD-2 in C. elegans) is also suggested to function as
an adaptor (Shin et al., 2003). Liprin-a regulates the motility of
KIF1A (Wagner et al., 2009). KIF1A is able to move processively
in the monomeric state (Okada and Hirokawa, 1999; Hirokawa
et al., 2009c). However, the formation of clusters of monomers
enhances its motility (Okada et al., 2003). It has been suggested
that binding of Liprin-a enhances the cluster formation of KIF1A
and augments the motility. In syd-2 mutants, active zone forma-
tion was severely affected but the number of synaptic vesicles
was not significantly changed (Zhen and Jin, 1999). In Kif1a"/"

mice and C. elegans unc-104 mutants, the number of synaptic
vesicles was reduced, but no abnormalities in the synaptic
plasma membrane were observed (Hall and Hedgecock, 1991;
Otsuka et al., 1991; Yonekawa et al., 1998). In contrast, not
only reduced synaptic vesicles but also abnormal synaptic

A B Figure 4. Diversity among KIFs
(A) Structure of KIFs.
(B) Phylogenetic tree of KIFs.

bouton formation was reported in
Drosophila imac mutant flies where a
homolog motor of KIF1A or KIF1Bb is
mutated (Pack-Chung et al., 2007). This
suggests that multiple levels of regulation
exist. Interestingly, not only anterograde
axonal transport of synaptic vesicle pro-
teins but also retrograde axonal transport
is affected in imac mutant flies (Barkus
et al., 2008). Consistent with this, it has
been suggested that the anterograde
and retrograde machinery support each
other (Ally et al., 2009). mRNA-containing
complexes are also transported anterog-
radely in some species by kinesin 3 family
members. Although KIF1A is a neuron-
specific motor, KIF1Bb is expressed in
both neurons and glia. In Kif1b zebrafish
mutants, Mbp mRNA encoding myelin
basic protein is mislocalized in the glia.
Isoform-specific perturbation of KIF1Bb
has confirmed that KIF1Bb is essential
for proper mRNA transport in glia (Lyons
et al., 2009). The precise molecular
mechanisms by which KIF1Bb recog-
nizes this mRNA remain elusive.

KIF1Ba. KIF1Ba transports mitochon-
dria (Nangaku et al., 1994). Interestingly,
this motor is derived from the same

gene as KIF1Bb by alternative splicing of mRNA, even though
their tail domains are completely distinct from each other. Kine-
sin binding protein (KBP) has been identified as a KIF1Ba-asso-
ciated protein (Wozniak et al., 2005). Both KIF1Ba and KBP are
localized to mitochondria. However, KIF1Ba is able to bind to
mitochondria in the absence of KBP. KBP augments the motility
of KIF1Ba in vivo and in vitro by an unknown mechanism. Knock-
down of KBP causes mitochondrial aggregation (Wozniak et al.,
2005). This may be due to the lowered activity of KIF1Ba in the
absence of KBP.

KIF5. KIF5 (kinesin 1 family) forms a complex with kinesin light
chains (KLCs) that binds to the tail domains of KIF5s (Brady,
1985; Vale et al., 1985; Hirokawa et al., 1989). Mammals have
three Kif5 genes: Kif5a, Kif5b, and Kif5c (Miki et al., 2001). All
three KIF5 isoforms are expressed in neurons, but their expres-
sion levels vary among different cell types (Kanai et al., 2000).
KIF5A, KIF5B, and KIF5C form homodimers and heterodimers.
Thus, they are thought to have similar function, although one
study has suggested functional differences between them
(DeBoer et al., 2008). By binding to distinct adaptor proteins,
KIF5 transports many different cargos, including various vesicles
and mitochondria. Among them, the axonal transport of APP
has been studied intensively because it may be involved in the
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Figure 1.7: KIFs classification according to structure. (A) Schematic on the structure of several
KIFs. (B) Phylogenetic tree of KIFs. Extracted from Hirokawa et al. (2010).

Consequently, the groups are called N-terminal KIF, middle KIF, and C-terminal KIF
(N-KIFs,M-KIFs,C-KIFs respectively). Examples of this can be seen in Figure 1.7a.
The N-KIFs group was shown to be clearly more abundant than the other groups
(Miki et al., 2001).
The stepping mechanism that lies at the heart of kinesin motor function has been

extensively studied on kinesin-1, and can be explained by a sequence of events
within the motor subdomains (reviewed in Hancock, 2016). It is a cycle defined
upon conformational changes after ATP binding, hydrolyzation and release. ATP
hydrolysis transduces the local conformational changes into an electrostatic poten-
tial that fuels the stepping of kinesin along the microtubule lattice (Ciudad et al.,
2006). This cycle happens every time ATP hydrolysis takes place in an ATP-bound
motor domain, yielding an 8[𝑛𝑚] step per ATP, the length of a tubulin heterodimer
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(Schnitzer and Block, 1997; Coy et al., 1999). This distance is also a function of
the linker domain, as its size modulates tension between motor heads (Clancy et
al., 2011). The stepping movement of kinesins is highly processive; in the sense
that a single motor can perform several steps on the microtubule lattice before
unbinding. Experiments on surfaces coated with a low density of kinesin showed
that a single kinesin can move on a microtubule for several 𝜇m (Howard et al.,
1989). Further experiments on beads coated with low concentrations of kinesin
(1 per bead) and optical tweezers confirmed the same property.

From the theoretical standpoint, this processive movement was explained by
two contrasting theories: the ’hand-over-hand’ theory of kinesin movement and
the ’inchworm threading’ theory. In the hand-over-hand model, the rear head of
the motor moves past the front head upon the hydrolyzation of one ATP molecule
(Rice et al., 1999). This predicts that an arbitrary head will step 16[𝑛𝑚] in the
first step, 0[𝑛𝑚] in the second step, and the two heads never remain close to each
other. In contrast, in the inchworm model the two heads meet up at every other
step, predicting a uniform translation of 8[𝑛𝑚] per ATP cycle (Hua et al., 2002).
Subsequent studies on single-head tracking and also from structural analysis gave
further support to the hand-over-hand theory over the inchworm theory of kinesin
movement (Yildiz, 2004; Wang et al., 2015). Altogether, according to Figure
1.8, the steps which are orchestrated can be summarized as follows:

1. The cycle is initiated when an ATP binds to a kinesin that’s already attached
to the microtubule. Kinesin shows increased affinity to microtubules either
when it binds ATP or is nucleotide free (Cross, 2004). The ATP binding
causes conformational changes in the subdomains of the motor required for
nucleotide binding, which therefore causes a reorganization of the motor
domain.

2. After reorientation of the subdomains, a cavity opens at the other end of the
motor domain. The neck linker first residue—a highly conserved isoleucine—
gets into the cavity; this causes the linker to dock on the motor head.

3. The hydrolysis of ATP lowers the affinity of the head to microtubule binding
and eventually detaches. The adenosine diphosphate (ATP)-bound head un-
dergoes a 16nm step, and after ATP release it binds again to the microtubule
lattice. A cycle finishes and then it’s ready to start back again.

The development of inhibitors has been motivated by the structural understanding
of the complex, combined with their recognized role in several cellular processes,
including mitosis (Good et al., 2011). Kinesins have been recognized as potential
targets for anti-cancer drugs (Rath and Kozielski, 2012). As the process is highly
sensitive on the motor subdomains, most of the inhibitors work by interfering with
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structures have been determined for all of them. In

particular, the structure of the motor domain in

complex with tubulin was determined by X-ray crys-

tallography27,28 and by high-resolution cryo-EM,29,30

in the nucleotide free state and when ATP-bound.

The X-ray structure of kinesin-ATP bound to tubulin

was used to determine the corresponding cryo-EM

model30 so that these two structures are not really

independently determined. Nucleotide-free kinesin

was studied by both methods, and the results were

reported simultaneously. The structures differ by

their resolutions: 6 Å for cryo-EM and 2.2 Å for X-

ray crystallography. They also differ because, in the

crystal, tubulin had the conformation it adopts when

it is isolated, whereas the structure determined by

cryo-EM is that of nucleotide-free kinesin bound to a

microtubule, its physiological partner. In a microtu-

bule, tubulin is straight (its two subunits are related

to each other by a translation), whereas it is curved

otherwise (in addition to a translation, a ca. 108

rotation is required to relate the two subunits).31

Despite these different conformations of tubulin,

once the two kinesin structures have been superim-

posed, the root mean square deviation (r.m.s.d.)

between atoms in a helices or b sheets is 0.8 Å (over

157 Cas, out of a total of 325). Therefore, the two

kinesin structures are generally similar.

Because the secondary structure is highly con-

served in the X-ray and cryo-EM models, there are

only two potential differences: the conformations of

loops and those of the amino acid side chains. Loops

differ substantially more than secondary structure

elements. In the case of some loops, this may be for

physical reasons: A contact in the crystal that obvi-

ously does not exist when kinesin is bound to a

microtubule or a contact with tubulin that might dif-

fer because tubulin conformations differ in the crys-

tal and in microtubules. Nevertheless, even when

one considers loops that are not involved in any of

these interactions, perhaps as a consequence of the

limited cryo-EM resolution, their conformations dif-

fer more that those of secondary structure elements

(r.m.s.d.: 1.4 Å over 75 Cas). Concerning side chains,

as they are not visualized in the kinesin cryo-EM

maps,30 in the cryo-EM structure their positions

result from modeling, albeit constrained by the

structure of the polypeptide main chain.

The case of two structures of the same protein

determined by cryo-EM and X-ray crystallography

and reported simultaneously is rare. It is reassuring

to see that the general features of the two structures

coincide, although this was not granted in the par-

ticular case of kinesin because the protein it is

bound to has different conformations in the two

cases. The comparison of the cryo-EM and X-ray

results has now proven that crystal structures of

kinesin bound to a tubulin heterodimer adequately

represent kinesin bound to a microtubule, at least to

6 Å resolution, consistent with the similarity of the

biochemical properties of kinesin bound to tubulin

or to microtubules.27 But there are local differences,

some of which may impact biochemical interpreta-

tions. One may need to push the cryo-EM data to a

resolution much higher than 6 Å to identify confi-

dently details that differ between the two systems.

In what follows, most of the descriptions and discus-

sions will be based on structures determined by X-

ray crystallography, in particular because they pro-

vide an atomic model that is directly determined.

ATP initiates a mechanical step as it binds to a

tubulin-bound kinesin

Each reaction highlighted in Figure 1 is important

for the kinesin mechanism, but the one that is the

most closely associated to kinesin’s mechanochemical

properties is the step one motor takes when ATP

binds to the other motor domain in a dimer. It has

become clear early on that the neck linker, which

connects each motor domain to the rest of the mole-

cule, directs the other motor domain toward the

microtubule (1)-end as it adopts its docked confor-

mation.9 The question of the mechanochemical

mechanism therefore boils down to: what is the link

between ATP binding to a nucleotide-free, tubulin-

bound, motor domain and neck linker docking?

ATP binding causes local changes in the nucleo-

tide site and, in particular, in the nucleotide binding

motifs (Switch1, Switch2, and the P-loop), as

expected. But ATP-binding also leads to a general

reorganization of the motor domain. This may be

described by rigid-body motions of three blocks: a

Switch 1/2 subdomain, which contains the Switch1

nucleotide-binding motif and residues of the Switch2

motif, a P-loop subdomain, containing in particular

the P-loop [Fig. 2(A)] and a third, tubulin-binding,

subdomain at the tubulin-kinesin interface.28,30 ATP,

Figure 1. The kinesin nucleotide cycle. Neck linker docking,

that occurs upon ATP binding to microtubule-bound kinesin

is also presented.

Wang et al. PROTEIN SCIENCE VOL 24:1047—1056 1049

Figure 1.8: The kinesin nucleotide cycle. Diagram shows a kinesin motor attached to a MT (lower
left corner). ATP binds to the kinesin, causing a reorganization of the motor domain. Neck linker
docking, that occurs upon ATP binding to microtubule-bound kinesin is shown on the upper part
of the diagram. ATP hydrolysis propelles a 16nm step. Finally, ATP release it binds again to the
microtubule lattice. Extracted from Wang et al. (2015).

their interlocking mechanisms. Of particular interest to this Thesis is the motor
Eg5, a member of the kinesin-5 family. Several Eg5 inhibitors act by interfering
with the nucleotide binding pocket in an allosteric manner; an example of this
is monastrol, a compound that slows down ATP release (DeBonis et al., 2003).
STLC shares a common binding region in Eg5 with monastrol, but demonstrates a
higher efficacy (Skoufias et al., 2006). A review on inhibitors is given in (Good
et al., 2011).
Dyneins in contrast walk to the minus end. The most substantial difference be-

tween dyneins and kinesins is size. These large complexes are formed of up
to three DHCs, the motor subunit, each one of ∼500[𝑘𝐷𝑎] in size, and a vari-
ety of smaller subunits. In total, this complex is around ∼1.4[𝑀𝐷𝑎]. Cytoplasmic
dynein was initially identified in Tetrahymena cilia and characterized as a force-
generating ATPase (Gibbons and Rowe, 1965); later, it was discovered that was
able to power minus-end-directed motion in nonciliated cells (Paschal and Vallee,
1987). They belong to the superfamily of AAA+ (ATPases associated with various
cellular activities), a class of chaperone-like ATPases involved in the life cycle of
protein complexes (Neuwald et al., 1999). These motors are found in all eukary-
otic genomes, with the exception of flowering plants, red algae, and Entamoeba
(Wickstead and Gull, 2007). Different subcomplexes of dyneins are active in
different phases of the cell cycle and in different subcellular compartments.

The dynein-1 complex is the only minus-end-directed microtubule-based motor
found to have a function in the cytoplasm. Phylogenetic classification of dyneins
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suggest that the rest of known axonemal dyneins (14 in humans) power the move-
ment of cilia (Yagi, 2009). As dynein can move across long distances, it has
the potential to fulfil several cellular functions. During interphase, dynein-1 can
transport vesicles, organelles, proteins, and mRNAs (Vale, 2003; Allan, 2011).
In dividing cells, this motor has a role organizing the spindle and segregating
chromosomes. In cilia, the dynein-2 complex has a role in intraflagellar transport
which is crucial for cilia biogenesis and signaling (Toropova et al., 2019).

For a long time it was difficult to obtain high-resolution structural information
of the complex, possibly because of its size; this had an impact on our capacity
to understand it both functionally and structurally. It wasn’t until the mid 2010’s
that all the structural, mechanistic, and cell biological data began to crystallize
in a consistent theory of how the complex works (Cianfrocco et al., 2015). High
resolution structures of dynein were resolved in detail during these years (Bhabha
et al., 2014; Kon et al., 2012; Schmidt et al., 2012; Schmidt et al., 2015). The
heavy chain is the motor-containing subunit, the largest polypetide of the complex
(∼500[𝑘𝐷𝑎]). It is comprised of two parts: the N-terminal tail and the C-terminal
motor domain (Figure 1.9a). The tail domain binds most of the smaller subunits
and polypeptide chains of the complex; namely the DIC (dynein intermediate
chain), LIC (light intermediate chain), and light chains, all of which are implicated
in cargo binding (Figure 1.9a).

The motor domain is the functional unit required to generate movement along
the microtubule (Koonce and Samsó, 1996; Koonce and Tikhonenko, 2000; Reck-
Peterson et al., 2006). It does so by transducing energy from ATP hydrolysis into
mechanical work. It contains a ring of six AAA+ domains (termed AAA1 to 6;
Figure 1.9b) and a C domain. AAA1 is the predominant site for ATP hydrolysis,
and although it is known that AAA3 and AAA4 can also hydrolyze ATP, they seem
to do it in such a manner that only one ATP is hydrolysed per step (DeWitt et al.,
2015; Reck-Peterson et al., 2006; Toba et al., 2006). AAA5 and AAA6 achieve
a structural role, transmitting conformational changes through the AAA+ ring.

The microtubule binding domain (MTBD) of dynein is a stalk like structure of
15 [𝑛𝑚] long, emerging from AAA4 and binding to microtubules in the cleft be-
tween 𝛼- and 𝛽-tubulin. The linker is required for motility, moving in response to
the nucleotide state of AAA1 (Reck-Peterson et al., 2006; Shima et al., 2006;
Burgess et al., 2003). Dynein’s power stroke is therefore based on the linker
movement across the AAA ring from the pre-power stroke conformation (Figure
1.9c) to straight conformation (Figure 1.9b). ATP hydrolysis at AAA1 triggers
conformational changes that impose the linker to bend in a hinge-like way (Figure
1.9c). Finally, following AAA6 is a C-terminal domain, which contacts AAA5,
AAA6 and AAA1 on the opposite face of the ring relative to the linker (Carter
et al., 2011; Kon et al., 2011; Roberts et al., 2009).
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Figure 1.9: Molecular structure of Dynein. Extracted from Cianfrocco et al. (2015).

The mechanochemical cycle of dynein is shown in Figure 1.10. These are the
conformational changes that transduce nucleotide hydrolysis to mechanical work.
ATP hydrolysis occurs in both heads, but this discussion will focus on one motor
domain only. According to Cianfrocco et al. (2015), the cycle is as follows:

1. Dynein is bound to the microtubule in the absence of ATP.

2. ATP binds to AAA1.

3. The ATP-binding pocket at AAA1 closes.

4. The priming for the stroke happens. Dynein’s affinity for the microtubule
lattice is lowered.

5. The motor is released from its track. ATP hydrolysis takes place during this
part of the cycle. The linker bends to its pre–power stroke conformation near
AAA2.

6. Dynein rebinds the microtubule with a strong preference for sites closer to
the minus side of the microtubule.

7. Phosphate release at AAA1 induces the power stroke.

8. At the end of the power stroke, the linker moves from its pre–power stroke
conformation to a straight, post–power stroke conformation occurs near
AAA4 and AAA5. These conformational changes drag the tail forward,
altogether with the second motor domain and cargo.
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9. ADP release from AAA3 resets the structure, allowing restart of the cycle.

ends, respectively (Figure 4D). The minus-end-directed
steps at the 10 pN load are driven by ATP turnover since
they are not observed under nucleotide-free conditions
(Figure 3D).

Our step size histograms also revealed that dynein
takes variable sized steps and that load affects the step
size distributions (Figure 4, gray-shaded histograms). At
1–3 pN rearward load at 1 mM ATP, the major peak of
minus-end-directed steps was centered at 8 nm with
a broad shoulder of larger steps (12–24 nm). These large

steps are not due to rapid multiple ATP-driven 8 nm steps
in succession since the same step size distribution was
observed when the motor speed was decreased by lower-
ing the ATP concentration to 10 mM (Figure S9). The peak
of backward steps at this load was centered between 8
and 12 nm. This overall distribution is similar to the step
size distribution obtained at zero load (Reck-Peterson
et al., 2006). At very high loads of 6–10 pN, we observed
increased numbers of �4 nm steps, which were distin-
guishable from the noise at this high load (Figure 4C,

Figure 4. Load-Dependent Stepping Behavior of Full-Length Dynein in the Presence of ATP
(A–D) Histograms of steps sizes and example trace segments measured under 1 pN (n = 716), 3 pN (n = 1104), 6 pN (n = 1314), and 10 pN (n = 642)

constant rearward load (force-feedback). The gray-shaded histograms correspond to the combined step size data and the red and blue histogram

bars indicate the steps assigned to the advancing and nonadvancing modes, respectively. The raw stepping data are shown in black and the steps

detected by the step-finding program in red (advancing mode) and blue (nonadvancing mode). The probability padv
b for taking a backward step in the

advancing mode (padv
f + padv

b = 1, with padv
f being the probability for taking a forward step in the advancing mode) at 1, 3, 6, and 10 pN load is 0.26, 0.34,

0.4, and 0.75, respectively (calculated from advancing step size histograms shown in red). The probability pnon-adv for taking any step in the non-

advancing mode (padv + pnon-adv = 1, with padv being the probability for taking any step in the advancing mode) is 0.19, 0.42, 0.5, and 0.31 at 1, 3,

6, and 10 pN, respectively.

Cell 131, 952–965, November 30, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 957

Figure 1.11: Dynein’s step size is load-
dependent in the presence of ATP. (A-D) His-
tograms of step size under constant rearward
load using optical traps. Red histogram corre-
sponds to the ’advancing’ mode, where dynein
moves to the minus end of the MT; blue corre-
sponds to the ’nonadvancing’ mode and grey
represents red and blue combined. Extracted
from Gennerich et al. (2007).

This mechanochemical cycle yields a
step size along the microtubules of 8 [𝑛𝑚]
(Sakakibara et al., 1999). Optical force
experiments showed that this step was
actually dependent on the load imposed
on the motor (Sakakibara et al., 1999;
Gennerich et al., 2007).

In Gennerich et al. (2007), the au-
thors observed that yeast dynein walked
along the microtubules with steps rang-
ing from 4 up to 24 [𝑛𝑚]. They fur-
ther described the steps in terms of ’ad-
vancing’ (in red) and ’nonadvancing’ (in
blue); a forward step followed by one
in the reverse direction was considered
’nonadvancing’ and the rest of outcomes
were counted as ’advancing’. Figure
1.11 shows the histogram obtained for
the steps observed in this experiment.
The authors concluded that dynein could
even go backwards to the plus-end of the
microtubule if the load force exceeded
dynein’s stall force of 7[𝑝𝑁]. When com-
pared to the stepping behaviour of ki-
nesin in same experimental conditions,
the authors confirmed that kinesins were
more processive; they rarely made back-
ward steps, even under forces approach-
ing to stall. Taken together, these exper-
iments showed the higher diffusive com-
ponent of dynein steps compared to ki-
nesins.

Several factors can enhance dynein’s
processivity. The most known is dyn-
actin (Schroer, 2004). This factor sta-
bilizes dynein to microtubules (Vaughan
and Vallee, 1995; King and Schroer,
2000), increasing processivity through
the interaction with LIC1 and low Mg2+
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concentrations (Lee et al., 2018; Behrens et al., 2019). LIS1 has been shown to
promote full activation of the dynein-dynactin complex. After its initial interaction,
LIS1 promotes the formation of a structure with a ratio of two dyneins per dynactin,
further dissasociating from them once their final conformation is reached (Canty
and Yildiz, 2020).

LIS1 and dynactin are also required for the regulation of dynein. There is
strong evidence showing that dynein stays in an autoinhibited state; it only transi-
tions to full processivity after forming a ternany complex with dynactin, aided by
LIS1 (Zhang et al., 2017). In this context, dynactin’s role is the one of aligning
dynein motors in order to make processivity more efficient. Cargo adaptors like
BICD2 bind the motor to a particular cargo for transport, and have the ability
to regulate processivity as well (Splinter et al., 2010; Elshenawy et al., 2019).
The regulation of dynein further extends to allosteric interactions with the Dynein
complex, as well as extramolecular interactions, which regulate the motor activity
and targetting to other structures (Vallee et al., 2012).

1.6 The tubulin code

The complexity of the tubulin network is astounding. Not only do several genes en-
code for 𝛼- or 𝛽- tubulin, but also these subunits are substrate for post-translational
modifications (PTMs) (Ludueña and Banerjee, 2008; Janke, 2014). These PTMs
modulate both the MT stability and affinity to factors.

Modifications along the MT lattice include, amongst others, acetylation, glu-
tamylation, glycation, phosphorylation, tyrosination, and even hydrolysis itself.
As evidence of this, GTP hydrolysis triggers conformational changes to the 𝛼-
tubulin unit, affecting the lateral contacts between PF in an allosteric way, leading
to lattice rearrangements and lattice strain (Kueh and Mitchison, 2009); acety-
lation of 𝛼-tubulin increases MT stability by weakening lateral contacts between
PFs (Szyk et al., 2014; Eshun-Wilson et al., 2019); glutamylation has a role in
branching the MT network (Kimura et al., 2010; Rogowski et al., 2010); polyam-
ination can contribute to MT stabilization (Song et al., 2013); etcetera. These
and other modifications have a direct impact on the mechanical and geometrical
properties of the MT structures and bundles at the mesoscale. To illustrate this,
curvature has an intrinsic role in MT dynamics; some MAPs have a higher affinity
for curved MTs, while others have the posterior effect of changing MT curvature
(Brouhard and Rice, 2014). Consequently, affinity and function are interrelated
in all MT related processes.

This ontological network of tubulin related proteins and function has motivated
the term ’tubulin code’ (Janke, 2014; Gadadhar et al., 2017). Deciphering it will
likely be a challenge for years to come. A compelling quote that crystallizes this
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endeavour, and strongly resonates with this work comes from Janke (2014):

To understand the functional implications of these processes, we might be
forced to re-consider how we define biologically important events and
how we measure events that might encode probabilistic signals.

1.7 Actin

Actin is a globular protein of around ∼42[𝑘𝐷𝑎]; monomeric globular actin (G-actin)
can further assemble into filaments. In its polymeric filament-like form, F-actin forms
a twisted double helix which results in a chiral and polarized structure. The names
for the poles are preferably called barbed end for the plus end, and pointed end
for the minus end. Compared to linear assemblies, a twisted architecture provides
more binding sites to their neighbors, increasing stability and robustness (Banerjee
et al., 2020). Assembly of actin monomers can happen spontaneously, but in vivo
it is more commonly regulated by factors known as actin-binding proteins (APBs).

There are more than a hundred proteins directly binding to actin; these APBs
strongly control kinetic processes involved in actin regulation. For example,

CO11CH19_Schwarz ARjats.cls February 13, 2020 11:58

INTRODUCTION

The main types of biomolecules in cells are nucleic acids, proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates.
When it comes to the physical realization of the information stored in the genes, however, it is
mainly the proteins that build the structures making up a biological organism (1, 2). Out of the
proteins building the physical structure of the cell, actin is arguably the most important one. A
small protein of only 42 kDa molecular weight, actin appeared very early in evolution and after-
wards did not change its structure much, so that many other proteins could evolve around it (3, 4).
Its main feature is that monomeric actin (globular or G-actin) can readily assemble into polar
filaments (filamentous or F-actin), which have two biochemically and structurally distinct ends.
These filaments in turn can form different superstructures in cells, including branched networks,
cross-linked meshworks, cross-linked bundles, and contractile bundles (5).While actin is essential
in all kingdoms of life, it is most prominent in animal cells, where the actin cytoskeleton is the
primary determinant of cell shape, mechanics, division, and migration (6, 7). By imaging the actin
cytoskeleton of an adherent animal cell, one can easily see the coexistence and complementarity of
some of these structures (8, 9) (Figure 1a). The relative extent to which these different structures
are formed in a specific cell strongly depends on environmental conditions and in particular on
mechanical requirements. For example, cyclic stretch of adherent cells leads to a complete reor-
ganization of the actin cytoskeleton (10–12). Actin is also essential for embryonic development,
when the growing organism has to undergo a well-defined sequence of physical changes (13, 14),
and in specialized tissues like skeletal, cardiac, or smooth muscle, where molecular motors slide
actin filaments past each other during contraction (15). Finally, actin plays an important role when
stem cells differentiate into specialized cells, in particular into muscle cells (16–18).
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Figure 1

Actin networks organize in distinct architectures and modules in cells. (a) Actin organization in a U2OS cell, visualized by fluorescent
actin. The actin cytoskeleton organizes into diverse superstructures in cells, including branched networks in the lamellipodium at the
cell front, contractile transverse arcs in the lamella behind the lamellipodium, cross-linked and contractile meshworks in the cortex, and
stress fibers stretching toward the cell rear. Scale bar represents 10 μm. Panel adapted from Reference 9. (b) Actin is a living polymer
that utilizes energy from ATP-hydrolysis to assemble monomers at the barbed end and to disassemble them from the pointed end. By
associating with specific binding partners, actin can assemble the diverse architectures seen in panel a. (c) Flow of information toward
actin. Extracellular cues are integrated by membrane receptors to activate signaling pathways, including those that regulate the
assembly of actin structures. As an example, here we show the Rho pathway that synchronizes the assembly of the actomyosin system
through formin-mediated actin polymerization and myosin II–driven contractility.
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Figure 1.12: Actin polymerization. Actin polymerize
from barbed to pointed end in a process known as
treadmilling. This creates meshes that can be further
regulated by APBs. Extracted from Banerjee et al.
(2020).

profilin predisposes ATP-actin to
bind on the barber end (Kaiser
et al., 1999); cofilin does it to
the pointed end, further promot-
ing depolymerization and creat-
ing new barbed ends (Lappalainen
and Drubin, 1997; Wioland et al.,
2017). As ATP-actin is hydrolysed
within seconds, but phosphate re-
lease is done within minutes, the
binding properties change consid-
erably from barber to pointed end,
allowing different sets of APBs to
bind. Consequently, the time con-
stants of the sub-steps of hydroly-
sis form a gradient that has an im-
pact in end-binding preference of
APBs. Figure 1.12 shows this as-
sociation at the barbed end and
dissociation at the pointed end, a
process known as treadmilling (Wegner, 1976). Fuelled by ATP hydrolysis, APBs
can shape actin in several ways, from semi-regular branched patterns to nematic
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bundles. Moreover, these shapes can be actively changed by modulating APBs,
reaching states that are inconceivable in thermodynamic equilibrium.
Actin contributes to several structural forms in the cytoskeleton. It is involved in

the most recognizable features of the cytoskeleton; namely the lamellipodium,
filopodia, stress fibres, the cortex, and blebs (Figure 1.1). Surprisingly, it does
it in only two fundamental mechanisms: protrusive and contractile; these two
machineries can be accomplished in several designs, and by relying on different
sets of APBs.

1.7.1 Protrusive mechanisms

Actin has the ability to build complex meshes. In principle, a growing filament
has the potential to do mechanical work if anchored to a point in space. Grow-
ing filaments can actively push against obstacles, but because actin has a low
persistence length, filaments can easily buckle under load. As a consequence,
the system has evolved in such a way that meshes are formed to provide mechan-
ical resistance. This is achieved by branching and cross-linking. At the heart of
branching is nucleation from small actin filament primers; most of these filaments
are subsequently capped with APBs (Achard et al., 2010). The main complex
found in actin nucleation is the Arp2/3 complex (Machesky et al., 1994). The
Arp2/3 complex forms a dendritic network by branching out actin from a primer
filament with an angle of 70∘ (Rouiller et al., 2008; Achard et al., 2010). This sup-
ports theoretical stable configurations with characteristic angles of ±35∘ (slingshot
configuration), or +70/0/ − 70∘ (trident configuration) (Maly and Borisy, 2001;
Weichsel and Schwarz, 2010). Both structural patterns have been confirmed in
electron microscope (EM) experiments (Weichsel et al., 2012). In cross-linking,
a much greater set of APBs have been identified, exposing their importance in
mesh generation and maintenance. The binding of these proteins has been found
to be a function of their size, and the speed of polymerization (Hohmann and De-
hghani, 2019). Size correlates proportionally to density: for example, fimbrins
have a size of ∼50[𝑘𝐷𝑎] and bind on average on intervals of 10 [𝑛𝑚]; filamins are
around ∼250[𝑘𝐷𝑎] and bind on intervals of 160 [𝑛𝑚] (Klein et al., 2004; Stossel et
al., 2001). Polymerization speed can exclude the binding of large cross-linkers,
such as actinin (Falzone et al., 2012).

The emergence of mesh-like structures brings fundamental mechanical proper-
ties. The elastic modulus of actin meshes scale with its size as 1/𝑀 4, where 𝑀
is the size of the mesh (Kawska et al., 2012). Actin networks are visco-elastic
structures that can be actively controlled. Depending on the cross-linker, its con-
centration, and actin concentration, these networks can reach from fluid regimes
(Weirich et al., 2017) to viscoelastic regimes (Gardel et al., 2004; Kawska et al.,
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2012). On small time scales (less than a minute) their regime is elastic, and in
longer time scales it behaves like a viscous fluid (Kawska et al., 2012).
The lamellipodium uses protrusion mechanisms to convey cell movement. This flat

structure uses the treadmill principle to push against the plasma membrane. It
does so by combining two mechanisms in parallel: at the cell front, it polymerizes
a mesh of actin; at the end of the lamellipodium, depolymerization replenishes
the G-actin pool. The nucleation starts with the Arp2/3-mediated nucleation after
activation by the Scar/WAVE complex; filaments are further elongated by formins
and ENA/VASP proteins; small GTPases like Rac1 or Cdc42 regulate nucleators
and elongators. Depolymerization is executed by ADF/cofilin and other factors
(Krause and Gautreau, 2014).
Filipodia is another structure associated with protrusive mechanisms. It is signifi-

cantly smaller than lamellipodia, and its function is more connected to sensory
abilities rather than cell migration, although this is debated in the field (Faix and
Rottner, 2006; Jacquemet et al., 2015). It can generate forces up to 3[𝑝𝑁], about
7 times less than the lamellipodium (Cojoc et al., 2007). Besides the Arp2/3 com-
plex, there is evidence that nucleation might also be initiated by formin-mediated
assembly from focal adhesions (Yang and Svitkina, 2011; Young et al., 2015). In
vitro reconstructions of the filipodium have shown that it is built upon parallel actin
filaments, with the barbed end pointing towards the cell membrane (Vignjevic et
al., 2006). This parallel structure is sustained by formins like FMNL2, mDia2, and
Ena/VASP. Filipodia formation can be induced by the GTPase Cdc42, activating
some of the previous formins, in tandem with N-WASP activation and thus Arp2/3
(Miki et al., 1998).

Interestingly, these structures have the potential to transition. The capping pro-
tein (CapZ), induced shortening of actin filaments and makes the network much
more fluid and less elastic (Xu et al., 1999). Further in vitro modulation of this pro-
tein showed its capacity of transitioning the network from dendritic (lamellipodial)
to a bundled (filopodial) organizations (Vignjevic et al., 2006).

1.7.2 Contractile mechanisms

Contractile mechanisms are primarily promoted by the myosin superfamily of mo-
tor proteins; these structures exert mechanical work from the energy supplied by
ATP hydrolysis. There exist 18 known classes of myosins (Foth et al., 2006). Non-
muscle myosin II (NMII) is one of the key participants in actin contractility in non
muscle cells; there are at least 3 paralogs of it (Shutova and Svitkina, 2018).
Myosin II is a non-processive motor; because of this it is very difficult to measure
the forces it exerts while acting on a single filament. It was not until an experiment
using double optical traps was devised that we understood the dynamics of this
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motor. Myosin can step about 11 [𝑛𝑚] and carry a load of 3 − 4[𝑝𝑁] on average
(Finer et al., 1994). This activity, however, is insufficient to generate contrac-
tion: only when multiple myosins assemble into bipolar filaments do they become
highly processive with the potential for contractile force generation (Mahajan and
Pardee, 1996). Then, these forces can range up to the 𝜇𝑁 magnitude (Bendix
et al., 2008).

Myosin II is also involved in depolymerization processes, further emphasising
its relevance as a key regulator of the actin network (Haviv et al., 2008; Wilson
et al., 2010). To illustrate this, myosin II can also be found in lamellipodium
where the rear part is depolymerized by an ADF/cofilin dependent mechanism in
conjunction with myosin II. In this case, myosin II not only contracts the fibres, but
also plays an active role in the depolymerization process (Wilson et al., 2010;
Ydenberg et al., 2013).
Stress Fibres. These are one of the best studied structures in cells (Svitkina,

2020). In contrast to filipodia, these structures are built of nematic arrays of
parallel actin filaments. On these bipolar filaments, myosin II crosslinks and pulls,
eventually organizing the system into a formation of aligned bundles (Shutova
and Svitkina, 2018). If there are no anchor points on the network, a contraction
mechanism will inevitably collapse into a droplet (Weirich et al., 2017). Con-
sequently, anchor points are necessary for these bundles to exert a tensile force.
These anchoring structures are known as focal adhesions (FAs), clusters of pro-
teins that connect stress fibres to other cells or the extracellular matrix (ECM).
Interestingly, proteomic analysis of the FA has shown that myosin II participates
in this structure (Kuo et al., 2011; Schiller et al., 2011); with one pathway mod-
ulating integrins that connect the stress fibre to the ECM (Schiller et al., 2013).
The sole action of mechanical strain can cause conformational changes within the
filaments, further exposing binding sites, post-translational modifications or addi-
tional protein-protein interactions, thus promoting the space for further regulation
of the network.
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Figure 1.10: Mechanochemical cycle of Dynein. Extracted from Cianfrocco et al. (2015).
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1.7.3 Mechanical considerations

A fundamental question that needs to be answered in the cytoskeleton field is
how the diverse structures work together to maintain mechanical stability and ex-
ert work. From a biophysical standpoint, it is important to measure how much
stress these structures can tolerate, and how flexible they are; also important are
the rheological properties of these filamentous structures. The first study that care-
fully considered rigidity is from Gittes et al. (1993). In their work, they measured
flexural rigidity and persistence length of MTs and actin. Flexural rigidity of MTs
was measured as 2.2 × 10−23[𝑁𝑚2] for taxol-stabilized MTs and 7.3 × 10−26[𝑁𝑚2]
for F-actin. On the other hand, the persistence length of MTs was measured as
5, 200 [𝜇𝑚], and ∼17.7 [𝜇𝑚] for actin. These values have been repeated consistently
over time (van Mameren et al., 2009; Wisanpitayakorn et al., 2018). Table 1.3
shows these elastic measurements from several studies over the years on actin
filaments, and Table 1.4 shows them for MTs. Persistence length of MTs exceeds
actin filaments by several degrees of magnitude; this suggests that MTs may be
better suited for pushing other objects in the cytoplasm and the cortex. In contrast,
actin is considerably more flexible while less capable of maintaining its intrinsic
filament shape over long distances. This suggests a role of actin that is more rel-
evant in contractile mechanisms. Intermediate filaments like vimentin can tolerate
higher strains than MTs without breakage (Figure 1.13), suggesting a contribution
in structural resistance and tensile support (Janmey et al., 1991).

Reference Method 𝐸𝐼 × 10−26 [𝑁𝑚2] 𝐿𝑝 [𝜇𝑚]

(van Mameren et al., 2009) active 7.10 ±0.80 17.00 ±0.80

(DUPUIS et al., 1997) active 1.50 ±0.40 3.60 ±0.40

(Riveline, 1997) thermal 3.00 ±0.10 7.40 ±0.10

(Liu and Pollack, 2002) active 3.60 8.80

(Arai et al., 1999) active 5.50 ±0.20 13.40 ±0.20

(Ott et al., 1993) thermal 6.90 ±0.10 16.70 ±0.10

(Gittes et al., 1993) thermal 7.90 ±0.40 17.70 ±0.40

(Brangwynne et al., 2007) thermal 17.80

Table 1.3: Elastic parameters for F-actin compiled from literature. Extracted from (van Mameren
et al., 2009).
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Reference Method Condition 𝐸𝐼 × 10−24 [𝑁𝑚2] 𝐿𝑝 [𝜇𝑚]

(van Mameren et al., 2009) active 6.10 ±1.30 1.40 ±1.30

(Felgner et al., 1996) active 1.90 ±0.10 0.46 ±0.10

(Allersma, 2000) active 4.30 ±1.70 1.00 ±1.70

(Venier et al., 1994) thermal 4.90 ±0.40 1.20 ±0.40

(Gittes et al., 1993) thermal 22.00 ±1.00 5.20 ±1.00

(Mickey and Howard, 1995) thermal 26.00 ±2.00 6.30 ±2.00

(Dogterom and Yurke, 1997) thermal 34.00 ±7.00 8.30 ±7.00

(Brangwynne et al., 2007) thermal

(Kikumoto et al., 2006) active +paclitaxel 2.00

(Kikumoto et al., 2006) active -paclitaxel 7.90

(Janson and Dogterom, 2004) thermal fast growth 4.20

(Janson and Dogterom, 2004) thermal slow growth 6.60

(van den Heuvel et al., 2007) thermal at ends 0.24

Table 1.4: Elastic parameters for microtubules compiled from literature. Extracted from (van
Mameren et al., 2009).

mers is likely to determine cytoplasmic consistency, defining 
the differences in the viscoelastic properties of the three bio- 
polymers making up the cytoskeleton may be helpful in un- 
derstanding how they are deployed to achieve specific struc- 
tural requirements in the cell. 

Materials and Methods 

Protein Purification 
Actin (Spudich and Watt, 1971), vimentin (Nelson and Traub, 1982) and 
fibrinogeo (Mosher and Blout, 1973) were purified by published methods. 
Microtubule proteins containing 82-85 % tubulin and 15-18 % microtubule- 
associated proteins (MAPS) I were purified as described elsewhere (Eu- 
teneuer and McIntosh, 1981; Shelanski et al., 1973). The proteins were poly- 
merized at concentrations of 2 mg/ml in solutions containing 2 raM MgClz, 
150 mM KC1, 0.2 mM CaC12, 0.2 mM DTT, 0.5 mM ATP, 2 mM Tris pH 
7.4 (actin); 100 mM Pipes, 1 mM MgCI2, 1 mM EGTA, 0.5 mM GTP, pH 
6.9 (tubulin); 5 mM Tris, 1 mM EGTA, 0.1 mM DTT, 5 mM 2-mercapto- 
ethanol, 150 mM KCI, pH 7.6 (vimentin); or 0.1 U/ml thrombin, 400 mM 
NaCI, 50 mM Tris pH 8.5 (fibrin). Under these conditions, polymerization 
is very nearly total. The weight fraction of unpolymerized protein for each 
case is actin: 0.2% (0.1 ILM critical concentration [Stossel et al., 1985]); 
tubulin: 0.5% (0.01 mg/ml critical concentration in taxol [Schiff et al., 
1979]); vimentin: <2.5% (0.05 nag/nil critical concentration [Steinert et 
ai., 1981]); and fibrin: <3% (based on measured clottability [Janmey et al., 
1983]). 

Rheologic Measuremen ts 
Viscoelastic properties were quantified by measuring the degree of deforma- 
tion (strain) in each sample subjected to a given amount of shear stress 
(force per unit area) for various periods of time. Most measurements used 
a torsion pendulum capable of applying both steady and oscillatory stresses 
to the samples. The apparatus and the methods are described in detail else- 
where (Janmey, 1991). Briefly, three types of measurements were employed 
using this instrument. In stress/strain measurements, various magnitudes of 
stress were rapidly imposed on the sample and the resulting deformation 
(strain) was measured 30 s later, (for example, Fig. 1). In dynamic measure- 
ments, the storage modulus (3' was calculated from the resonance frequency 
of oscillations resulting from applying a momentary impulse that caused a 
brief strain of a few percent to the sample. G' could be measured either 
on a sample at rest or held by the torsion wire at a constant strain (for exam- 
ple, Fig. 2 and Table I). In the third type of measurement a constant stress 
was imposed and the slow deformation of the sample was quantified in a 
plot of strain vs. time (for example, Fig. 3). The frequency dependence of 
G' (Fig. 2, inseO was measured with a Rheometrics RF58500 instrument 
at the Chemistry Department of Ris~ National Laboratory (Roskilde, Den- 
mark). The operation of this device is described elsewhere (Janmey et al., 
1988). Measurements were made at room temperature, and polymerization 
occurred within the sample holder of the viscoelastometer, except for the 
microtubule sample that was polymerized for 30 min at 37"C and stabilized 
with 2/,g/ml taxol to ensure that the microtubules did not depolymerize be- 
fore being placed into the viscoelastometer. Taxol has been reported not to 
alter the viscoelasticity of microtubule networks (Sate et ai., 1988). 

Light Scattering 
The light scattering intensity at 90* of 2 mg/ml solutions of each of the four 
filament types was measured using a 633-nm laser light beam and a Brook- 
haven Instruments (Holtsville, NY) BI2030 instrument at room tempera- 
ture. Simultaneous measurements of G' were performed on separate aliquots 
of the same preparations. 

Results 

Stress~Strain Measurements 
Unlike viscous liquids, which deform continuously without 

1. Abbreviation used in this paper: MAP, microtubule-associated protein. 

1 0 0  | i i 

Vimentin 
80 . Micru mtubules-- undamaged 

40 F-actin ruptures 

Fibrin undamaged 

0 20 40 60 80 100 

STRESS (dyne/cm2) 

Figure 1. Stress/strain behavior of actin, tubulin, vimentin and 
fibrin polymers. The strain was measured 30 s after imposition of 
shear stress using a torsion pendulum as described elsewhere (Jan- 
mey, 1990). Solution conditions are described in Materials and 
Methods. The concentration of each sample was 2 mg/ml. 

limit when subjected to shear stresses, viscoelastic materials 
attain strains which change more slowly with time and which 
are proportional to the deforming stress, at least at small 
deformations. Fig. 1 shows the strain of networks composed 
of equal weight concentrations of microtubules, microfila- 
merits, intermediate filaments, and fibrin subjected to a 
range of shear stresses. Microtubule networks show the 
greatest deformability, and when the strain exceeds ,uS0 %, 
the material loses its elasticity and flows without limit, like 
a viscous liquid. Breakage of microtubule networks at high 
strain was previously demonstrated by Sate et al. (1988). 
Vimentin networks are also easily deformable at low stresses, 
but unlike microtubules, they withstand large stresses and 
strains without losing elasticity. Rather, the more they are 
strained, the more resistant they become to further deforma- 
tion. F-actin and fibrin networks are much more resistant to 
deformation (have much higher shear moduli) than either 
microtubules or vimentin filaments. F-actin samples differ 
from fibrin, however, in that, like microtubules, they rupture 
and begin to flow when deformed beyond '~20% strain. In 
contrast, fibrin, like vimentin, can be deformed to large 
strains under relatively high stresses and does not flow freely. 

Strain Dependence of Dynamic Shear Modulus 
The effect of strain on the viscoelastic properties of the four 
filament types is more readily apparent by measuring the 
shear modulus, the ratio of shear stress to strain, when a 
sample is deformed to a constant strain and then a small os- 
cillatory deformation is applied. This quantity, defined as the 
differential dynamic shear modulus G', is obtained from dy- 
namic measurements in which free oscillations of low strain 
are induced in the sample held at a constant larger strain. 
Fig. 2 shows how G' varies with strain for each of the four 
filament types. Microtubules exhibit a low shear modulus at 
all deformations and at strains >50 % the sample flows freely 
and no longer oscillates, consistent with an abrupt decrease 
in elasticity. Fibrin and vimentin both exhibit strain harden- 
ing (an increase in G' at increasing strains), a feature pre- 
dicted to be characteristic of polymer networks where the 
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Figure 1.13: Strain vs stress curves for MTs, F-actin, and intermediate filaments. Extracted from
Janmey et al. (1991).
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1.7.4 Nuclear actin

Actin can also be found inside the nucleus. Although this observation is still con-
troversial, recent studies have provided evidence supporting the role of actin in
nuclear processes (Bajusz et al., 2018; Kelpsch and Tootle, 2018), suggesting a
link to a prokaryotic origin (van den Ent et al., 2001). Nuclear actin can be found
in monomeric and polymeric form, similar to what is found in the cytoplasm. It
can be polymerized from nucleation factors inside the nucleus, including mDia1,
Spire1/2, Fmn2, and Arp2/3 (Plessner and Grosse, 2019). Nuclear actin has
been proposed to be involved in the initiation of DNA replication where actin
polymerization mediated by formin activity appears to be required (Parisis et al.,
2017). There is also evidence of Arp2/3 and actin recruitment on DNA lesion
sites in homologous repair, with decreased repair efficiency after actin inhibition
(Caridi et al., 2018; Schrank et al., 2018). Actin is also involved in transcrip-
tion initiation by association with all three RNA polymerases and elongation by a
process involving cofilin (Bajusz et al., 2018). Moreover, it might have a role reg-
ulating the nuclear envelope as there is evidence showing interactions of nuclear
actin with the intermediate filament lamin (Leeuw et al., 2018).

1.8 Linking the nucleus with the cytoskeleton

Importantly, the nucleus is surrounded by a variety of proteins. In the continuous
transition from structures in the cytosol down to the inner nucleus, there are several
structures of particular interest. One of the most recognized structures separating
these realms is the nuclear envelope. This extension of the endoplasmic reticu-
lum (ER) has several properties, making it relevant for the structure of the cell; it
confines the genome while also adding to the overall rigidity of the nucleus. In
spatial terms, the nuclear envelope is comprised of two membranes: the inner nu-
clear membrane (INM) and the outer nuclear membrane (ONM). Topologically,
this membranes can be thought of a single surface, as they are continuous at nu-
clear pores. The ONM forms continuous transitions with the ER (Franke et al.,
1981), and serve as a place for ribosome docking. On the other hand, the INM
interacts with the lamina, a network composed of the intermediate filament lamin
and lamin-dependent complexes (Gruenbaum et al., 2005). To bridge protein
traffic from the ER membrane to the INM, or to the ONM and interact with the cy-
toskeleton, a diverse group of proteins known as the linker of nucleoskeleton and
cytoskeleton (LINC) have been identified. These proteins have specific names
depending on which side of the nuclear membrane they are found. The Sad1
and UNC-84 (SUN) proteins interact with the INM, whereas Klarsicht, ANC-1,
and Syne homology (KASH) proteins interact with the ONM (Figure 1.14). These
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Nuclear-envelope
bridge: a complex of
SUN proteins at the
INM and KASH
proteins at the ONM
that transfer forces
generated in the
cytoplasm to the
nuclear lamina

LINC: linker of
nucleoskeleton and
cytoskeleton

lamina consists of membrane proteins, the
intermediate filament lamin, and proteins as-
sociated with chromatin (reviewed in Gruen-
baum et al. 2005). To form a nuclear-envelope
bridge, membrane proteins are trafficked from
the ER membrane either to the INM to interact
with the lamina, or to the ONM to interact with
the cytoskeleton. To complete the bridge, INM
and ONM proteins interact with each other
in the perinuclear space. The current KASH-
SUN nuclear-envelope bridging model, also re-
ferred to as the linker of nucleoskeleton and cy-
toskeleton (LINC) complex model, posits that
SUN (Sad1 and UNC-84) proteins in the INM
interact with KASH (Klarsicht, ANC-1, and
Syne/Nesprin homology) proteins of the ONM
to span the nuclear envelope (Figure 1b).

DISCOVERY OF KASH
AND SUN PROTEINS AND
THE FORMATION OF THE
NUCLEAR-ENVELOPE BRIDGE

Discovery of SUN Proteins

Our current understanding of the molecu-
lar mechanisms of the SUN-KASH nuclear-
envelope bridge is based on characterizations
of genetic mutants in Caenorhabditis elegans
and Drosophila with mispositioned nuclei (re-
viewed in Starr & Fischer 2005, Starr & Han
2005, Wilhelmsen et al. 2006). SUN proteins
were discovered by molecular analysis of C.
elegans unc-84. Alleles of unc-84 were orig-
inally isolated because of their defects in P
cell nuclear migration, which results in miss-
ing neurons and vulval cells, leading to unco-
ordinated and egg-laying defective phenotypes
(Figure 2a, Horvitz & Sulston 1980, Sulston
& Horvitz 1981). unc-84 alleles also cause nu-
clear migration defects in epidermal precursors
(Figure 2b, Horvitz & Sulston 1980, Sulston
& Horvitz 1981). The molecular cloning of
UNC-84 (Malone et al. 1999) in effect founded
the SUN-KASH field.

The C terminus of UNC-84 was found to
be conserved with the C termini of Schizosac-
charomyces pombe Sad1 and two human pro-
teins; each contains a ∼175 amino acid domain

Cytoplasm

Nucleus

a b

0.2 μm

SUN
protein

NPC

INM ONM

KASH
protein

ER

Figure 1
Klarsicht, ANC-1, and Syne/Nesprin homology (KASH) and Sad1 and
UNC-84 (SUN) proteins bridge the two membranes of the nuclear envelope.
(a) A transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image and (b) a schematic
representation of the nuclear envelope in an amphibian oocyte showing how
the inner nuclear membrane (INM), outer nuclear membrane (ONM), and
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) are contiguous. NPC, nuclear pore complex. A
generic SUN and KASH protein bridge is drawn with conserved SUN (red )
and KASH (purple) domains in the perinuclear space of the nuclear envelope.
TEM image reproduced with permission from J. Cell Biol. (Franke et al. 1981).

termed the SUN domain (Malone et al. 1999).
Sad1 is an essential component of the spindle
pole body required for normal spindle archi-
tecture (Hagan & Yanmagida 1995). Overex-
pressed Sad1::green fluorescent protein (GFP)
accumulates at the nuclear envelope, suggest-
ing an additional role for Sad1 in nuclear posi-
tioning during interphase (Goshima et al. 1999,
Tran et al. 2001). UNC-84 also localizes to the
nuclear envelope (Lee et al. 2002, Malone et al.
1999). Proteins with SUN domains are referred
to as SUN proteins and localize to the INM.

SUN Proteins Constitute the
Inner Nuclear Membrane Half
of the Nuclear-Envelope Bridge
SUN proteins are conserved across eukary-
otes including fungi, plants, animals, and basal
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Figure 1.14: KASH and SUN proteins, part of the LINC complexes. Extracted from Starr and
Fridolfsson (2010).

names were coined after the initial discovery of some of the proteins involved:
The molecular cloning of UNC-84 and its interaction with Sad1 in C. elegans in-
spired the name of SUN domain (Malone et al., 1999); whereas the KASH term
comes from the discovery of Klarsicht in Drosophila, ANC-1 in C. elegans. and
mammalian paralogs of Syne/Nesprin-1 and -2 (Starr and Han, 2002).

Of special interest to this Thesis is the interaction of the LINC complexes
nesprin-2 giant (N2G) and the formin FHOD1. These complexes have a defining
role in the contact of actin with the nuclear envelope (NE) (Figure 1.16, Antoku
et al., 2015; Kutscheidt et al., 2014) . Within the interaction, residues 1–339 of
human FHOD1 are related to residues 1340–1678 of human N2G (Kutscheidt
et al., 2014). A yeast two- hybrid screen with a mouse N2G gene revealed a
fragment sequence (fragment H) as the only region interacting with residues 1-339
of FHOD1 (Kutscheidt et al., 2014). Mutants expressing only the FHOD1 binding
fragment of N2G, or the residues responsible for FHOD1 to bind to N2G result
in dominant negative phenotype that interferes with the interaction between actin
and the NE, disrupts transmembrane actin-associated (TAN)-line formation, de-
creases nuclear movement inside the cell and centrosome orientation (Kutscheidt
et al., 2014).
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Figure 3
Functions of KASH-SUN nuclear-envelope bridges. KASH proteins are in the outer nuclear membrane (ONM). SUN protein dimers
(gold circles) are located in the inner nuclear membrane (INM) with their SUN domains (red ) in the perinuclear space, where they
interact with KASH domains (purple) to bridge the nuclear envelope. (a) Giant KASH proteins (blue) tether nuclei to actin filaments
(green). (b) UNC-83 and Nesprin-4 (green) function as nucleus-specific cargo adaptors for microtubule motors kinesin-1 (red ) through
the kinesin light chain (KLC, dark red ) and, at least for UNC-83, dynein (teal) through BicD and NudE/Lis1 complexes (pink and
purple). (c) Klarsicht (Klar, green) is thought to interact with dynein for nuclear migration. (d-f ) Nucleoplasmic domains of SUN
proteins interact with meiotic chromosomes (gray lines) through adaptors (gray circles) to aid in proper homolog pairing. (d ) Worm
ZYG-12 (orange) interacts with a KASH-less isoform of itself and dynein to tether the centrosome to the nucleus, to position the
nucleus, and to move chromosomes in meiosis. (e) Fission yeast Kms1 and 2 (blue) recruit dynein to move nuclei and telomeres in
meiosis. (f) Budding yeast Csm4 (blue) links actin filaments to the nucleus to move telomeres through unknown intermediates (?).
(g) Nesprin-3 interacts with intermediate filaments (gray) through plectin (blue). (h) Worm KDP-1 promotes cell-cycle progression.
Dm, Drosophila melanogaster; Hs, Homo sapiens.

apparatus in the neuromuscular junction
as a two-hybrid interacting partner of the
muscle-specific receptor tyrosine kinase
(MuSK) and named Syne-1 (synaptic nuclear
envelope-1) (Apel et al. 2000). Subsequently,
Syne/Nesprin-1 and/or -2 were isolated as
markers of vascular smooth muscle cells and

termed Nesprin (nuclear envelope spectrin
repeat) (Zhang et al. 2001), as novel spectrin
repeat-containing proteins called Myne (my-
ocyte nuclear envelope) (Mislow et al. 2002b),
by homology to C. elegans ANC-1 (Starr
& Han 2002), as a Golgi complex–specific
spectrin protein (Gough et al. 2003), and
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Figure 1.15: Examples of LINC complexes and their connection to the nuclear membrane. (a)
Giant KASH proteins (blue) tether nuclei to actin filaments (green). (b) UNC-83 and Nesprin-4
(green) function as nucleus-specific cargo adaptors for microtubule motors kinesin-1 (red) through
the kinesin light chain (KLC, dark red) and, at least for UNC-83, dynein (teal) through BicD and
NudE/Lis1 complexes (pink and purple). (c) Klarsicht (Klar, green) is thought to interact with
dynein for nuclear migration. (d-f) Nucleoplasmic domains of SUN proteins interact with meiotic
chromosomes (gray lines) through adaptors (gray circles) to aid in proper homolog pairing. (d)
Worm ZYG-12 (orange) interacts with a KASH-less isoform of itself and dynein to tether the cen-
trosome to the nucleus, to position the nucleus, and to move chromosomes in meiosis. (e) Fission
yeast Kms1 and 2 (blue) recruit dynein to move nuclei and telomeres in meiosis. (f) Budding yeast
Csm4 (blue) links actin filaments to the nucleus to move telomeres through unknown intermediates
(?). (g) Nesprin-3 interacts with intermediate filaments (gray) through plectin (blue). (h) Worm KDP-
1 promotes cell-cycle progression. Image and descriptions extracted from Starr and Fridolfsson
(2010).
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Figure 5 The N-terminal actin-binding site of FHOD1 provides N2G with
an additional contact to actin filaments required for TAN line formation.
(a) Schematic of constructs used. (b) Immunofluorescence images of
LPA-stimulated, wounded monolayers of FHOD1-siRNA1-treated NIH3T3
fibroblasts expressing the indicated constructs and stained for GFP, Tyr
tubulin and DNA (DAPI). Arrows indicate oriented centrosomes; arrowheads,
non-oriented centrosomes. (c) Quantification of centrosome orientation in
the experiment shown in b. (d) Analysis of centrosome and nucleus
position in the experiment shown in b. Data in b–d are from 3 experiments;
n, number of cells analysed per experiment. (e) Immunofluorescence
images of the indicated GFP constructs and F-actin (phalloidin) over

nuclei of wound-edge NIH3T3 fibroblasts depleted of FHOD1. Arrowheads,
examples of expressed GFP protein co-localizing with dorsal actin cables
over the nucleus. (f) Model of multivalent connection of N2G to actin
filaments established by FHOD1–N2G interaction. The paired CH domains
of N2G provide one connection to the actin filament; FHOD1 associated
with N2G provides a second actin-filament-binding site through its
N-terminal ABS. FHOD1 is enlarged relative to N2G to allow depiction
of its domains. Scale bars, b,e: 10 µm. Error bars d: s.e.m. ⇤⇤P < 0.01;
⇤P < 0.05; The number (n) of cells analysed is shown in c,d. NS,
not significantly different by Fisher’s exact test (c) and two-tailed
t-test (d).

N-terminal N2G-interacting site and ABS is the minimal domain
of FHOD1 required for centrosome orientation and rearward
nuclear positioning.

It was surprising that the FH2 domain, which defines formins,
seemed dispensable for centrosome orientation and nuclear
positioning. Yet, both FHOD1 1–569 and the chimaera NCH did
not fully rescue nuclear positioning. To determine whether the
FH2 domain might contribute to this function, we expressed in
FHOD1-depleted cells a full-length FHOD1 construct containing
a point mutant (FHOD1 I705A, Fig. 5a) in a conserved residue in
the FH2 domain that governs actin activity by DRFs (ref. 18). In
constitutively active FHOD1 �C, the I705A mutation prevented
the normal stimulation of actin cable assembly of the WT protein
(Supplementary Fig. 5; also see refs 9,10). FHOD1 I705A rescued

centrosome orientation but only partially restored rearward nuclear
positioning (Fig. 5b–d), suggesting that for full rearward nuclear
positioning, both the N-terminal ABS and the FH2 domain
are required.

DISCUSSION
The previous model for TAN lines3,19 proposed that the nucleus
and the overlying dorsal actin cables are solely connected by the
CH domains of N2G. Our present data suggest that the soluble,
cytoplasmic protein FHOD1 plays an essential role in linking the
outer nuclear membrane protein N2G to actin cables (Fig. 5f). This
model posits that FHOD1 enhances the interaction between N2G
and the actin cable by providing N2G with a second physical link
to actin. One end of FHOD1 (residues 1–339) connects to N2G
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Figure 1.16: Model proposed in Kutscheidt et al., 2014 for the connection of N2G to actin,
promoted by FHOD1–N2G interaction. In their model, some domains of N2G connect to actin,
while FHOD1 associates with N2G, and combined provide a second actin-filament binding site.
Extracted from Kutscheidt et al. (2014).

1.9 The Centrosome

Historically, centrosomes are one of the many central structures discovered after
the advent of microscopy in the 19th century. Centrosomes were first observed by
van Beneden (Van Beneden, 1876) and further characterized by Theodor Boveri
(Boveri, 1887) from the study of fertilized eggs of the nematode Parascaris equo-
rum. They were immediately linked to mitosis since their initial discovery; with
both scientists sharing the observation that this organelle was central in cells, in
both functional and morphological sense. Van Beneden called it corpuscule central
while Boveri gave it the more enduring name of centrosome. They also concurred
on their association with the poles of the mitotic spindle; and they both made the
conjecture that these organelles were more than just transient structures associated
with the spindle poles, but independent and permanent organelles undergoing
self-replication and having a potential role in cell division (Scheer, 2014).
Centrosomes play key roles in many eukaryote species including microtubule or-

ganization, cell polarity, cell mobility, cilia formation and sensory reception. Cen-
trosomes are not required for mitosis, and even non existent in several animal
species and likewise are absent in all plants (Debec et al., 2010). Some organ-
isms can assemble a spindle even after centrosome removal by microsurgery or
laser methods (Hinchcliffe et al., 2001; Khodjakov et al., 2000). In flies, the
removal of centrioles doesn’t stop their development, but mutants end up with no
cilia or flagella and die shortly after birth from an undeveloped neural system
(Basto et al., 2006). In humans, centrosome malfunction is linked to several dis-
eases such as ciliopathies, brain development and cancer (Bettencourt-Dias et al.,
2011).
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cleophosmin/B23 [21]. However, the bulk of this protein
clearly localizes to the nucleolus and the nucleoplasm, impli-
cating it in ribosome biogenesis. Thus, the role of nucleo-
phosmin/B23 in centrosome duplication awaits clari¢cation.
Two other protein kinases, in addition to Cdk2, have also

been implicated in centrosome duplication. In the nematode
Caenorhabditis elegans, the ZYG-1 kinase was shown to be
essential for centrosome duplication but, remarkably, not
for cell cycle progression [6]. Zyg-1 mutant embryos arrested
with single, unpaired centrioles in monopolar spindles, indi-
cating that ZYG-1 is required speci¢cally for pro-centriole
formation. The kinase could not be detected at interphase
centrosomes, but transiently localized to spindle poles during
late mitosis. What kinase(s) may functionally resemble ZYG-1

in other organisms is an interesting unresolved question. The
other kinase recently implicated in centrosome duplication is
calcium^calmodulin kinase II (CaMKII) [22]. In an assay
based on Xenopus egg extracts [8], inhibition of this kinase
completely abolished centrosome duplication [22]. Consider-
ing that calmodulin and the calcium-binding protein, centrin/
Cdc31, have also been implicated in SPB duplication in
S. cerevisiae [14], these ¢ndings hint at a conserved mecha-
nism for MTOC duplication that relies on calcium-regulated
proteins.
Increasing evidence suggests that ubiquitin-dependent pro-

teolysis also plays an important role in the centrosome cycle.
Inhibitors of protein degradation were shown to block cen-
trosome duplication in Xenopus [23], and mutations in the
F-box protein slimb, a putative component of a Skp1^cullin-
F-box (SCF) complex, cause centrosome ampli¢cation in Dro-
sophila [24]. Furthermore, certain components of the SCF
complex have been localized to centrosomes [23,25]. The pre-
cise role of proteolysis in the regulation of the centrosome
cycle remains to be determined, but one attractive possibility
is that certain proteins need to be degraded in order to allow
centrosome disorientation, which in turn may represent a pre-
requisite for centrosome duplication (see also below).
It is not presently known how many pathways contribute to

the coordination of centrosome duplication and DNA repli-
cation. With Cdk2 one important link has been identi¢ed (see
above). In addition, it is clear that in somatic cells centrosome
duplication and DNA replication are connected through a
common requirement for phosphorylation of the retinoblasto-
ma gene product pRb and the liberation of E2F transcription
factors [10]. It is possible that the E2F requirement for cen-
trosome duplication re£ects the fact that both cyclins E and A
are E2F target genes. But a more interesting possibility is that
E2F also controls the transcription of additional, as yet un-
identi¢ed genes required for centrosome duplication.
In spite of the impressive progress described above, the

actual mechanisms that underlie centrosome duplication re-
main unknown. From the perspective of the entire centro-
some, the process is clearly of a semi-conservative nature:
each centrosome in a G2 cell contains one centriole present
already in G1 and one synthesized during S phase [26]. From
the perspective of the centriole, however, the process is con-
servative, in that none of the structural components of the G1
centriole appears to redistribute into the new pro-centriole.
What template directs the synthesis of a pro-centriole in or-
thogonal orientation to a pre-existing parental centriole re-
mains one of the most fascinating unresolved mysteries in
cell biology.

3. Centrosome maturation

Centrosome maturation refers to the recruitment of addi-
tional PCM proteins, particularly Q-TuRCs, that occurs shortly
before mitosis (for review see [27]). The amount of Q-tubulin
at vertebrate centrosomes increases about three- to ¢ve-fold
[28], and this accompanies a striking increase in MT nucleat-
ing activity at the centrosome. At about the same time, the
immature parental centriole acquires maturation markers such
as ninein and cenexin/Odf2 [29^31]. Phosphorylation un-
doubtedly plays a key role in centrosome maturation. Both
Polo-like kinases (Plks) and A-type Aurora kinases have been
directly implicated in this process by genetic analyses, anti-

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the centrosome cycle in relation to the
cell cycle. Mature centrioles are shown in dark blue, immature cen-
trioles in blue, pro-centrioles in light blue and the PCM in green.
Black triangles symbolize the subdistal appendages and black lines
the distal appendages. The wavy lines indicate a hypothetical pro-
teinaceous linker connecting parental centrioles. The immature cen-
triole recruits Q-TuRCs and maturation markers in late G2, thereby
acquiring competence for MT nucleation [27,29^31]. It subsequently
acquires the distal and subdistal appendages at the end of mitosis
(for detailed description see [3]). The exact role of appendages re-
mains unclear but probably relates to MT anchoring (for review see
[67])

Table 1

Enzyme Substrate Reference

Centrosome duplication
Cdk2/cyclin E or cyclin A Mps1? [8^10,17,19^21]

Nucleophosmin/B23
Zyg-1 ? [6]
CaMKII ? [22]
SCF (slimb) ? [23,24]
Centrosome maturation
Plk1 Asp? [33,34,39]
Aurora-A ? [32]
Nek2 ? [35,36,44]
PP4 ? [37,38]
Centrosome separation
Nek2/PP1K C-Nap1 [42^44,46,47]
PKA? Centrin [45]
Aurora-A Eg5 [49]
Cdk1 Eg5 [48,50,51]
Centriole disorientation
SCF ? [23]

FEBS 26184 7-6-02 Cyaan Magenta Geel Zwart

P. Meraldi, E.A. Nigg/FEBS Letters 521 (2002) 9^1310

Figure 1.17: The centrosome cycle. Extracted from (Meraldi and Nigg, 2002).

1.9.1 Structure of the centrosome and its progression through

the Cell Cycle

Centrosome structure remains relatively conserved: a pair of centrioles surrounded
by periocentriolar material (PCM), although with some variations across species.
The centriole has a canonical ninefold symmetry, but some insects loose that par-
ticular conformation due to a different arrangement of microtubules (Riparbelli et
al., 2010). In humans, a typical centriole is a cylinder of ∼200 [𝑛𝑚] in diameter
and 500 [𝑛𝑚] in length. Under the EM, the PCM is a dense cloud of electrons.
Inmunostaining techniques combined with superresolution light microscopy have
further clarified this apparently unstructured blob into a well defined and hierar-
chical structure (reviewed in Fu et al., 2015). In drosophila, the centrosome can
be resolved into five sub-volumes for mother centrosomes, and three for daughter
centrosomes, whereas in humans up to seven layers can be distinguished (Fu and
Glover, 2012; Lawo et al., 2012).

The centrosome cycle has six phases which are in synchrony with the cell cycle:
duplication in S phase, elongation in G2, disjunction, separation and maturation
in the G2/M transition, and finally disengagement in G1 (Figure 1.17).

Duplication depends on cyclin-dependent kinease (Cdk)2-cyclin E and shares
key regulators with DNA replication (Lacey et al., 1999; Hinchcliffe et al., 1999;
Raff and Glover, 1988; Fukasawa, 2008). Plk4 kinase dominates the start of the
assembly pathway, then a sequence of events further set up the centriole. The spin-
dle assembly abnormal proteins SAS-6 and SAS-5 are recruited for procentriole
assembly and, later on in the process, CPAP (centrosomal P4.1-associated protein)
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(SAS-4 in drosophila) is appended. The emergent structure convenes SAS-6 at the
centre of a cylindrical morphology, similar to a cartwheel, and with a ninefold
symmetry.

After the cartwheel formation, centrosome elongation proceeds in G2 phase.
Some of the components that are associated with the cartwheel formation are
also active in this phase. Further roles of CPAP (also known as Cenp-J) in centriole
assembly involve the polymerization of centriolar microtubules when combined
with CEP120 (Mahjoub et al., 2010). Other proteins, like SPICE1, also cooperate
with CEP120 in this phase (Archinti et al., 2010; Comartin et al., 2013). The
role of CPAP in elongation can be further counterbalanced by overexpression of
CP110; together forming part of a centriole length regulation pathway (Schmidt et
al., 2009). Ubiquitination by the anaphase-promoting complex (APC/C) ubiquitin
ligase and subsequent protein shredding by the proteasome also play a key role
in centriole elongation (Korzeniewski et al., 2010).

Three events happen at the transition to mitosis: disjunction, separation and
maturation. Disjunction is recognized after the further disassociation of linker
proteins C-Nap1 and rootlein that hold mother and daughter centrioles together
(Mayor et al., 2000; Bahe et al., 2005). Nek2 further phosphorylates both
C-Nap1 and rootlein to promote disassembly of the linker and assure loss of
centrosome cohesion (Faragher and Fry, 2003).

After centrosome disjunction, centrosome separation occurs, the main subject
in this work. We will elaborate on centrosome separation in the next section,
but presently let’s define it as the stage characterized by a sustained increase
in the distance between centrosomes; a process mainly governed by the kinesin-
5 subfamily member, Eg5 (for a review of Eg5, see Ferenz et al., 2010). In
tandem with the former process, centrosomes recruit a large set of proteins to
enlarge the PCM, a process known as centrosome maturation (reviewed in Fu
et al., 2015). Centrosome separation and maturation occurs in late G2/early
prophase and is triggered by the mitotic kinases Cdk1, Plk1 and Nek2 (Meraldi
and Nigg, 2002; McCleland and O’Farrell, 2008; Lim et al., 2009; Gavet and
Pines, 2010b; Smith et al., 2011). After mitotic exit, the disengagement of mother-
daughter centrioles is considered a licensing step for the subsequent duplication
of centrosomes (Tsou and Stearns, 2006).
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Figure 1.18: Model of plus-end-directed motors exerting pushing forces on MT bundles. MTOCs
are represented by red dots C1 and C2. Minus (plus) ends are shown with text in parenthesis.
A tetramer motor is represented in the middle of the figure. Because each side is bound in an
antiparallel fashion to MTs, it exerts a pushing force that is translated to the MTOCs.

1.9.2 Centrosome separation

Centrosome separation emerges from the indirect forces which emanate from or
are exerted between MTs. The main force generator in the system is the motor Eg5,
a member of the kinesin-5 family. Eg5 is a homotetramer that crosslinks MTs in
an antiparallel fashion; it walks towards the plus-end of MTs, with the net effect of
a pushing between the two sets of MT fibres. Consequently, it drives centrosome
separation (Kashina et al., 1996; Kapoor et al., 2000; Kapitein et al., 2005;
Rosenblatt, 2005; Tanenbaum and Medema, 2010). Moreover, inhibiting Eg5
causes a failure of bipolar spindle formation and results in a prometaphase arrest
due to the activation of spindle assembly checkpoint.

It has been long accepted that centrosome separation is not coordinated with
NEB (Mole and J, 1975; Rattner and Berns, 1976). In this regard, at least
two pathways are implicated in centrosome separation: the prophase pathway
and prometaphase pathway (Whitehead et al., 1996; Rosenblatt et al., 2004;
Rosenblatt, 2005; Kaseda et al., 2012). In prophase separation, centrosomes
slide apart along the NE with the additional requirement of the actin cytoskele-
ton (Whitehead et al., 1996; Rosenblatt et al., 2004). In the second pathway,
separation occurs in tandem with spindle formation; a complex setting in which
separation is primarily governed by cortical pulling forces, and regulated by a
larger set of factors, including organelles that were inside the nucleus like chro-
mosomes and kinetochores (Rattner and Berns, 1976; Whitehead et al., 1996;
Rosenblatt et al., 2004; Rosenblatt, 2005; Toso et al., 2009; Tanenbaum and
Medema, 2010). Interestingly, the observations concur in that there is no dif-
ference in the duration of mitosis of cells following any of these two pathways
(Silkworth et al., 2012; Kaseda et al., 2012; Toso et al., 2009).

There is a remarkable complexity in the set of factors that might contribute
to centrosome separation. Besides Eg5, there are other mechanisms crosslink-
ing and pushing astral MTs, one example is kinesin Kif15 (Boleti et al., 1996;
Rogers et al., 2000; Segbert et al., 2003; Sueishi et al., 2000; Tanenbaum et
al., 2009; Vanneste et al., 2009). And, albeit unintuitive, the separation pro-
cess is not only governed by MT pushing forces, but also from forces in other
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Actin from centrosomes

Cortical dynein

(Vallee and Stehman, 2005)
(Robinson et al., 1999)

(Burakov et al., 2003)

(Inoue et al., 2019)

Factors on the NE

(Burakov et al., 2003)
(Rosenblatt et al., 2004)

Crosslinking factors

(Tanenbaum et al., 2009)
(Smith et al., 2011)

(Kapoor et al., 2000)

Cortical actin

(Whitehead et al., 1996)
(Burakov et al., 2003)
(Théry et al., 2005)

(Gönczy et al., 1999) (Rosenblatt et al., 2004)

MT polymerization

(Pinot et al., 2009)
(Holy et al., 1997)

Figure 1.19: Simplified schematic of the potential factors implicated in centrosome positioning,
and main references from literature.

regions in the cytoplasm, such as the plasma membrane or the nuclear membrane
(Gönczy et al., 1999; Tanenbaum and Medema, 2010). Regulation downstream
of cyclin-dependent kinase 1 (Cdk1) can be either favourable or antagonistic. In
favour of centrosome separation, Cdk1 phosphorylates Eg5 (Blangy et al., 1995;
Smith et al., 2011); antagonistically, Pak1 and Pak2 act downstream of a Cdk1-
phosphorylated-Tiam1 to prevent centrosome separation (Whalley et al., 2015).
A schematic of the main factors involved in centrosome separation is shown in
Figure 1.19.

There is also evidence of processes happening in tandem with separation
forces that have the effect of opposing centrosome separation; consequently, they
have been proposed to regulate centrosome position (Burakov and Nadezhdina,
2020). One group of these forces are the set of factors that were actively posi-
tioning the centrosome just before separation. On interphase, centrosomes are
held by different mechanisms at the cell centre (Burakov et al., 2003; Théry et al.,
2006); it is thus conceivable to propose that a subset of these mechanisms are
still active in prophase. Actin also contributes to the positioning of centrosomes
(Whitehead et al., 1996; Rosenblatt et al., 2004). Particularly, it has been shown
that cortical actin might have a gravitant role in the regulation of centrosome posi-
tion (Théry et al., 2005). Moreover, actin polymerization from centrosomes could
potentially regulate MTs nucleation and thus modulate forces (Inoue et al., 2019).

Microtubules are naturally implicated in centrosome positioning, as they em-
anate from centrosomes and have a direct connection to them. MTs have been
proposed to generate forces in two fundamental ways: by exerting a pushing
force from bending, and also by interacting with motors that can produce a me-
chanical force. MT pressure from polymerization can drive centrosomes to the cell
centre, as demonstrated in vivo (Faivre-Moskalenko and Dogterom, 2002; Holy
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et al., 1997; Pinot et al., 2009) and in silico (Letort et al., 2016). Conversely, MT
depolymerization might have the opposite effect. The MT depolymerases MCAK
(mitotic centromere-associated kinesin) and Kif18B/kinesin-8 are active during
spindle formation; thus, it is conceivable that centrosome separation is propelled
by cortical MT depolymerization (van Heesbeen et al., 2017). MT-interacting
motors also regulate centrosome separation. Dynein walks to the minus-end of
MTs and thus exert a pulling force to the centrosome. Thus, it has been proposed
that cortical dynein can move centrosomes to the cell centre by the pulling of as-
tral MTs (Burakov et al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2010; Vallee and Stehman, 2005).
Nuclear dynein has also been shown to play a role in centrosome positioning;
furthermore, there is a balance of opposing forces on the NE. Opposing dynein
on the NE, there exist motors generating opposite force, like the force generated
by kinesin-1. Therefore, these NE-related factors have the potential to fine tune a
specific force on a MT, thus adding more control of the process at the cost of in-
creasing complexity (Gönczy et al., 1999; Robinson et al., 1999; Splinter et al.,
2010).

After giving a notion of the different factors that affect the separation process,
we will briefly discuss the main events that occur in parallel to centrosome sepa-
ration.

1.9.3 Cell dynamics upon mitotic entry

The entry to mitosis is dominated by the activation of Cdk1. From the early exper-
iments done in fission yeast by Nurse and colleagues we know that Cdk1-cyclin B
activity is inhibited via the phosphorylation of Cdk1 by Wee1 kinases. Removal
of this phosphate group by Cdc25 triggers a cascade of subsequent activity that
the cell to the onset of M-phase (Nurse, 1990); more than 1,000 proteins get
phosphorylated in mitosis after this trigger (Daub et al., 2008; Dephoure et al.,
2008). The activation of Cdk1-cyclin B by a CDK-activating kinase (CAK) trig-
gers a complex network of autoregulatory feedback mechanisms that makes the
transition from G2 to mitosis fast and difficult to reverse (Ferrell, 2008; Gavet
and Pines, 2010a). A plausible explanation for this behaviour is the concurrent
action of positive and negative feedback loops emerging in parallel to act in a
switch-like manner (Rata et al., 2018). As one can expect from a reaction net-
work, the transition speed and bistable robustness will depend on the topology of
the network and the relative initial concentrations of the reactants. The particular
topology of this transition has been shown to have similarities with two switches
possessing antagonistic roles: one switch is concentrated in the auto-amplification
of the signal, while the other is inhibitory. It is the combination of both switches
in tandem that makes the emergent properties of rapid transition and hysteresis
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appear in the system. In this transition, the main known inhibitory kinases of Cdk1
are Myt1/Wee1, while the activating phosphatase Cdc25 along with the kinase
Greatwall/MASTL and its regulation by PP1 and PP2A-B55 fulfils the counterpart
role (Rata et al., 2018).

Spatially, the activation of cyclin B1-Cdk1 occurs in the cytoplasm, and quickly
translocates to the NE (Santos et al., 2012). Phosphorylated cyclin B-Cdk1 in-
creases incrementally over a window of approximately 30 minutes until prometa-
phase, staying in high activity during the rest of the stages in mitosis (Gavet and
Pines, 2010b). With this transition, cellular reorganization takes place in a short
window of time, eventually leading to cell division. The major events that hap-
pen during this phase are: cell round up, increase of the intracellular hydrostatic
pressure in the cytoplasm, formation of an actin cortex under the plasma mem-
brane, the remodelling of the endomembrane system, centrosome separation, MT
aster formation, chromatin condensation, and the subsequent spindle formation
(Champion et al., 2017).
Cell rounding is one of the most visible effects prior to cytokinesis. This change

in morphology initiates early in prophase by the activation of Ect2 and causing
actin remodelling (Matthews et al., 2012). It uses the available pool of G-actin
created by the disassembly of FAs; a pathway mediated by the inactivation of the
GTPase Rap1 (Lafuente et al., 2004; Dao et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009), or by
DEPDC1B through a mechanism that involves the inhibition of RhoA and the FA-
associated protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor type, F (PTPRF). In almost every
eukaryotic cell, including humans, a cortical actomyosin cortex is formed (Lan-
caster and Baum, 2014). Bipolar spindle formation is highly sensitive of a round
shape; furthermore, perturbations of this geometry negatively affect chromosome
segregation and mitotic progression (Lancaster et al., 2013). The dismantelation
of stress fibres further reassemble in the periphery of the cell cortex, underneath
the plasma membrane (Cramer and Mitchison, 1997). RhoA drives actin nucle-
ation after its activation by Ect2 (Tatsumoto et al., 1999; Maddox and Burridge,
2003; Niiya et al., 2006; Matthews et al., 2012; Ramanathan et al., 2015).
This activates downstream pathways of formins for nucleation and Myosin II for
contraction of the network (Maddox and Burridge, 2003; Matthews et al., 2012;
Ramanathan et al., 2015; Levayer and Lecuit, 2012). These two mechanisms are
further regulated by ezrin, radixin and moesins (ERMs), a group of proteins with
the ability to interact with transmembrane proteins and the cytoskeleton (Fehon
et al., 2010). Thus, the increase in cortical rigidity and the internal regulation of
osmolarity provokes swelling and leads to the regular round shape (Kunda et al.,
2008; Stewart et al., 2011; Fischer-Friedrich et al., 2014; Son et al., 2015;
Zlotek-Zlotkiewicz et al., 2015; Ramanathan et al., 2015).

The dramatic changes that the cytoskeleton undergoes reflect on the majority
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of things related to it, most notably the redistribution of organelles and changes
in their dynamics. The NE/ER progressively rebuilds into a more continuum-like
structure in a MT dependent manner (Ellenberg et al., 1997; Beaudouin et al.,
2002; Güttinger et al., 2009). At prophase, and in a Cdk1 dependent pathway,
dynein gets loaded onto the NE (Baffet et al., 2015); several factors work as
anchor sites, including the Nups RanBP2 and NUP133 along with their cofactors
BicD2 and CENP-F–NudE/EL (Splinter et al., 2010; Baffet et al., 2015; Bolhy
et al., 2011). Dynein loading causes the formation of protrusions called ’NE in-
vaginations’ within the proximity of the centrosomes and this contributes to the
tearing of the lamina (Beaudouin et al., 2002; Salina et al., 2002). Prophase
proceeds with an ordered and stepwise disassembly of nuclear pore complexes
(NPCs) (Dultz et al., 2008). The lamina tears and breaks apart after the phos-
phorylation by several factors, including Cdk1 and protein kinase C (PKC) (Güt-
tinger et al., 2009). The Golgi apparatus gets fragmented and dispersed through
the perinuclear area as centrosomes start to separate (Champion et al., 2017).
Dynein activity continues in prometaphase, where it interacts with proteins of the
LINC complex to aid the separation of membranes and chromatin (Zhang et al.,
2009; Turgay et al., 2014). These events set the biochemical substrate for the
progression into metaphase and subsequently mitosis.

1.10 Research objectives

There has been increasing evidence in recent years showing that centrosome sepa-
ration has a relevant role in genetic stability. In spindle formation, anomalous chro-
mosome segregation can potentially cause aneuploidy and lead to tumorigenesis
or genetic-related diseases (Sen, 2000; Nam et al., 2015). Albeit chromosome
mis-attachments can be detected in principle through their relative position with
respect of the metaphase plate, an alternative is through sensing tensional forces
on kinetochores (Rieder et al., 1994; Li and Nicklas, 1995). It has been demon-
strated that a fictitious tensional force can trick the cell to progress through mitosis
in spindles with incomplete chromosome attachment (Li and Nicklas, 1995). These
strain forces can then change the chemistry of kinetochores and thus trigger the
spindle checkpoint (discussed in Nicklas, 1997). But if tension can be a block-
ing mechanism in the cell’s progression into anaphase, then a natural question is
whether there exists anomalous, yet ’allowed’ states in which mitotic progression
can happen, even if chromosomes are improperly attached, but tension can be
sensed (Cimini et al., 2001).

In contrast to an amphitelic (normal) sister chromatid attachment (Figure 1.20),
the cases where there is an absence of tension can be separated into two types: In
monoterlic attachments, MTs are attached to only one chromatid of the chromatid
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Amphitelic Monoterlic Syntelic Merotelic

Figure 1.20: Kinetochore attachments. Figure shows four different cases of chromatid attachment
from spindle pole MTs. Kinetochores are represented by small dots in the centre of chromosomes,
with red showing a tension defect.

dyad, generating an uneven pull that triggers the checkpoint. The second type
is syntelic attachments, in which both chromatids are attached to MTs, but the
attachment is done from only one pole of the spindle. Then, there is the dangerous
case where chromatids are incorrectly attached from both poles, thus with tension,
known as a merotelic attachment. In this case, one of the poles reaches both sister
chromatids, adding stress to the system with a set of non-canonical forces which
can further trigger lagging chromosomes in anaphase (Cimini et al., 2001).

An interesting idea proposed in Silkworth et al. (2012) suggests that close spin-
dle poles have difficulties in ’searching the cellular space’, and can consequently
be a source of mis-attachments. As observed in Kaseda et al. (2012), cells that
underwent the prometaphase pathway, tended to show a shorter time from Eg5
loading to centrosome separation, a lower separation velocity and a shorter time
in which separation was active. The observations showed a correlation between
the prometaphase pathway and an increase in lagging chromosomes (Kaseda
et al., 2012; Silkworth et al., 2012). Thus, centrosome dynamics have been
proposed to mediate the integrity of chromosome segregation, as a source for
merotelic attachments (Nam et al., 2015). Theoretically, the optimal position for
performing a kinetochore search is the one that maximises the angle of capture
between the centrosomes and the metaphase plate. Sub-optimal centrosome sep-
aration can therefore place centrosomes far from the optimal position, but also
yield a spindle that is not correctly positioned in the cell; however, in the lat-
ter case several pathways are known for spindle re-orientation and positioning,
including cortical-MT pulling governed by dynein pulling and regulated by chro-
mosome and spindle-pole related signals (Bergstralh et al., 2017; di Pietro et al.,
2016; Dunsch et al., 2012; Kiyomitsu and Cheeseman, 2012; Kiyomitsu and
Cheeseman, 2013). All combined gives the main motivation for us to study cen-
trosome separation; it is relevant given the direct implications it has in health and
disease. Not only can abnormal separation cause errors in chromosome segre-
gation, aneuploidy and tumorigenesis; but also centrosomes tend to be amplified
in some cancer cells (Kaseda et al., 2012; Nam et al., 2015; Nam and van
Deursen, 2014; Silkworth et al., 2012; Silkworth and Cimini, 2012; Godinho,
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2015).
Even though many studies have focused on the mechanisms of centrosome sep-

aration and inherent ex post complications of abnormal separation, it is not known
what regulates the position of centrosomes during separation. As we discussed
earlier, there are a variety of factors that have an incidence in centrosome dy-
namics, and all of them can have a potential role in the positioning. This inspires
a line of enquiry into what the exact contributions are of each factor in relation
to centrosome position, and what their regulatory mechanisms are. Albeit Eg5 is
implicated in the prophase and prometaphase pathways of centrosome separa-
tion, in both of these pathways its role is identical; it pushes MTs by walking to the
plus-end. A model solely based on this motor could explain the relative position
along the axis constructed from the two centrosomes, i.e. 1 DOF. Other forces
implicated in centrosome separation, like dynein pulling of MTs, do not have a
pushing nature (Gönczy et al., 1999; Tanenbaum and Medema, 2010). Also,
the existence of two pathways of centrosome separation fundamentally divided
by NEB raises the question of what the precise contribution is of the NE in the pro-
cess (Whitehead et al., 1996; Rosenblatt et al., 2004; Tanenbaum and Medema,
2010).

Therefore, it is conceivable to propose the existence a set of forces complemen-
tary to the pushing of the motor Eg5, purposed to regulate centrosome position in
lieu of separation alone. Indeed, it has been repeatedly shown that centrosomes
reunite after Eg5 inhibition, highlighting the existence of forces having a compo-
nent opposed to Eg5-generated pushing (Uzbekov et al., 2002; Kapoor et al.,
2000; DeBonis et al., 2003; Skoufias et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2011; Silkworth
et al., 2012). It would therefore be expected that these forces not only counteract
separation, but also add richness to the process, potentially offering a description
for the missing DOFs that we observe in microscope movies of centrosome sep-
aration. Consequently, we aim to analyse the role in centrosome position of the
factors that were previously discussed in this chapter.
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1.10.1 Main objective

The main goal of this work is to study the balance of forces that control centrosome
separation and positioning. Our starting hypothesis is that the set of forces that
oppose Eg5 separation are critical for the positioning mechanism in the prophase
pathway of centrosomes separation.

1.10.2 Secondary objectives

1. To assess which factors contribute to the force generation that opposes Eg5
in late G2. This could involve factors related to the NE, MT polymerization,
actin polymerization and subsequent myosin contraction.

2. To create image analysis tools that can help elucidate any role in the geom-
etry of centrosome separation of the aforementioned factors.

3. To produce a model that describes centrosome positioning in the prophase
pathway that takes into account the DOFs observed in centrosome separa-
tion.



Chapter 2

Analysing the Forces That Oppose

Eg5-Driven Centrosome Separation

in Late G2 Phase

Centrosome separation is the result of the emergent behaviour of various forces
acting collectively to separate centrosome organelles. Separation happens cou-
pled with the cell cycle; kinases like Cdk1, PLK1, and Aurora A are implicated
in the process (Meraldi and Nigg, 2002; Lim et al., 2009; Blangy et al., 1995;
Gavet and Pines, 2010a; Smith and Jordan, 2010). Many factors contribute to
centrosome separation (Figure 1.19), and consequently this chapter aims to con-
vey an understanding of their impact in centrosome separation. It has been shown
that the main force generator in the separation process is the motor kinesin Eg5,
a homotetramer that crosslinks MTs in an antiparallel fashion, driving centrosome
separation (Kashina et al., 1996; Kapoor et al., 2000; Kapitein et al., 2005;
Rosenblatt, 2005; Tanenbaum and Medema, 2010).

Centrosome separation is not coordinated with NEB (Mole and J, 1975; Rat-
tner and Berns, 1976); NEB divides centrosome separation in two fundamentally
different pathways of dissimilar topologies and genes, the prophase pathway
and prometaphase pathway (Whitehead et al., 1996; Rosenblatt et al., 2004;
Rosenblatt, 2005; Kaseda et al., 2012). However, these two pathways share
the Eg5-driven MT sliding (Whitehead and Rattner, 1998; Rosenblatt, 2005;
Tanenbaum et al., 2008; Tanenbaum and Medema, 2010; Woodcock et al.,
2010). Interestingly, studies have shown an increase of lagging chromosomes in
the prometaphase pathway (Kaseda et al., 2012; Silkworth et al., 2012), and
consequently centrosome separation has been linked as a source for merotelic
attachments (Nam et al., 2015). In principle, sub-optimal centrosome separation
can leave centrosomes at an end position which would not span the maximum
angle for kinetochore search (Silkworth et al., 2012). As sub-optimal centrosome
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separation is a condition that, at least theoretically, somatic cells should avoid,
it makes sense to question, specifically, which are the contributing factors that
restrain the pushing force exerted by Eg5.

As pointed out by several studies, centrosome separation is not only governed
by MT pushing forces, but also by forces in other parts of the cell, such as the
plasma membrane or the nuclear membrane. Dynein pulling could in principle
drive centrosome separation from the cortex or the plasma membrane (Gönczy
et al., 1999; Tanenbaum and Medema, 2010). Microtubules are naturally impli-
cated in the process as they emanate from the MTOC; they have been proposed
to generate forces by exerting pushing forces from bending, and also by inter-
acting with motors that can produce a mechanical force (Faivre-Moskalenko and
Dogterom, 2002; Holy et al., 1997; Pinot et al., 2009; Letort et al., 2016).
Dynein pulling has been implicated in centrosome separation and positioning
from the cell cortex and on the nuclear membrane (Gönczy et al., 1999; Robin-
son et al., 1999; Burakov et al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2010; Vallee and Stehman,
2005); moreover, it has been proposed that it might have a role regulating centro-
some position from the combination of forces that plus-end motors provide (Splinter
et al., 2010). Actin has also been implicated in centrosome position, as a factor
that can prevent separation (Whitehead et al., 1996; Rosenblatt et al., 2004);
and as a geometrical cue that can position centrosomes in the cell (Théry et al.,
2005; Jimenez et al., 2020). Finally, the forces driving centrosome position in
prophase can potentially extend to late G2 and regulate centrosome position on
the G2/M transition (Burakov et al., 2003; Théry et al., 2006).

The objective of this chapter is to present a study of the forces that govern cen-
trosome position in the absence of the MT-pushing kinesin Eg5. There are several
studies that show separated centrosomes congressing again after Eg5 inhibition
(Uzbekov et al., 2002; Kapoor et al., 2000; DeBonis et al., 2003; Skoufias et
al., 2006; Smith et al., 2011; Silkworth et al., 2012). Consequently, our start-
ing hypothesis is that the forces that oppose Eg5 in separation are critical for the
positioning mechanism in the prophase pathway of centrosomes separation. To
achieve this, we worked on an assay previously developed by a member of the
lab, Dr. Tom Stiff, which will be described below.

2.1 Materials and methods

The centrosome congression assay

Because direct measurement of the forces that act upon some organelle in vivo is,
if not impossible, extremely hard, we devoted our efforts to observe the outcome
of interactions inside the cell without measuring the system directly. Our focus
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then aimed to observe the net effect of dynamical forces acting on centrosomes by
measuring their position in time, providing a framework for systematic analysis.

To achieve this goal, we used a U2OS cell line that expresses a Shokat muta-
tion in the ATP pocket of the kinase Cdk1 (Hochegger et al., 2007); this allowed
specific inhibition of Cdk1 by the addition of a small molecule 1NM-PP1 (Shokat
and Velleca, 2002; Papa et al., 2003). Inhibition of Cdk1 resulted in a prolonged
G2 arrest in which centrosomes were held apart by the activation of Eg5 from
alternative pathways (Smith et al., 2011). Inhibition of Eg5 by the addition of
the drug STLC caused a rapid congression of the centrosomes. The whole pro-
cess was then captured by confocal fluorescence microscopy, as shown in Figure
2.1. We recorded three channels: tubulin fibres as our cell line stably expressed
𝛼-tubulin-GFP, centrosomes through a stably expressed RFP-tagged centrosomal
protein PACT, and nuclear shape from the DNA stained with Hoechst 33342.
This process was repeated several times, inhibiting factors in different conditions,
thus obtaining insights of centrosome separation.

(A) Hoechst channel (B) GFP tubulin channel (C) RFP-PACT channel

Figure 2.1: Example of image channels taken using immunofluorescence microscopy.

As this chapter is heavily based on image analysis, a prompt introduction of the
mathematical foundations will be given. The following sub-sections will elaborate
on how we obtained the centrosome position, the boundary of the nucleus in the
& 2D projection from a z-stack of microscope images, the nucleus position as a
function of its boundary and, in cases where it was feasible, the boundary of the
cell. It is thus appropriate to describe the coordinate system we worked with.

Succinctly, the camera output from the microscope is described by the pinhole
model. This model takes a point in 3D space given by its homogeneous coordi-
nates w = [𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 1]𝑇 and transforms it to a 2D projection m = [𝑢, 𝑣, 1]𝑇. A detailed
description can be found in (Faugeras, 1993). The general formula for this linear
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transformation is given by:
m = K [I|0]w (2.1)

K =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢
⎣

−𝑓 ⋅ 𝑘𝑢 𝑓 ⋅ 𝑘𝑢 ⋅ cot (𝜃) 𝑢0

0 −𝑓 ⋅ 𝑘𝑣 ⋅ sin (𝜃)−1 𝑣0

0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥
⎦

(2.2)

where

• 𝑓 is the focal length of the camera;

• 𝑘𝑢, and 𝑘𝑣, are the horizontal and vertical scale factors;

• 𝑢0 and 𝑣0 are the coordinates of the principal point of the camera, i.e., the
offset of the optical axis with respect to the image plane;

• 𝜃 the angle between the retinal axes;

• I is a 4 × 4 identity matrix; and

• 0 is a 4 × 1 null vector.

In most microscopes these parameters are simplified, as precise calibration
generally takes place. Thus, for our purposes, there is no pixel asymmetry (𝑘𝑢 =
𝑘𝑣 = 𝑘), the grid is orthogonal (𝜃 = 𝜋/2), and there is no offset from the optical
axis (𝑢0 = 𝑣0 = 0).

A technical caveat worth noting is that all the image processing is done using
a coordinate system that is different from the one associated to the laboratory
frame of reference. For historical reasons, the image coordinate system (ICS) is
usually located at the upper left side of the image, in contrast to the lab coordinate
system located at the left side of the image. An example of how the two coordinate
systems are related can be seen in Figure 2.2; a direct consequence is that the
image looks ’upside down’ in the lab frame. Most image processing frameworks
would refer to the 𝑣 coordinate in the ICS as 𝑟𝑜𝑤, and 𝑢 as 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛. Thus, an initial
transformation from image coordinates to lab frame coordinates is required. This
is given by:

𝑦𝑙𝑎𝑏 = 𝑟𝑜𝑤 − ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝑥𝑙𝑎𝑏 = 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛 (2.3)

where ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 is the height of the image in pixels. Then, to get the coordinate
values in units of length, we take the camera calibration parameter 𝑘 from the meta-
data in the microscope’s image, further transforming the coordinates obtained in
(2.3) with the equation given in (2.1).
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𝑂𝑙𝑎𝑏

𝑂𝑖𝑐𝑠

Figure 2.2: Coordinate system used. The figure shows an arbitrary image representing the
captures we took in our microscope. For historical considerations, the origin of the ICS (image
coordinate system) is at the top left; the laboratory frame of reference, which is at the bottom left,
is what we commonly use as a cartesian coordinate system.

Some considerations were taken regarding the choice of units; because the scales
of some measurements did not match the mks system, and can be intuitively de-
scribed by other quantities. Consequently, we used minutes instead of seconds,
and scaled distance by a factor of 10−6. That yields distances measured in 𝜇𝑚,
speeds measured in 𝜇𝑚/𝑚𝑖𝑛, and accelerations in 𝜇𝑚/𝑚𝑖𝑛2.

2.1.1 Centrosome segmentation and tracking

In order to obtain centrosome position, we used the the red channel of an Olym-
pus 3i spinning disk confocal microscope and registered the centrosomal marker
RFP-PACT for all the recorded experiments. For the images obtained, we then ap-
plied a threshold and removed the noise using a median filter. An example of the
result can be seen in Figure 2.3. To obtain centrosome particles in the segmented
images we searched for peaks in the Laplacian of gaussian (LoG) transformed
output, and tracked the possible candidates using a linear Kalman Filter. Final
particles were extracted by filtering the tracked output based on track length and
gaps criteria. All previous steps performed using the software TrackMate, a plu-
gin of ImageJ (Tinevez et al., 2017). Additionally, we wrote a software module
to perform post processing of the tracked data. When nuclear boundary informa-
tion was available, we associated centrosome particles to a certain cell/nucleus,
and subsequently computed centrosome position with respect to the nucleus frame
according to equation (2.5).
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(A) PACT channel (B) After threshold

Figure 2.3: Image processing for PACT channel

2.1.2 Nuclear segmentation

We extracted the nuclear boundary by exploiting the information given in the
images of the DNA marker. To get an estimation of its shape, we applied a
sequence of image transforms and morphological operations in the order given
below; each step corresponding to the output shown in the example Figure 2.4:

1. A first threshold is applied to the initial image (Figure 2.4A in the example).

2. Morphological close and open operations are done on the image to remove
holes from chromosome condensation (Figure 2.4C) and remove noise (Fig-
ure 2.4D) respectively.

3. (2.4E) A distance transform is applied (Rosenfeld and Pfaltz, 1968).

4. (2.4F) Gaussian blur is used as a low pass filter to soften out edges.

5. (2.4G) Second threshold is applied.

6. (2.4H) A watershed transform is used to cut two –probably merged– nuclei.

The output of this process is a set of blobs in the image, as can see from the
example in Figure 2.4H. From the boundary of this blob 𝜕𝑁, we computed a
polygon from all the points in the boundary (𝑢𝑖, 𝑣𝑖) ∈ 𝜕𝑁. We can then compute
the centroid of each nuclear boundary by either analysing the image blob, or
by considering the polygonal representation. Following the later, the centroid of
a plane figure 𝑋 can be computed by dividing it into a finite number of simpler
figures 𝑋1, 𝑋2, … , 𝑋𝑛, computing the centroid 𝐶𝑖 and area 𝐴𝑖 of each part, and
then computing the weighted average:

𝐶𝑥 =
∑ 𝐶𝑖𝑥𝐴𝑖

∑ 𝐴𝑖
, 𝐶𝑦 =

∑ 𝐶𝑖𝑦𝐴𝑖

∑ 𝐴𝑖
(2.4)
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(A) Hoechst channel (B) After threshold (C) After closing (D) After opening

(E) After distance (F) After gaussian blur (G) After threshold (H) After watershed

Figure 2.4: Image processing for the Hoechst channel. Seven steps compose the processing: (B)
First, a threshold is applied to the initial image; (C) Morphological close and open operations
are done on the image to remove holes and remove noise respectively; (E) A distance transform
is applied; (F) A Gaussian blur is used as a low pass filter to soften out edges; (G) A second
threshold is applied; (H) The final output if given after applying a watershed transform to cut two
nuclei segmentations that might be merged.

in this way, we compute the position of the nucleus r𝑛 measured from the ICS;

N

O
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C2r 𝑛

r 𝑐
1

r 𝑐2

r𝑛𝑐1

r𝑛𝑐2

Figure 2.5: Nucleus and centrosome
vectors.

hence, we reference the position of each cen-
trosome relative to their corresponding nuclear
centre. Assuming that the nucleus doesn’t rotate,
the following equation yields the position of each
centrosome with respect to the frame of reference
of the nucleus:

r𝑛𝑐1 = r𝑐1 − r𝑛
r𝑛𝑐2 = r𝑐2 − r𝑛, (2.5)

where the vectors r𝑐1 and r𝑐2 are the position of
each centrosome relative to the ICS described
previously, and r𝑛𝑐1 & r𝑛𝑐2 the positions of each
centrosome in the nucleus frame. Vectors r𝑛𝑐1 and
r𝑛𝑐1 are not known a priori, but can be fully ob-
tained if we know the positions of the nucleus
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centre and each centrosome referenced to an arbitrary coordinate system. Figure
2.5 shows the geometry of these vectors in space.

2.1.3 Cell boundary segmentation

We performed an estimation of the cell boundary from tubulin structures. There
were two major difficulties segmenting our data: the high amount of information
that every image had in the tubulin channel, and that for most of the time it was
highly likely to find two or more cells touching each other, making the segmentation
process harder as we needed to divide these big areas into regions correspondent
to each cell surface.

We thus built a segmentation algorithm based on texture information from
the tubulin channel, combined with cell number and position of the cells ex-
tracted from the Hoechst channel. The fundamental difference with the nuclear

Figure 2.6: Example of a Ga-
bor filter applied to optical charac-
ter recognition. Photo extracted from
Wikipedia.

segmentation approach, is that in this case we
perform an initial transformation prior to the
threshold step. This transform is known as the
Gabor transform (Fogel and Sagi, 1989); it is
particularly appropriate with problems related to
texture representation and discrimination. A Ga-
bor filter is a linear transformation; in the spatial
domain it is composed of a Gaussian kernel func-
tion modulated by a sinusoidal plane wave given
by the following function:

𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝜆, 𝜃, 𝜓, 𝜎, 𝛾) = exp(−
𝑥′2 + 𝛾 2𝑦 ′2

2𝜎2 ) ⋅

(cos(2𝜋𝑥′

𝜆 + 𝜓) + 𝑖 sin(2𝜋𝑥′

𝜆 + 𝜓)) (2.6)

𝑥′ = 𝑥 cos 𝜃 + 𝑦 sin 𝜃
𝑦 ′ = −𝑥 sin 𝜃 + 𝑦 cos 𝜃 (2.7)

where 𝜆 represents the wavelength of the sinusoidal factor, 𝜃 represents the orien-
tation of the normal to the parallel stripes of the Gabor function, 𝜓 is the phase
offset, 𝜎 is the standard deviation of the Gaussian envelope and 𝛾 is the spatial
aspect ratio which specifies the ellipticity of the Gabor function.

Figure 2.6 shows a demonstration of Gabor filters applied to optical character
recognition (OCR). The original image about to be transformed with this operation
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is on the upper left corner of the array. The four images to the right show the
transform applied over four orientations 𝜃 ∈ {0∘, 45∘, 90∘, 135∘}. The superposition
of all four outputs is shown below the original image (at the bottom left corner of
the array). Thus, it can be seen that this transform can extract components of a
particular orientation, and that the original image can be further reconstructed
after the summation of all the transformed images, mediated by the resolution and
span of 𝜃. We therefore use this result for selecting oriented features in our tubulin
images.

Our method consisted of obtaining the superposition of eight Gabor transforms
on uniformly spaced 𝜃 angles, enhancing areas with high texture content, aiming
to select microtubule fibres. This can be seen in Figure 2.7A as an example
of the transform applied to our data. After thresholding the sum of all Gabor-
transformed images there are a substantial amount of blobs representing merged
cells. Posterior image processing was then used to further divide these merged
regions into corresponding cell boundaries. In summary, the processing sequence
is:

1. (2.7A) A set of uniformly spaced 𝜃𝑖 Gabor filters is applied to the image.

2. (2.7B) A threshold is applied to the sum of all Gabor-transformed images.

3. (2.7C) Distance transform is applied.

4. (2.7D) Nuclei centroids are extracted for further use in the watershed trans-
form, (Nuclear segmentation is described in Section 2.1.2).

5. (2.7E) Watershed transform is used on a thresholded distance transform
(from step 2.7C) to cut the large region into 𝑛 areas defined by the nuclei
seeds extracted in the previous step.

Overall, the algorithm performs reasonably well for scenarios where there are
not too many touching cells. However, in our control dataset of cells arrested
in G2 (arrest), we were only able to obtain cell boundary for 8 instances out
of 33 samples. Therefore, we used this information as a guide to get temporal
intuition of the process, and complemented it with manual segmentation of the cell
boundary for the last time point.

2.1.4 Algorithm output

The segmentation of our three elements of interest, i.e., centrosomes, nucleus, and
cell shape, made the baseline for feature extraction and posterior data processing.
An example of all techniques combined is shown in Figure 2.8. We distinguish
two centrosomes in correspondence to the nucleus and cell boundary; all of these
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(A) Gabor filter (B) Threshold (C) Distance transform

(D) Nuclei seeds (E) Cell segmentation (F) Boundaries overlayed

Figure 2.7: Image processing for the tubulin channel.

considered as 2D projections from a 3D image stack. In general, centrosome and
nuclear segmentations were qualitatively good in a broad range of the samples,
and a nice representation of the data. In contrast, the cell boundary segmentation
had clear differences from the actual structures at some timepoints. For instance,
in the example we can see that the cell segmentation has an erroneous output at
the frame corresponding to 39[𝑚𝑖𝑛]; this was due to an incorrect separation of
areas in the watershed step and consequently translated to a discontinuity in the
timeseries of the cell centroid. Also, cell boundary mis-recognitions can be seen in
the output. An example of this can be seen at the time point of 4[𝑚𝑖𝑛], where the
lower right side of the cell shows a region belonging to a neighbour cell individ-
ual. For several samples, however, the measurement errors didn’t interfere with
the overall observations we make in this work. To exemplify this, Figure 2.9 shows
centrosome distances relative to nuclear and cell centroid from the example given
in Figure 2.8. Cell mis-recognition didn’t affect centroid estimation to a large ex-
tent, and henceforth distance. Discontinuities are associated with spurious ’jumps’
in the data which were detected in a post-processing step. All taken together, the
analysis robustly tracked centrosomes and nuclei, but we had to refer to manual
approaches for the segmentation of the cell boundary in particular cases. Both
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metrics combined provided a good description of centrosome dynamics.

C2

C1

Figure 2.8: Example of the tracking steps combined. Centrosomes are represented by blue and
red hollow circles, nucleus boundary represented by a yellow polygon with its centroid graphed
as a yellow dot, and cell boundary using a white polygon with a corresponding white dot for the
centre. Scale bar corresponds to 10𝜇𝑚. Time is shown on the upper left corner on each frame with
the HH:mm format.
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Figure 2.9: Measurements from centrosomes of Figure 2.8. From top to bottom graphs show
distances of the centrosome pair with respect to the nucleus centroid, the cell centroid, and distance
in between. Discontinuities are represented with hollow circumferences. Vertical dark grey line
represents time of contact.

Displacement

We used the MSD as a measure for the deviation of a particle’s position from an
initial reference. The MSD is the most common measure of the spatial extent of
random motion, and can be thought of as measuring the portion of the system
’explored’ by a random walker. Figure 2.10A shows an example of different
particles undergoing a random movement or ’walk’ using the notation of the fol-
lowing section. There are several ways to define the MSD; for the purposes of this
Thesis, we will use the definition used in Qian et al. (1991):

Mean square displacement (MSD) Let x𝑛 = (𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑛)𝑇 be the trajectory of a par-
ticle sampled at a constant time interval of Δ𝑡, i.e., 𝑥𝑛 = 𝑥(𝑛Δ𝑡) and 𝑦𝑛 = 𝑦(𝑛Δ𝑡);
x𝑛 is vector in 2D space from an observed discrete trajectory of 𝑁 positions. The
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MSD at time 𝑛Δ𝑡 is given by 𝜌𝑛 as follows:

MSD ≡ 𝜌𝑛 = 𝜌(𝑛Δ𝑡)

= 1
𝑁 − 𝑛

𝑁−𝑛
∑
𝑖=1

[(x𝑖+𝑛 − x𝑖)2] (2.8)

Intuitively, the measure takes the average of all the possible displacements that
the particle could have at the time interval (𝑗−𝑖)Δ𝑡; 1 ≤ 𝑖 < 𝑗 ≤ 𝑁. In the literature,
time intervals are also termed time lags or lag times.

We compared our particle’s motion with these two reference regimes: pure diffu-
sive Brownian motion, and a model with constant velocity drift. In the first, it can
be shown that the MSD for a particle undergoing Brownian motion in a 2D plane
is (Einstein, 1905):

𝜌(𝑡) = 4𝐷𝑡 + 𝜀 (2.9)

where 𝐷 is the diffusion coefficient. In the second case, when diffusion is super-
imposed with a drift (or flow) of a constant velocity 𝑉, the average then becomes
(Chandrasekhar, 1943):

𝜌(𝑡) = 4𝐷𝑡 + 𝑉2𝑡2 + 𝜀 (2.10)

Figure 2.10 shows an example of this. Particles being driven by a force would
appear with an MSD curve above the line, while particles being dragged would
show a curve under the line.

The tracking process is subject to measurement error and thus uncertainty.
The two main sources are measurement noise and camera exposure (Gelles et
al., 1988). Noise relates the true coordinates of the particle with the standard
deviation of the point spread function (PSF) 𝜎𝑥 (𝜎𝑦), and depends on the pixel size,
signal intensity and noise sources; it dominates the uncertainty on slow diffusion
or very short frame duration. Conversely, the uncertainty associated with camera
exposure can dominate when the diffusion coefficient is big or the exposure time is
high. Michalet (2010) showed that in the presence of a localization error 𝜎, and
if the tracking is done on particles having pure Brownian diffusion in an isotropic
medium, the reduced localization error

𝑥 = 𝜎2

𝐷Δ𝑡 (2.11)

can be used for obtaining the best estimate of the diffusion coefficient. Small
𝑥 ≪ 1 implies that the localization error is small compared to the product of dif-
fusion and exposure time, therefore a small amount of points can suffice to do
the estimation. In contrast, if 𝑥 ≫ 1, the first MSD points are dominated by the
uncertainty in localization, and thus a larger number of points are required for
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SPT yields the trajectory r(t) = [x(t),y(t)], i.e., the
coordinates at each time t, of a particle undergoing
two-dimensional diffusion and/or systematic transport.
Because the data are stochastic, they must be analyzed
statistically to yield the conventional phenomenological
diffusion coefficient and drift rate (Chandrasekhar,
1943). The mean square displacement (MSD) of the
trajectory, denoted as p(t), is a convenient quantitative
characteristic of the motion:

p(t) = ([r(t) - r(0)]2)
= P(r')(r - r')2P(rl r', t) drdr'. (1)

Here, P(r) is the steady-state distribution of particle
position and P(rlr', t) is the transition probability, i.e.,
the probability that a particle originally at r' will be at r
after a time period t. Because the process is stationary,
the ensemble average can be computed as a time
average for a single trajectory (Landau and Lifshitz,
1969). Therefore,

p(t) = flr(t + t') - r(t')I2dt'.
This allows determination of p(t) from an experimen-
tally measured trajectory. Particle positions are re-
corded in the form of a time sequence [xn= x(nAT),
Yn = y(nAT) In = 0, 1, 2, .. . 1, with the data acquisition
time interval AT. Therefore p(t) and its x, y components
are expressed in terms of discrete time sequences:

N

PX(nAT) = I (Xi,.- x)21(N + 1)

N

py(nAT) = (Yi+n- yi)21(N + 1),

and

Pn = p(nAT) = p,(nAT) + p,(nAT).
Fig. 1 depicts p(t) for simple diffusion.

(3)

FIGURE 1 The mean square displacement as function of time for a
diffusing particle. ( ) pure diffusion; (-----) diffusion with flow;
(...) diffusion in a cage. For these calculations D = 3 x 10-11 cm2/s,
V = 0.02 p,m/s, and the cage size was 1 pm x 1 jim. The p(t) for
diffusion in a cage was calculated as described by Kolinski et al. (1986),
using their Eq. 5 extended to a two-dimensional system.

The mean square displacement as function of time is
closely related to the position correlation function:

gr(t) = (r(t)r(O)) = ffrr'P(r')P(rlr', t) drdr'

= (112)ff [r2 + r'2 (r - r')2]P(r')P(rIr', t) drdr'

= (r2) - p(t)/2. (4)
Time correlation functions have been widely used in
kinetic studies (Zwanzig, 1965). Eq. 4 provides a formal
link to other methods used to measure diffusion such as
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), a tech-
nique similar to FPR (Elson, 1985), and dynamic light
scattering (DLS). In these techniques it is not the
position of the diffusing particle itself as a stochastic
process r(t), but rather some function of the particle
positions I(r), that can be directly measured. The de-
sired kinetic information is extracted from the time
correlation of the process I[r(t)]. In FCS, I(r) = IO
exp (-r2I/w), is the Gaussian laser profile which excites
fluorescence from particles at positions r. Then the e-2
radius w0 determines the characteristic distance for this
measurement. In dynamic light scattering: I(r) = exp
(ir * q) where q is scattering vector, which varies inversely
as the wavelength of the incident light, and 1/ Iq is the
characteristic distance imposed on the diffusion measure-
ment (Cummins et al., 1969). In both cases, the photocur-
rent i(t) cx I[r(t)] is the directly measured quantity.

Simple diffusion
The coordinates r = (x, y) of a particle undergoing free
diffusion can be represented as a Gaussian process with

lO19 n:J--unl .Volume 6 Oo 1

(2)

to ,z Biophysical Journal Volume 60 October 1991

B

Figure 2.10: The mean square displacement (MSD). (A) Example paths that particles can undergo,
following the notation used in this Thesis. (B) The mean square displacement as function of time
for a diffusing particle. ( ) pure diffusion; ( ) diffusion with flow; ( ) diffusion in a cage. For
these calculations 𝐷 = 3𝑥10−11[𝑐𝑚2 ⋅ 𝑠−1], 𝑉 = 0.02[𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑠−1], and the cage size was 1𝜇𝑚 × 1𝜇𝑚. The
𝜌(𝑡) for diffusion in a cage was calculated as described by Kolinski et al. (1986), using their Eq.5
extended to a two-dimensional system. Figure and description of (B) extracted from (Qian et al.,
1991).

a good estimation. The optimal number of MSD points therefore depends on 𝑥
and the number of points in the trajectory, which can then be estimated using
an algorithm (Michalet, 2010). In the presence of drift, a similar method can be
applied to obtain the optimal parameter estimates (Devlin et al., 2019).

As our assay consisted of several particles per group, the definition of Equation
(2.8) is not fully compatible with our data. Hence, we use the Ensemble MSD as
it does the analysis over a population of trajectories. The presented results are
still valid in this context and the changes between the two measures are only
accounted in the uncertainty (Michalet, 2010; Devlin et al., 2019). Assuming
that all the trajectories of a cohort undergo the same type of diffusion and thus
are governed by the same set of parameters, the following definition applies:

Ensemble MSD Let x(𝑗)
𝑛 = (𝑥(𝑗)

𝑛 , 𝑦(𝑗)
𝑛 )

𝑇
be the 𝑗-th trajectory of a particle sampled

at a constant time interval Δ𝑡; then, the Ensemble MSD at time 𝑛Δ𝑡 is given by
𝜌𝑒𝑛𝑠

𝑛 = 𝜌𝑒𝑛𝑠(𝑛Δ𝑡), and is simply the average of all trajectories, as follows:

𝜌𝑒𝑛𝑠
𝑛 = 1

𝑁𝑇(𝑁 − 𝑛)

𝑁𝑇

∑
𝑗=1

𝑁−𝑛
∑
𝑖=1

[(x(𝑗)
𝑖+𝑛 − x

(𝑗)
𝑖 )

2
] (2.12)

=
𝑁𝑇

∑
𝑗=1

𝜌(𝑗)
𝑛 (2.13)
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Figure 2.11: MSD of simulated Brownian motion. Example MSD of 1000 particles undergoing
Brownian motion. (A) Position in 2D space of every simulated particle. (B) Square displacement
drawn in thin lines together with the average drawn in a thick line. (C) MSD plot with standard
deviation plotted as a shaded area.
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Figure 2.12: Data hierarchy used in our experiments.

We henceforth use the Ensemble MSD in all of our calculations. In this work,
we refer to it indistinctively using the former name or simply as MSD.

2.1.5 Data storage

The amount of data gathered in this project was quite extensive. As a way to deal
with the quantity of measured data, variables and points, we designed tools for
selection and categorization. Consequently, we organized our data respecting
the following hierarchy:

• The assay corresponds to a series of experiments based on an overall se-
quence of steps. The cohorts in the assay are subsequently perturbed to
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Figure 2.13: Selection tool built for data selection.

gain insightful data. An example of this is centrosome congression upon
Eg5 inhibition as described in Section 2.1.

• A condition is a modification of the baseline assay, usually a perturbation
of the system or an inhibition of some factor/component.

• An experiment, the procedure where we extract empirical data. It has a
place and time.

• An instance of the experiment is a portion of what was gathered from it.
An example could be a particular position of a multi-position microscope
sequence. All the instances in an experiment occurred in the same time and
place as the experiment itself.

• A measurement is the actual data extracted from the experiment in its purest
form.

• Feature is an observed characteristic after processing the raw data, for
example centrosome position.

With this classification in mind, we constructed a visualization and selection
tool. This tool permitted us to see what features are worth including in our final
dataset, remove poorly detected specimens, save the current state of selection
and export the selected data to a standardised format for further processing. The
screenshot in Figure 2.13 is an example of what this tool looks like.
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2.2 Results

2.2.1 U2OS cdk1as cells arrested in G2 (arrest)

Distance and speed

First, we studied what happens to centrosomes in cells arrested in G2. For this,
we incubated cells for 16[ℎ𝑟] in 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1, and subsequently imaged the
cells under the microscope. After segmentation, we computed inter-centrosome
separation using euclidean distance 𝑑(𝑡) = √(r𝑐1 − r𝑐2)2. Figure 2.14A shows
distance over time of each centrosome pair. Given the exploratory element of
this phase of the assay, we filmed centrosome position for different durations;
in summary, we recorded 33 samples for 3[ℎ𝑟], 18 samples for 55[𝑚𝑖𝑛], and fi-
nally 6 samples for 45[𝑚𝑖𝑛]. Qualitatively, we saw a wide variation in the initial
positions of the centrosome pairs. This translated to a high variation of their ini-
tial distance, as appreciated in the plotted averages for each repetition (Figure
2.14A). However, the variability of the initial distance did not correlate with fluc-
tuations during the experiment: the distance between centrosome pairs remained
stable, with small variations compared to the initial data point. On the other
hand, after calculating speeds at each time point 𝑠(𝑡) = Δ𝑑/Δ𝑡, we saw that this
measure took away the variability we observed in the initial distances. We used
the convention that positive speeds indicate centrosomes approaching to each
other. Overall, the speed measurements looked more uniform and with a reduced
variability across the repetitions, although with changes that looked more random
in their essence (Figure 2.14B). Consequently, we decided to not show the dif-
ferent repetitions in this graph. To study the random nature of the speed profile,
we decided to analyse speed frequencies in sub-intervals of the sampled data. A
histogram of the speeds of every timepoint showed a distribution centred around
the origin, although slightly skewed to the right. Finally, after arithmetic aggrega-
tion of the speed values, we observed small but positive speeds, with a median
of 0.0078 [𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1] and an average of 0.0112 [𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1]. This supports the
hypothesis of inward pushing forces maintaining centrosomes close by. Looking
at images from a sample movie in Figure 2.15, it can be clearly seen that cen-
trosomes reach a fixed state from which not much movement takes place further
on.

Mean square displacement (MSD)

The MSD profile of centrosomes arrested in 1NM-PP1 resembled that of Brownian
motion, consistent with the observation of an almost-symmetrical speed profile.
As centrosomes reached a fixed state during incubation, not much movement was
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Figure 2.14: Centrosome distance in U2OS cdk1as cells arrested for 16[ℎ𝑟] in 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1.
(A) Inter-centrosome distance; thin lines show every distance recorded, and a thick line shows the
average of all timeseries. Different repetitions of the experiment were recorded at three different
durations: 1𝑠𝑡 repetition has 6 samples recorded for 45[𝑚𝑖𝑛], 2𝑛𝑑 repetition has 18 samples for
55[𝑚𝑖𝑛], and 3𝑟𝑑 repetition has 33 samples recorded for 180.[𝑚𝑖𝑛]. Different repetitions are repre-
sented with different line styles. (B) Inter-centrosome speed; thin lines show every individual, and
the average represented by a thick line. Due to small variations of distance, all repetitions for the
experiment are consolidated in one line style in the graph.
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Figure 2.15: Still images from time-lapse videos, corre-
sponding to the GFP-𝛼-tubulin channel in U2OS cdk1as
cells arrested for 16[ℎ𝑟] in 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1 without STLC.
Time is indicated in hh:min on the top left, scale bar repre-
sent 10 [𝜇𝑚].

Figure 2.16: Histogram of cen-
trosome speed for the tracking
analysis of U2OS cdk1as cells
arrested for 16[ℎ𝑟] in 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-
PP1.

seen in the movies, and hence reflected in the linear trend observed in Figure
2.17B. We thus conducted an analysis comparing the MSD to a pure diffusion
model (Brownian). A linear regression of the data of the form 𝑦𝑖 = 𝛽𝑥𝑖 +𝜀𝑖 resulted
in a parameter estimation of 𝛽 that was significant (𝑀 = 0.3704, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.047, 𝑡(1) =
7.874, 𝑝 = 4.65 × 10−14); the value can thus be interpreted according to Eq. (2.9)
as a diffusion coefficient 𝐷 = 0.0926 [𝜇𝑚2 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1].

2.2.2 U2OS cdk1as cells upon Eg5 inhibition (congression)

Distance and speed

Next, we inquired on the dynamics of centrosomes while suppressing the sepa-
rating forces attributed to the kinesin Eg5. For this, we inhibited Eg5 with the
molecule STLC (Skoufias et al., 2006); we added 5[𝜇𝑀] of STLC after incubation
with 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1 for 16[ℎ𝑟]. In this condition, centrosomes moved towards
each other with an average speed of 0.16 [𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1] approximately. This trans-
lated to an almost monotonic decrease of the distance (Figure 2.19A), a process
we termed centrosome congression. We analysed when centrosomes approached
close enough to a distance undistinguishable from their initial separation; this
phenomenon seemed to happen without signs of synchronicity, and was spread
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Figure 2.17: MSD plot of centrosomes in U2OS cdk1as cells arrested in 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1. (A) Plot
of every centrosome displacement in thin lines with the MSD superimposed as a thick line. (B)
MSD plot using a thick line, with standard deviation above and below shown as filled curve. An
OLS regression of the MSD is plotted in red.

over the timespan of the experiment. We defined the moment in time when this
distance-inspired event happened as follows:

Time of contact Let 𝑑(𝑡) be the distance between centrosomes over time, then
the time of contact 𝑡𝑐 is the minimum time where the particles are closer than a
threshold distance 𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑟

𝑡𝑐(𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑟) = min{𝑡 ∈ ℝ ∶ 𝑑(𝑡) ≤ 𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑟} (2.14)

We used 𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑟 = 0.5 [𝜇𝑚]. When the argument in the min function was the empty
set, we used the maximum time available: 𝑡𝑐 = 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥, the duration of the movie.
This definition, although arbitrary, helped us to distinguish centrosomes that did
not approach significantly during the length of the experiment. However, differ-
ent definitions could have been made instead; for example, in the events where
centrosomes are separated during the whole length of the movie, we could have
used +∞ as a way to represent the absence of an observed time, or assigned
an undefined value to them. However, we chose the first approach because it
fulfilled two purposes: it was a simple way of representing the centrosome pairs
that were outliers in the data, and also helped us in the computation of centro-
some congression as a function of numerical values only. When we plotted the
frequency of times of contact in a histogram (Figure 2.18); we saw large values,
consistent with separated centrosomes along the whole length of the experiment.
From a total of 80 samples, around ∼10% of them did not decrease their final
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Figure 2.18: Histogram of time of contact for the tracking analysis of U2OS cdk1as cells arrested
for 16[ℎ𝑟] in 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1 and subsequent addition of 5[𝜇𝑀] STLC. Color line plots represent
top-5 best-fit distributions using the Scipy package (Virtanen et al., 2020).

distance bellow 𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑟. This circumstance was consequently reflected in frequencies
that were large enough to be noticed in the histogram (ranges from 150 to 250[𝑚𝑖𝑛]
in Figure 2.18), but small in comparison with the rest of the other frequencies. We
therefore concluded that samples in which the distance did not fully decrease to a
value bellow 𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑟 were negligible in the overall context. We thus decided to report
these spurious samples in the histogram of Figure 2.18, although care was taken
when quantitative descriptions of congression values were required. Henceforth,
we restricted ourselves to use times below 2[ℎ𝑟] when describing congression; an
exception to the rule was when the richness in the graphical description was suffi-
cient enough to express changes along the duration of the whole experiment (an
example of this can be seen in Figure 2.24). We also performed an analysis on
the histogram by fitting the data to all the available continuous distributions from
the Python’s package Scipy (Virtanen et al., 2020). From all the computed distri-
butions, we found that a skew-normal with parameter 𝛼 = 8.1922 had the minimal
sum of squared errors (SSE) from all other distributions in the set. Finally, we also
aligned all timeseries at time of contact; distances can be seen in Figure 2.19B,
and speeds in Figure 2.20B.
Speed timeseries are shown in Figure 2.20A. Aligning speeds at time of contact

showed an acute increase in the last time points of the process. This can be further
appreciated by looking at the speed histograms in Figure 2.21A. Both histograms
are skewed to the right, consistent with centrosome ‘congression’. Interestingly,
the histogram of the last 15 minutes previous contact is more pronounced (Figure
2.21B). A speed regime that is more sustained as centrosomes come closer is
consistent with structures or forces acting against centrosome separation.
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Figure 2.19: Centrosome distance in U2OS cdk1as cells arrested for 16[ℎ𝑟] in 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1
and subsequent addition of 5[𝜇𝑀] STLC. After incubation, STLC drug was added, and centro-
somes subsequently moved towards each other. Thin lines show every inter-centrosome distance
recorded, and thick centre line shows the average of all timeseries. (A) Every speed timeseries
is plotted as it was captured in the microscope. (B) Timeseries were aligned at the first timepoint
when inter-centrosome distance was less than a threshold (time of contact).
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Figure 2.20: Centrosome speed of U2OS cdk1as cells arrested for 16[ℎ𝑟] in 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1 and
posterior addition of 5[𝜇𝑀] STLC. After STLC was added, centrosomes started to move towards
each other. Thin lines show every individual inter-centrosome speed, and the thick centre line
shows the average of all timeseries. (A) Every speed timeseries is plotted as it was captured in the
microscope. (B) Timeseries were aligned at time of contact.
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Figure 2.21: Histogram of centrosome speed for the tracking analysis of U2OS cdk1as cells
arrested for 16[ℎ𝑟] in 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1 and posterior addition of 5[𝜇𝑀] STLC. (A) Histogram was
constructed taking speed timepoints from the whole length of every movie. (B) Histogram showing
speed distribution of the last 15 minutes previous to time of contact.

Interested in the speed profile of these timeseries, we asked the question of
how many consecutive time points can centrosomes hold above a certain speed.
For this, we filtered distance segments for timepoints where the speed was greater
than a threshold, yielding the graphs in Figure 2.22. We then counted consecu-
tive segments at each threshold. When we plotted this number against threshold
speed, we observed that the data followed an a rapid decay, as shown in Figure
2.23. We then fitted an exponential distribution, obtaining a statistically signif-
icant decay parameter 𝜆 = 2.222 (𝑝 = 0.868, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). This
suggests that maintaining a congression speed over a value is a phenomenon
that potentially occurs by active forces exerting work at random times.

To represent centrosome congression in terms of percentages, we constructed
a measure based on time of contact as follows:

Congression Let 𝑘 = |𝑃| be the cardinality of the set of centrosome pairs 𝑃 =
{𝑝𝑖 ∶ 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑘}; let 𝐶 be the set of all times of contact of 𝑃. Then the congression
function of the set 𝑃 at time 𝑡 is defined as the percentage of centrosome pairs
within a distance less than 𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑟 over the total number of samples in the population.

𝑐𝑔𝑟(𝑡, 𝑃) =
|{𝑡 ∶ 𝑡 < 𝑡𝑐, ∀ 𝑡𝑐 ∈ 𝐶}|

𝑘 ⋅ 100 (2.15)

In the +STLC condition, an almost linear increment in the congression can be
observed from the first two hours of the experiment (Figure 2.24). Later timepoints
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Figure 2.23: Plot of consecutive timepoints at a speed threshold in the tracking analysis of con-
gressing U2OS cdk1as cells. Blue line shows the average at every speed threshold; a red line
shows an exponential fit 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝜆𝑒−𝜆𝑥, 𝜆 = 2.222 with a p-value of 0.868 after a Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test.

show saturation around 90[%]. The condition where centrosomes were just ar-
rested in G2 by incubation with 1NM-PP1 showed a constant value of 0[%] for
the extent of the experiment. As the congression measure is so closely related to
the time of contact, there is a high resemblance with their cumulative distribution
function (CDF), which we also plotted for comparison. The congression measure
has the benefit of following the population as percentage, and consequently can
finish at values lower than 100[%]; in contrast, the CDF of a random variable al-
ways saturates at a final value of 1. We thus decided to follow the congression
measure.

Mean square displacement (MSD)

Compared to the arrested condition, there is a significant increase in the MSD
of congressing centrosomes (Figure 2.25). Regression of a pure diffusive model
yielded a coefficient of 𝐷 = 0.2490 [𝜇𝑚2 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1], whereas a model including a
drift velocity resulted in a statistically significant quadratic coefficient which was
small and negative (𝑀 = −0.0029, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.001, 𝑡(1) = −4.575, 𝑝 = 4.96 × 10−6),
suggesting that the displacement happened in the absence of drift-like forces.

The analysis supports the idea of both conditions (i.e., arrested and congres-
sion) having a diffusive regime for the initial 2 hours. This is consistent with the
congression plot of Figure 2.24, which saturates also after 2[ℎ𝑟]. All things con-
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Figure 2.24: Centrosome congression in U2OS cdk1as cells arrested for 16[ℎ𝑟] in 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1
and subsequent addition of 5[𝜇𝑀] STLC. After STLC addition, centrosome distance was computed
from their position in time; congression was calculated according to Eq. (2.15) and is plotted in
red with their values shown on the left Y axis; CDF of time of contact from Figure 2.18 is plotted
in grey and values are shown on the right Y axis.

sidered, the MSD of both conditions showed a regime resemblant of Brownian
movement, but with a greater diffusion coefficient in the congression cohort; the
later displacement correlated temporally with the congression function, both in-
creasing in the first two hours and saturating posteriorly.

Congression in relation to displacement and age

Congressing centrosomes had a positive speed, which translated in a directed
movement between each other. As discussed in Section 2.1.4, a model of diffu-
sion with drift/flow will present a convex average trend. It is thus unintuitive and
somewhat contradictory to expect a diffusive regime dominating the process in
congressing centrosomes; intrigued by this, we reasoned that a subgroup of them
might be sub-diffusing and thus flattening the curve. Consequently, we asked
if there was a difference in motility between the centrosomes of each pair. To
look at this, we took the MSD of each centrosome pair and classified them in
two groups according to their displacement: centrosomes displacing more and
displacing less; Figure 2.26A shows the differences in MSD according to this
grouping. The analysis showed a clear difference between the two groups in the
+STLC experiment. For the group of centrosomes displacing more, we observed
a pronounced change in the convexity around 40[𝑚𝑖𝑛], suggestive of saturation
in the congression process. Centrosomes in the group of displacing less showed
a linear trend for the whole observation window, suggestive of diffusive Brownian
movement. Additionally, as a control experiment, we performed the same analysis
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Figure 2.25: MSD plot of centrosomes in U2OS cdk1as cells arrested in G2 after STLC addition.
Two regression functions were plotted: in gray a pure diffusion model and in blue a model that
included a drift term according to equations (2.9) and (2.10) respectively.

using simulated particles undergoing Brownian motion, taking care to assimilate
the diffusivity pattern of the +STLC condition (Figure 2.26B). Although we still saw
differences between displacement groups, the inter-group difference decreased in
the simulated data, and the averages were not as pronounced as in the +STLC
condition (figures 2.26A–2.26B). We reasoned that the differences of MSD be-
tween displacement groups could be caused by a different set of force-generation
factors acting differentially on the centrosomes. We consequently focused our at-
tention on the first 40[𝑚𝑖𝑛], and thus performed a linear regression analysis on the
two groups using the drift model defined in Equation (2.10).

The group of centrosomes displacing less yielded a linear term 𝛽1 which was
statistically significant under a t-test (𝑀 = 0.6402, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.124, 𝑡(1) = 5.1575, 𝑝 =
3.2831 ⋅ 10−7), whereas the quadratic term 𝛽2 yielded non significant (𝑀 = 0.0020,
𝑆𝐷 = 0.004, 𝑡(1) = 0.518, 𝑝 = 0.6045), confirming the pure diffusive characteristic
of the subgroup. Compared to centrosomes in cells arrested in G2, the diffusion
coefficient of the less motile centrosomes (𝐷 = 0.1601 [𝜇𝑚2 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1]) was slightly
greater (𝐷 = 0.0926 [𝜇𝑚2 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1]). Regression against a drift model yielded
no statistically significant coefficients, but a Brownian model on the other hand
showed a statistically significant term 𝛽1 (𝑀 = 0.3892, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.058, 𝑡(1) = 6.687, 𝑝 =
2.7 × 10−10), equivalent to a diffusion coefficient 𝐷 = 0.0973 [𝜇𝑚2 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1], very
similar to centrosomes arrested in G2. Moreover, when compared to the displace-
ment of the nucleus, the group of less motile centrosomes was strikingly similar to
the nuclear displacement (Figure 2.26D), suggestive of either a connective struc-
ture between the two organelles, a local medium dense enough that the nucleus
can act as a dampening mechanism to movement, or an external force on these
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organelles that has the effect of similar diffusive coefficients. Conversely, centro-
somes displacing more had statistically significant values in both coefficients of
the drift model: the linear coefficient 𝛽1 (𝑀 = 0.8456, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.413, 𝑡(1) = 2.048, 𝑃 =
0.0409) corresponded to a diffusion coefficient 𝐷 = 0.2114 [𝜇𝑚2 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1], whereas
the quadratic coefficient 𝛽2 (𝑀 = 0.0254, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.010, 𝑡(1) = 2.525, 𝑝 = 0.0118) rep-
resented a constant drift-velocity of 𝑉 = 0.1594 [𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1]. This was suggestive
of the action of stochastic forces working in tandem to give the apparent outcome
of constant drift.

If centrosomes have a similar diffusing pattern to the nucleus, it is then con-
ceivable that they might be sharing linking structures, or have been embedded
in a dense local medium. In both of these cases, the organelles should be at a
close distance. Surprisingly, when we compared the MSD of the less/more motile
groups with the distance to the nuclear centre, they showed a proportional cor-
relation (Figure 2.27), indicative of a preference to be closer to the nucleus. In
these conditions, we also counted how many centrosomes from the less motile
group were closer to the nucleus than the more motile group. Strikingly, we found
a statistically significant value of 76.1% of centrosomes from the less motile group
closer to the nucleus in the first frame of the experiment (𝑝 = 5.36 × 10−4 from a
2-sided binomial test), suggestive of local properties around the nucleus affecting
the dynamics of the group of centrosomes displacing less in our experiments.

We found no correlation of displacement with respect to centrosome age, sug-
gesting that the differential movement happens due to stochastical events or an
uncharacterised mechanism (Figure 2.26C). All taken together, the MSD analysis
under diffusion models supports the notion of centrosomes having different dy-
namical characteristics. For every centrosome pair, one of them actively moves
while the other has a pattern more similar to centrosomes in the arrested condition.
This suggests the less motile centrosome is solidary to structures in the cytoplasm
that are present in the arrested condition; we observed a possible source of these
structures in the proximity of the nucleus.

2.2.3 Dynein depletion by siRNA

Dynein can, in principle, counteract Eg5 forces in centrosome separation. Dynein
has been reported to move centrosomes to the centre due to forces both on the NE
and pulling from the cell boundary (Burakov et al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2010). To
determine if cytoplasmic dynein had an effect on congression, we depleted two
main components of the complex: DHC and DIC by a siRNA treatment.

Distances were, in general, greater than the +STLC condition, as can be seen
in Figure 2.28. Interestingly, centrosomes were frequently found floating in the
cytoplasm rather than closer to the nucleus. Looking at their congression (Figure
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Figure 2.26: Further characterization of the MSD of centrosomes in a congression experiment.
Centrosomes of U2OS cdk1as cells were arrested in G2 following incubation in 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1
for 16[ℎ𝑟] and posterior addition of 5[𝜇𝑀] STLC. (A) MSD plot of centrosomes classified according
to displacement in two groups: displacing more and less. (B) MSD plot of simulated centrosomes
following a Brownian process of 𝐷 = 1.3 [𝜇𝑚2 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1], and classified according to displacement.
(C) MSD plot of centrosomes after classification according to age (mother, daughter). (D) MSD
plot of centrosomes displacing less in +STLC condition with the MSD of the nucleus.
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Figure 2.27: Initial centrosome distance according to displacement. Boxplot shows centrosome
distance in the first frame of the congression assay. Centrosomes of U2OS cdk1as cells were
arrested in G2 following incubation in 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1 for 16[ℎ𝑟] and posterior addition of 5[𝜇𝑀]
STLC. Centrosome pairs were further classified according MSD in ’displacing more’ and ’displac-
ing less’.

2.29), both conditions showed a drastic change in their dynamics compared to
the group of cells with only Eg5 inhibition; although distance progressively de-
creased, it never did so to a value that could impact on the congression measure.
We observed a non statistically-significant change in speed (Figure 2.30), with
a median of 0.12 [𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1] for the DHC depletion and 0.11 [𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1] for DIC
depletion, consistent with a model where dynein is not required for the generation
of kinetic energy in centrosome congression.

MSD upon DHC and DIC depletion was consistently larger than centrosomes
only with Eg5 inhibition, supporting a model in which dynein does not actively
contribute to the overall displacement (Figure 2.31A). Centrosomes that displaced
less in the DHC condition showed a sustained increase in MSD compared to its
+STLC counterpart (Figure 2.31A); there was also an increase in MSD compared
to the nucleus in the +STLC condition.

There is supporting evidence of dynein having a role in positioning centro-
somes close to the NE (Bolhy et al., 2011; Beaudouin et al., 2002; Salina et
al., 2002). Inspired by this observation, the next step was to study the effect of
dynein loaded on the NE. Thus, we studied centrosome distance following de-
pletion of asunder (Figure 2.32A), bicaudal (BICD2, Figure 2.32B) and CenpF
(Figure 2.32C). All of these proteins are factors required for dynein association
to the NE, but not to the cell cortex or motor function (Splinter et al., 2010; Bolhy
et al., 2011; Jodoin et al., 2012; Smoyer and Jaspersen, 2014). Congression
in these conditions was consistently lower than in the DHC depletion condition,
suggesting that the pool of dynein on the NE is the main driver for the congression
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Figure 2.28: Centrosome distance of U2OS cdk1as cells depleted of DHC and DIC by siRNA.
Cells were incubated in the siRNA treatment for 72[ℎ𝑟] and arrested 16[ℎ𝑟] before the experiment
in 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1. After the addition of 5[𝜇𝑀] STLC, inter-centrosome distance was tracked from
the images. Thin lines show every distance obtained from recorded centrosomes, and a thick line
shows the average. All timeseries were aligned at time of contact. (A) DHC siRNA depletion. (B)
DIC siRNA depletion.
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Figure 2.29: Centrosome congression
of U2OS cdk1as cells depleted of DHC
and DIC by siRNA.
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cdk1as cells after DHC and DIC siRNA de-
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Figure 2.31: MSD plot of centrosomes in U2OS cdk1as cells after DHC and DIC siRNA depletion.
Cells were incubated with siRNA treatment for 72[ℎ𝑟] and arrested 16[ℎ𝑟] before the experiment
in 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1. (A) MSD after DHC and DIC siRNA depletion; average shown using a thick
line, standard deviation above and below shown as filled curve. (B) MSD after DHC depletion,
grouped by amount of displacement within each centrosome pair; average shown using a thick
line, standard deviation above and below shown as filled curve. Also, MSD in the +STLC condition
from the group of less displacing centrosomes and the nucleus is plotted in thick dashed lines.
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Figure 2.32: Centrosome distance of U2OS cdk1as cells depleted of asunder, bicaudal, and
CenpF by siRNA. Cells were incubated in the siRNA treatment for 72[ℎ𝑟] and arrested 16[ℎ𝑟] before
the experiment in 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1. After the addition of 5[𝜇𝑀] STLC, inter-centrosome distance
was tracked from the images. Thin lines show every individual recorded, and a thick line shows
the average. All timeseries were aligned at time of contact. (A) Asunder siRNA depletion. (B)
Bicaudal siRNA depletion. (C) CenpF siRNA depletion.
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Figure 2.33: Centrosome congression of U2OS cdk1as cells depleted of asunder, bicaudal, and
CenpF by siRNA. Cells were incubated with siRNA treatment for 72[ℎ𝑟] and arrested 16[ℎ𝑟] before
the experiment in 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1. After the addition of 5[𝜇𝑀] STLC, inter-centrosome distance
was estimated from the images and congression calculated according to Eq., (2.15).

response in the groups with a dynein-related depletion. A notorious speed reduc-
tion in these conditions provides further evidence of an impaired congression, and
suggests that Eg5 counteracting forces are proportional to centrosome proximity
to the nucleus.

All taken together, the combined analysis suggests a model of dynein aiding
centrosomes to position close to the nucleus. Although high MSD values suggest
that dynein does not contribute to centrosome mobility, and so opens up the ques-
tion of whether this increase in displacement came from the set of forces acting
on centrosomes closer to the nucleus or from forces of a different nature.

2.2.4 Kinesin 1 depletion by siRNA

If NE-localized dynein has the predominant role from the pool of dyneins, then
it’s necessary to ask what other force contributions are relevant on the nuclear
membrane. We thus inquired about the role of kinesin-1 in centrosome congres-
sion. Previous evidence had shown that kinesin-1 is localized on the NE in G2
phase (Splinter et al., 2010), and it has been reported that its inter-relation with
dynein can exert either pulling or pushing forces on microtubules (Ikuta et al.,
2015; Rezaul et al., 2016).

We observed the distance of congressing centrosomes in a kinesin-1 depletion
by siRNA (Figure 2.36A). Interestingly, distance values in kinesin-1 depleted sam-
ples were unequivocally below the distance of a nucleus diameter (20 [𝜇𝑚]) during
the entire length of the experiments. Contrasted with the distances in dynein de-
pleted cells, the values in kinesin depleted cells were significantly lower. This is
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Figure 2.34: Centrosome speed in U2OS
cdk1as cells depleted of asunder, bicau-
dal, and CenpF by siRNA.
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Figure 2.35: MSD plot of centrosomes in
U2OS cdk1as cells after asunder, bicau-
dal, and CenpF depletion by siRNA.

consistent with the hypothesis that dynein has a dominant role in tethering cen-
trosomes to the NE; when motor imbalance between kinesin and dynein on the
nuclear membrane favoured dynein, centrosomes were on average closer to each
other and qualitatively closer to the NE. The congression analysis showed a per-
centage of around ∼30[%] at the end of the experiment, whereas for the kinesin-1
depletion it was around ∼20[%], a value slightly higher than upon DHC deple-
tion (Figure 2.37). This suggests that, together with dynein, kinesin-1 does not
contribute directly to counter-separation forces. Speeds were not statistically sig-
nificant between the groups (Figure 2.38), suggesting that neither dynein nor
kinesin-1 impairs centrosome movement. MSD analysis was also consistent with
the previous observations, as no noticeable difference can be drawn from the
cohorts.

Interestingly, when we co-depleted DHCwith kinesin-1 we recover percentages
of congression similar to the group of STLC addition (congression), consistent with
a model where the imbalance of forces from dynein and with kinesin-1 interact-
ing with MTs on the NE regulates centrosome positioning. All taken together, the
observations of centrosomes congressing upon kinesin-1 depletion are consistent
with a role of dynein and kinesin-1 regulating centrosome position to structures
around the nucleus rather than generating mechanical force to counteract centro-
some separation.
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Figure 2.36: Centrosome distance of U2OS cdk1as cells depleted of kinesin-1 and DHC+kinesin-
1 by siRNA. Cells were incubated in the siRNA treatment for 72[ℎ𝑟] and arrested 16[ℎ𝑟] before the
experiment in 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1. After the addition of 5[𝜇𝑀] STLC, inter-centrosome distance was
tracked from the images. Thin lines show every individual recorded, and a thick line shows the
average. All timeseries were aligned at time of contact. (A) kinesin-1 siRNA depletion. (B) DHC
and kinesin-1 co-depletion by siRNA. (C) Comparison of average distances from arrested cells
with Eg5 inhibition (+STLC), kinesin-1 depletion, DHC depletion and DHC+kinesin-1 co-depletion.
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Figure 2.37: Centrosome congression of U2OS cdk1as cells depleted of kinesin-1 and
DHC+kinesin-1 by siRNA. Cells were incubated with siRNA treatment for 72[ℎ𝑟] and arrested
16[ℎ𝑟] before the experiment in 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1. After the addition of 5[𝜇𝑀] STLC, inter-centrosome
distance was estimated from the images and congression calculated according to Eq. (2.15).
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Figure 2.38: Centrosome speed in U2OS
cdk1as cells depleted of kinesin-1 and
DHC+kinesin-1 by siRNA.
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Figure 2.39: MSD plot of centrosomes
in U2OS cdk1as cells after kinesin-1 and
DHC+kinesin-1 depletion by siRNA.
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2.2.5 Actin polymerization

Actin has been implicated in centrosome separation independent of NEB (White-
head et al., 1996; Rosenblatt et al., 2004). Albeit its recognized role in separa-
tion, actomyosin networks exert inward forces and thus antagonise the process,
as previously demonstrated by Burakov et al. (2003). Moreover, it has also been
shown that centrosome separation does not necessarily require myosin-II, hence
suggesting a structural role of actin in centrosome positioning (Cao et al., 2010).

Taking into consideration the previous information, we followed centrosome
congression after reducing cortical stiffness by treating cells with Focal Adhesion
Kinase inhibitor Y15 (FAKi), cytochalasin D, and also myosin-II inhibition with
blebbistatin (Figure 2.40) (Cooper, 1987; Fabry et al., 2011; Golubovskaya et
al., 2008; Kovács et al., 2004). All groups in these treatments had an average
distance of around 10 [𝜇𝑚] at the end of the experiment. The poor reduction in
distance also reflected on the congression measure, which can be seen in Figure
2.41. All the treatments showed a value below 10[%]. Average speeds were
all below the +STLC group by at least an order of magnitude. We performed
an ANOVA (analysis of variance) test comparing speeds of every cohort, which
yielded a statistically-significant difference across the groups (details are provided
in the summary section 2.4). Post hoc comparisons using Tukey’s honest significant
difference (HSD) test further showed statistical significance with average values for
FAKi (M=0.0388, SD=0.2051, p=1.66×10−8), blebbistatin (M=0.0479, SD=0.2302,
p=2.17 × 10−5), and cytochalasin D (M=0.0423, SD=0.2184, p=7.82 × 10−5) well
bellow the average of the +STLC condition (M=0.1620, SD=0.2999). This sup-
ports a model where actin counteracts centrosome separation by either providing
structural cues or by active force generation.

MSD plots showed a low linear regime in FAKi and cytochalasin D treat-
ments, but not in blebbistatin. Diffusion coefficients were similar to the arrested
condition. While FAKi and cytochalasin D ended with lower curves and diffu-
sion coefficients (𝐷𝐹 = 0.0621 [𝜇𝑚2 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1] and 𝐷𝐶 = 0.0781 [𝜇𝑚2 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1] re-
spectively), Blebbistatin had a slightly convex curve, with a diffusion coefficient
𝐷𝐵 = 0.0842 [𝜇𝑚2 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1]; when fitted against a drift model there was statistical
significance in the quadratic parameter (𝑀 = 0.0074, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.003, 𝑡(1) = 2.237, 𝑝 =
0.026), suggestive of a constant drift-velocity movement of 𝑉 = 0.0862 [𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1]
by potential actin-associated factors. The fitting was done using the whole exten-
sion of the time points, and not constrained to the optimal number described in
(Devlin et al., 2019).

All taken together, the results strongly suggest that actin has an important role
opposing Eg5 forces on centrosome separation. The treatments done on actin
and actin-related factors showed a severely impaired congression, slow average
speeds, and diffusion coefficients close to the arrest condition, suggesting that
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Figure 2.40: Centrosome distance of U2OS cdk1as cells depleted of DHC and DIC by siRNA.
Cells were incubated in the siRNA treatment for 72[ℎ𝑟] and arrested 16[ℎ𝑟] before the experiment
in 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1. After the addition of 5[𝜇𝑀] STLC, inter-centrosome distance was tracked from
the images. Thin lines show every individual recorded, and a thick line shows the average. All
timeseries were aligned at time of contact. (A) DHC siRNA depletion. (B) DIC siRNA depletion.
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Figure 2.41: Centrosome congression in cells
after treatment with blebbistatin, cytochalasin
D, and FAKi depletion by siRNA.

Figure 2.42: Centrosome speed in U2OS
cdk1as cells after treatment with blebbistatin,
cytochalasin D, and FAKi depletion by siRNA.

not only is a static actin structure required, but also contraction by myosin is
fundamental.

2.2.6 Microtubule polymerization

Lastly, we did a group of experiments where we either weaken or reinforced MT
fibres. For this, we treated cells with a low dose of nocodazole, an inhibitor of
MT polymerization, depletion by siRNA of the MT polymerase ch-TOG, and the
depolymerase MCAK (Kuhn, 1998; Hunter et al., 2003).

Distances on average were very similar for the nocodazole and ch-TOG groups,
having final values of around 10 [𝜇𝑚], similar to experiments on actin structures.
Congression of these two groups also showed values similar to actin-impaired
conditions (Figure 2.45). In contrast, MCAK siRNA treatment showed a rapid
and progressive decrease in distance during the experiment, with a final aver-
age distance of 0.2547 [𝜇𝑚]. Strikingly, the congression measure was above the
+STLC condition, suggesting that MT polymerization makes congression more ef-
fective. All things combined, when polymerization was prevented by either chem-
ical treatment or by polymerase inhibition, congression failed; conversely, when
a depolymerase was inhibited, the effect was more drastic than the congression
control. This is consistent with the model of MTs and MT polymerization having
an active role in opposing centrosome separation.

Average speeds showed a similar pattern as well. On the one hand, MCAK
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Figure 2.43: MSD plot of centrosomes in U2OS cdk1as cells after treatment with blebbistatin,
cytochalasin D, and FAKi depletion by siRNA. (A) MSD of every group (+STLC shown with an
average line only and no standard deviation). (B) MSD of centrosomes filtered by displacement.
Standard deviations were omitted to favour plot legibility.

showed no statistical significance with respect to +STLC (M=0.2009, SD=0.3197,
p=3.20 × 10−1), suggesting that MT polymerization does not dramatically affect
speed; nonetheless, looking at the graph in Figure 2.46, a slight increase can be
seen in the individual points, an aspect that is also reflected in the median of the
groups: 0.1608 [𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1] of MCAK is slightly higher than 0.0961 [𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1] in
+STLC condition. On the other hand, nocodazole and ch-TOG both showed lower
speeds. After post hoc comparisons using the HSD test, nocodazole showed a
statistically significant reduction in speed (M=0.0134, SD=0.2619, p=4.02 × 10−7),
and ch-TOG inhibition showed a strong reduction as well (M=0.0594, SD=0.2405,
p=7.07 × 10−4). Taken together, speed results suggest that MT polymerization
and existing MT structures are fundamental in generating forces to oppose cen-
trosome separation. MSD analysis of the groups (Figure 2.47) also confirmed
correlations consistent with speed and distance measures, although with some re-
markable differences. Nocodazole treatment showed a linear trend with a low
slope, suggestive of a purely diffusive regime (Figure 2.47A). Its diffusion coef-
ficient 𝐷 = 0.1074 [𝜇𝑚2 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1] was similar to actin-deficient conditions. When
we observed centrosome congression MSDs under ch-TOG and MCAK siRNA
treatments, they both had a similar slope (Figure 2.47A), suggestive of MT poly-
merization having an impact in centrosome displacement; after segregating cen-
trosomes according to displacement (more/less), a clear difference arose between
the three groups (Figure 2.47B). MCAK was above the ch-TOG and nocodazole,
with the more motile centrosome group clustering with the +STLC condition. In
contrast, centrosomes displacing more from the ch-TOG group were only similar
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Figure 2.44: Centrosome distance of U2OS cdk1as cells after treatments targeting MTs. Cells
were incubated in the siRNA treatment for 72[ℎ𝑟] and arrested 16[ℎ𝑟] before the experiment in
1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1. After the addition of 5[𝜇𝑀] STLC, inter-centrosome distance was tracked from
the images. Thin lines show every individual recorded, and a thick line shows the average. All
timeseries were aligned at time of contact. (A) Treatment of 10[𝑛𝑔] of nocodazole for 2[ℎ𝑟]. (B)
ch-TOG depletion by siRNA. (C) MCAK depletion by siRNA.
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Figure 2.45: Centrosome congression in U2OS
cdk1as cells after treatments targeting MTs.

Figure 2.46: Centrosome speed after treat-
ments targeting MTs.

to the centrosomes displacing more from the arrested condition (1NM-PP1). Both
results combined suggest that MT polymerization has a substantial role in force
generation that reflects into displacement. Interestingly, nocodazole treatment
abolished displacement even upon selection of the more motile centrosomes from
each pair, having values close to the arrested treatment. All taken together, the
results provide evidence of the importance of MT in centrosome position. The dy-
namical characteristics of centrosomes are dramatically reduced in the presence
of treatments that weaken MT structures and, moreover, treatments favouring MT
polymerization showed a quicker and more efficient congression, consistent with
a model of MT polymerization playing a significant role in opposing centrosome
separation.

2.3 Eg5 inhibition in G2 arrested cells causes cen-

trosome congression towards a central position

underneath the nucleus

Our analysis of centrosome congression hinted at a role of nuclear factors involved
in centrosome positioning. We saw this in the MSD analysis of centrosome pairs,
which showed similar diffusive characteristics of the less motile group of centro-
somes compared to the nucleus (Figure 2.26D). After we counted how many of
these centrosomes from the less motile group had started closer to the nucleus, we
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Figure 2.47: MSD plot of centrosomes in U2OS cdk1as cells after treatment with nocodazole,
and depletion by siRNA of ch-TOG and MCAK. (A) MSD of every group (+STLC shown with an
average line only and no standard deviation). (B) MSD of centrosomes filtered by displacement.
Standard deviations were omitted to favour plot legibility.

found that 76% of them did. Also, experiments with inhibition of nuclear dynein by
DHC siRNA showed a slightly higher MSD of less motile centrosomes, consistent
with centrosomes attaching to the nuclear membrane through dynein. These ob-
servations motivated us to look for correlations implicating the nuclear membrane
or its surroundings in centrosome position.

When we analysed centrosome distance in relation to structures of the cell,
we saw a clear pattern: at time of contact, all centrosomes were closer to the
nuclear centre (𝑀 = 2.0, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.3) than the cell centre (𝑀 = 29.0, 𝑆𝐷 = 5.9,
𝑡(29) = 2.5, 𝑝 = 0.0182, also look at Figure 2.48A). This was in contrast to what
has been reported in studies of centrosome position during interphase, which had
established position at the cell centre (Burakov et al., 2003; Théry et al., 2006).
This suggests that a different set of forces might be acting on centrosomes in early
prophase.

Further analysis of centrosome congression in cells arrested in late G2 showed
another geometrical hint entailing the nucleus. When we plotted centrosome dis-
tance 30 minutes before contact (Figure 2.48B), we saw a uniform spread in the
group of centrosomes further away from the nuclear centre (𝑀 = 40.0, 𝑆𝐷 = 7.4).
Centrosomes closer to the nucleus, in contrast, showed a statistically significant de-
crease; the majority of centrosomes had distances below 5 [𝜇𝑚] (𝑀 = 40.0, 𝑆𝐷 =
3.6) 𝑡(78) = 4.23, 𝑝 = 6.28×10−5. A closer look revealed that most of the outliers
in the boxplot (Figure 2.48B) clustered around ∼10 [𝜇𝑚]; interestingly, 10 [𝜇𝑚] is
the magnitude of a nuclear radius.

Finally, we also saw correlations regarding the geometry of the nucleus in
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Figure 2.48: Centrosome position and speed in relation to the geometry of the nucleus. Analysis
performed on U2OS cdk1as cells in 1NM-PP1 arrest and Eg5 inhibition by STLC. Distance was
calculated from the centre of the nuclear segmentation defined in Section 2.1.2. (A) Centrosome
distance with respect to the nucleus. Cell segmentation is shown in two boxplots, the first done
by the algorithm described in Section 2.1.3, and a manual segmentation done by Harry Pink,
a member of the lab. (B) Centrosome distance 30 minutes before time of contact. (C) Semi-log
scatter plot of centrosome speed versus distance in respect to the nuclear centre. The dots were
plotted with an opacity of 3% to highlight areas of higher density; In particular, distances closer
to a nuclear radius (∼10 [𝜇𝑚], shown with an arrow) have a higher density compared to their
surroundings.

the dynamical data of congressing centrosomes. When we analysed centrosome
speed versus distance, we saw a preference for centrosomes to reduce their speed
at distances close to a nuclear radius, as the scatter plot of Figure 2.48C shows. In
this plot, the point density around 10 [𝜇𝑚] notoriously increases. All taken together,
the data suggest a model of the nuclear membrane -or structures surrounding it-
affecting the dynamics of centrosomes.

2.4 Summary

We studied centrosome congression of U2OS cdk1as cells in vivo aiming to ob-
serve the net effect of dynamical forces acting on centrosome position. From the
recorded timeseries, four measures guided our analysis: distance, speed, con-
gression and MSD.

The final distance where centrosomes stayed at the end of every experiment
provided valuable information. Aware that variance between cohorts has to be
carefully considered, we performed a one way ANOVA (analysis of variance)
test of all groups. The result showed a statistically significant difference between
groups (𝐹(2, 29) = 16.911392, 𝑝 = 1.80 × 10−45, 𝜂2 = 0.3228). The list of final
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distances is shown in Table 2.1; post hoc analysis using the HSD test provided
statistical significance for all of the groups, suggesting that centrosome distance
is greatly impaired in these conditions. We sorted the list by p-value (from high-
est to lowest significance) and a striking result emerged: distances decreased in
subgroups. Dynein and dynein-related depletions showed at the top of the list,
followed by actin treatments and finally MT treatments.

Regarding speed, we also found a statistically significant difference between
groups as determined by one-way ANOVA (𝐹(2, 29) = 17.5504, 𝑝 = 2.70 ×
10−72, 𝜂2 = 0.3048).b In this analysis, in contrast to distances, the p-values are
directly related to speed: low p-values correlated with lower speeds (and thus
impaired congression). Average speeds were all lower than the Eg5 inhibited
control, with the exception of MCAK.

Summary of congression and MSD is provided by a scatter plot (Figure 2.49),
showing the last value of the timeseries. Three clusters can be appreciated: a top
left cluster of dynein-related treatments (high MSD, low congression), a bottom
right cluster where congression was high and MSD was low, and a cluster close
to the origin (low congression and MSD). The absence of a fourth upper-right
cluster suggests the notion that congression (conversely separation) is a process
that displaces the centrosomes efficiently.

We further compared MSD data against two models: a pure diffusion Brow-
nian model and a constant drift velocity (Drift) model. A listing of the overall
analysis is provided in Table 2.3. Diffusion coefficients taken from the Brownian
model were all statistically-significant upon a t-test analysis and summarized in
Table 2.4.

Table 2.3: Coefficients from linear regression of two diffusion models for the ensemble MSD of
all centrosomes tracked in every cohort. P-values were calculated using a t-test in the regression
to assess if the coefficient was different from 0 (𝐻0: 𝑎 == 0). Optimum number of fitting points
(𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡) was calculated using (Michalet, 2010) for the Brownian model, and (Devlin et al., 2019) for
the Drift model. OLS regression was used for the Brownian model and WLS for the Drift model.
Values in light grey represent a p-value 𝑝 ≥ 0.05; numbers in red were highlighted to show when
regression yielded a negative ‘𝑐’ coefficient not representative of a linear velocity model.

Brownian (𝜌(𝑡) = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑡) Drift (𝜌(𝑡) = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑡 + 𝑐𝑡2)

𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value

Condition Coefficient

+STLC only a 3 −2.0801 6.28 × 10−2 5 −7.5395 9.99 × 10−2

b 3 0.9961 1.12 × 10−30 5 1.4238 1.92 × 10−31

c 5 −0.0029 4.96 × 10−6

1NMPP1 only a 3 −0.3162 5.34 × 10−1 4 2.4943 2.34 × 10−1

Continued on next page
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Table 2.3: Coefficients from linear regression of two diffusion models (cont.)

Brownian (𝜌(𝑡) = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑡) Drift (𝜌(𝑡) = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑡 + 𝑐𝑡2)

𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value

Condition Coefficient

b 3 0.3704 4.65 × 10−14 4 0.2440 3.17 × 10−5

c 4 0.0012 2.45 × 10−4

Asunder siRNA a 3 −0.8133 2.90 × 10−1 12 −15.4171 1.68 × 10−1

b 3 0.4270 1.43 × 10−8 12 1.1204 2.06 × 10−4

c 12 −0.0006 7.24 × 10−1

Bicaudal siRNA a 4 −4.4077 1.56 × 10−2 6 −22.7026 8.91 × 10−2

b 4 1.1101 1.66 × 10−15 6 2.1183 1.80 × 10−5

c 6 0.0041 2.91 × 10−1

Blebbistatin a 3 −0.4103 6.47 × 10−1 4 −23.9775 4.31 × 10−3

b 3 0.3368 8.85 × 10−5 4 1.5818 4.51 × 10−13

c 4 −0.0076 1.67 × 10−10

CenpF siRNA a 3 −1.1865 2.43 × 10−1 4 −10.3379 2.83 × 10−1

b 3 0.5333 5.58 × 10−8 4 0.9881 4.14 × 10−4

c 4 0.0035 4.49 × 10−2

Cytochalasin D a 3 −0.3371 7.18 × 10−1 4 −0.5426 8.38 × 10−1

b 3 0.3125 4.71 × 10−4 4 0.4540 7.28 × 10−10

c 4 −0.0019 2.54 × 10−6

DHC & Asunder siRNA a 4 −2.7585 5.84 × 10−3 4 −21.6942 8.43 × 10−4

b 4 0.7560 1.58 × 10−21 4 1.8928 4.08 × 10−29

c 4 −0.0058 7.86 × 10−11

DHC & CenpF siRNA a 3 −1.2515 7.68 × 10−2 5 −29.9808 1.64 × 10−3

b 3 0.5198 7.57 × 10−14 5 1.9716 3.14 × 10−13

c 5 −0.0044 4.62 × 10−3

DHC & kinesin-1 siRNA a 3 −1.0307 1.58 × 10−1 1 19.5228 1.06 × 10−3

b 3 0.5567 3.37 × 10−15 1 −0.7431 6.63 × 10−4

c 1 0.0169 6.61 × 10−24

DHC siRNA a 3 −2.9822 8.11 × 10−2 4 −9.0404 4.49 × 10−1

b 3 1.1220 2.65 × 10−11 4 1.4362 4.50 × 10−5

c 4 0.0062 4.24 × 10−3

DIC siRNA a 4 −4.0999 3.38 × 10−2 5 −29.5275 2.45 × 10−2

b 4 0.8816 1.17 × 10−12 5 1.9294 5.40 × 10−12

c 5 −0.0029 1.63 × 10−2

FAKi siRNA a 2 0.0849 8.53 × 10−1 7 1.5588 4.54 × 10−1

b 2 0.2483 3.84 × 10−5 7 0.2090 5.98 × 10−3

Continued on next page
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Table 2.3: Coefficients from linear regression of two diffusion models (cont.)

Brownian (𝜌(𝑡) = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑡) Drift (𝜌(𝑡) = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑡 + 𝑐𝑡2)

𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value

Condition Coefficient

c 7 0.0003 5.75 × 10−1

Hset & Kif25 siRNA a 3 −1.6975 4.10 × 10−3 10 −0.0229 9.97 × 10−1

b 3 0.7098 2.93 × 10−32 10 0.7872 1.30 × 10−8

c 10 0.0006 4.55 × 10−1

Hset siRNA a 3 −1.1139 3.90 × 10−2 7 −0.3524 9.28 × 10−1

b 3 0.6367 2.49 × 10−31 7 0.6895 5.15 × 10−11

c 7 0.0007 2.30 × 10−1

Kif25 siRNA a 2 −0.3069 6.66 × 10−1 4 −0.1932 9.49 × 10−1

b 2 0.4863 1.63 × 10−12 4 0.4849 2.03 × 10−8

c 4 0.0019 2.53 × 10−4

Kinesin-1 siRNA a 3 −1.2925 2.62 × 10−1 5 3.0444 6.87 × 10−2

b 3 0.7424 1.63 × 10−11 5 0.5098 1.69 × 10−15

c 5 −0.0017 1.78 × 10−4

MCAK siRNA a 3 −1.6395 4.52 × 10−1 3 2.0066 5.24 × 10−1

b 3 1.1024 1.75 × 10−7 3 0.8843 1.78 × 10−9

c 3 −0.0033 1.23 × 10−2

Nocodazole 10ng a 2 0.2588 8.41 × 10−1 5 1.9050 3.75 × 10−1

b 2 0.4296 1.01 × 10−5 5 0.2975 9.61 × 10−11

c 5 −0.0004 3.78 × 10−2

ch-TOG siRNA a 3 −0.7836 4.20 × 10−1 7 4.0953 4.25 × 10−1

b 3 0.5630 5.70 × 10−9 7 0.4774 5.43 × 10−4

c 7 0.0006 4.56 × 10−1

Table 2.4: Diffusion coefficients of all centrosomes tracked in every cohort. Table is ordered
by value of 𝐷. P-values were calculated using a t–test in the OLS step to assess if the coefficient
was different from 0 (𝐻0: 𝐷 == 0). Optimum number of fitting points (𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡) was calculated using
(Michalet, 2010).

D [𝜇𝑚2 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1]

𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value

Condition

DHC siRNA 3 0.2805 2.65 × 10−11

Bicaudal siRNA 4 0.2775 1.66 × 10−15

MCAK siRNA 3 0.2756 1.75 × 10−7

Continued on next page
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Table 2.4: Diffusion coefficients of all centrosomes tracked in every cohort (cont.)

D [𝜇𝑚2 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1]

𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value

Condition

+STLC only 3 0.2490 1.12 × 10−30

DIC siRNA 4 0.2204 1.17 × 10−12

DHC & Asunder siRNA 4 0.1890 1.58 × 10−21

Kinesin-1 siRNA 3 0.1856 1.63 × 10−11

Hset & Kif25 siRNA 3 0.1774 2.93 × 10−32

Hset siRNA 3 0.1592 2.49 × 10−31

ch-TOG siRNA 3 0.1408 5.70 × 10−9

DHC & kinesin-1 siRNA 3 0.1392 3.37 × 10−15

CenpF siRNA 3 0.1333 5.58 × 10−8

DHC & CenpF siRNA 3 0.1300 7.57 × 10−14

Kif25 siRNA 2 0.1216 1.63 × 10−12

Nocodazole 10ng 2 0.1074 1.01 × 10−5

Asunder siRNA 3 0.1068 1.43 × 10−8

1NMPP1 only 3 0.0926 4.65 × 10−14

Blebbistatin 3 0.0842 8.85 × 10−5

Cytochalasin D 3 0.0781 4.71 × 10−4

FAKi siRNA 2 0.0621 3.84 × 10−5

Table 2.5: Coefficients from OLS regression of the pure diffusive (Brownian) model for the ensem-
ble MSD for centrosomes classified according to displacement. P-values were calculated using a
t-test in the OLS step to assess if the coefficient was different from 0 (𝐻0: 𝑎 == 0). Optimum num-
ber of fitting points (𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡) was calculated using (Michalet, 2010). Values in light grey represent a
p-value 𝑝 ≥ 0.05.

Brownian (𝜌(𝑡) = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑡)

Displacing less Displacing more

𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value

Condition Coefficient

+STLC only a 3 0.4577 5.91 × 10−1 4 −4.6179 1.36 × 10−2

b 3 0.4957 4.00 × 10−14 4 1.4964 7.62 × 10−24

1NMPP1 only a 2 0.1025 8.71 × 10−1 3 −0.7349 3.52 × 10−1

b 2 0.2864 2.01 × 10−6 3 0.4544 3.48 × 10−9

Asunder siRNA a 3 −0.2043 7.54 × 10−1 3 −1.4223 2.81 × 10−1

b 3 0.2748 2.08 × 10−5 3 0.5793 9.53 × 10−6
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Table 2.5: Coefficients from OLS regression of the Brownian model for centrosomes classified
according to displacement (cont.)

Brownian (𝜌(𝑡) = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑡)

Displacing less Displacing more

𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value

Condition Coefficient

Bicaudal siRNA a 3 −1.5312 1.27 × 10−1 4 −6.6168 4.03 × 10−2

b 3 0.5688 9.77 × 10−9 4 1.5713 3.08 × 10−10

Blebbistatin a 2 0.0398 9.44 × 10−1 3 −0.8603 5.92 × 10−1

b 2 0.1894 6.49 × 10−4 3 0.4842 1.88 × 10−3

CenpF siRNA a 3 −0.1933 7.39 × 10−1 3 −2.1796 2.27 × 10−1

b 3 0.2719 2.28 × 10−6 3 0.7948 6.83 × 10−6

Cytochalasin D a 3 0.2486 6.73 × 10−1 3 −0.9228 5.90 × 10−1

b 3 0.1708 2.84 × 10−3 3 0.4541 5.94 × 10−3

DHC & Asunder siRNA a 4 −1.2963 1.11 × 10−1 4 −4.2208 1.01 × 10−2

b 4 0.4621 1.51 × 10−12 4 1.0498 4.51 × 10−15

DHC & CenpF siRNA a 3 −0.5027 3.06 × 10−1 4 −2.9535 5.75 × 10−2

b 3 0.3273 6.11 × 10−11 4 0.8267 1.28 × 10−11

DHC & kinesin-1 siRNA a 2 −0.0633 9.17 × 10−1 3 −1.9980 1.08 × 10−1

b 2 0.3235 3.89 × 10−8 3 0.7899 1.05 × 10−10

DHC siRNA a 3 −1.4701 2.19 × 10−1 4 −6.3779 8.29 × 10−2

b 3 0.7437 1.62 × 10−9 4 1.7263 2.38 × 10−9

DIC siRNA a 4 −2.6980 2.50 × 10−1 4 −5.5017 5.80 × 10−2

b 4 0.6152 3.11 × 10−5 4 1.1481 2.06 × 10−9

FAKi siRNA a 3 0.3320 6.25 × 10−1 2 −0.1498 7.89 × 10−1

b 3 0.2167 8.98 × 10−4 2 0.2781 2.44 × 10−4

Hset & Kif25 siRNA a 3 −0.7737 7.99 × 10−2 4 −3.4653 3.96 × 10−3

b 3 0.4918 3.23 × 10−25 4 1.0301 9.90 × 10−26

Hset siRNA a 3 −0.3523 4.98 × 10−1 3 −1.8710 3.87 × 10−2

b 3 0.4735 1.04 × 10−18 3 0.7999 4.91 × 10−18

Kif25 siRNA a 3 −0.4886 3.57 × 10−1 2 −0.1446 9.11 × 10−1

b 3 0.4067 7.06 × 10−14 2 0.5688 4.60 × 10−6

Kinesin-1 siRNA a 3 −0.6111 6.86 × 10−1 3 −1.9739 2.44 × 10−1

b 3 0.5413 1.51 × 10−4 3 0.9434 9.59 × 10−9

MCAK siRNA a 2 −0.0886 9.62 × 10−1 3 −2.7199 4.51 × 10−1

b 2 0.6182 1.00 × 10−2 3 1.5157 1.77 × 10−5

Nocodazole 10ng a 4 1.0844 3.43 × 10−1 3 −0.5668 8.00 × 10−1

b 4 0.2463 4.09 × 10−3 3 0.6130 3.28 × 10−4
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Table 2.5: Coefficients from OLS regression of the Brownian model for centrosomes classified
according to displacement (cont.)

Brownian (𝜌(𝑡) = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑡)

Displacing less Displacing more

𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value

Condition Coefficient

ch-TOG siRNA a 3 −0.3806 7.79 × 10−1 3 −1.1867 3.83 × 10−1

b 3 0.4512 6.26 × 10−4 3 0.6749 1.28 × 10−6

It is necessary to mention some caveats in the analysis. Some of the fitted
constant values showed a negative value, suggestive of high localization error
or high exposure times (Michalet, 2010). Perhaps more concerning is that some
of the coefficients in the quadratic term of the Drift model showed statistically-
significant negative values. This is in contradiction of the expected positive value
that the model predicts. Consequently, a negative value means the model is not a
good representation for the dataset. We compared the model predictions with the
data and saw cases where there was a clear convex regime in the average MSD,
but the analysis was assigning a negative value for the quadratic term. As the
optimal number of fitting points depends on the hypothesis of an ideal process,
we followed our intuition and fitted the model against all points in the data series.
The result is a better fit of the average curve that supported our visual inspection.
We used this method hence to explain some conditions, such as blebbistatin. We
also provide both methods in different tables for the motility comparison: Table
2.6 shows values for the optimal number of fitting points, and Table 2.7 considers
all points in the timeseries.

Table 2.6: Coefficients from WLS regression of a diffusive-advective (Drift) model of the ensemble
MSD for centrosomes classified according to displacement. P-values were calculated using a t-test
in the WLS step to assess if the coefficient was different from 0 (𝐻0: 𝑎 == 0). Optimum number
of fitting points (𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡) was calculated using (Devlin et al., 2019). Values in light grey represent a
p-value 𝑝 ≥ 0.05.

Drift (𝜌(𝑡) = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑡 + 𝑐𝑡2)

Displacing less Displacing more

𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value

Condition Coefficient

+STLC only a 4 0.8082 6.77 × 10−1 5 −1.4722 7.45 × 10−1

b 4 0.4255 2.30 × 10−1 5 0.8566 2.16 × 10−1

c 4 0.0028 8.40 × 10−1 5 0.0260 2.51 × 10−1

Continued on next page
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Table 2.6: Coefficients from WLS regression of the Drift model for centrosomes classified accord-
ing to displacement (cont.)

Drift (𝜌(𝑡) = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑡 + 𝑐𝑡2)

Displacing less Displacing more

𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value

Condition Coefficient

1NMPP1 only a 5 0.1569 9.19 × 10−1 4 0.0659 9.76 × 10−1

b 5 0.2680 2.56 × 10−1 4 0.2629 5.08 × 10−1

c 5 0.0012 8.73 × 10−1 4 0.0095 5.42 × 10−1

Asunder siRNA a 4 −0.0596 9.70 × 10−1 11 −1.3969 8.46 × 10−1

b 4 0.2418 4.03 × 10−1 11 0.4501 4.15 × 10−1

c 4 0.0016 8.91 × 10−1 11 0.0105 2.40 × 10−1

Bicaudal siRNA a 9 −0.9259 8.27 × 10−1 2 0.0566 5.68 × 10−1

b 9 0.3731 3.38 × 10−1 2 0.1924 5.57 × 10−1

c 9 0.0120 1.15 × 10−1 2 0.0584 1.16 × 10−1

Blebbistatin a 2 0.0569 3.93 × 10−2 4 −0.2083 9.64 × 10−1

b 2 0.1895 3.80 × 10−2 4 0.3254 6.96 × 10−1

c 2 −0.0004 9.71 × 10−1 4 0.0081 8.06 × 10−1

CenpF siRNA a 10 −0.1938 9.16 × 10−1 4 0.0670 9.89 × 10−1

b 10 0.2418 1.18 × 10−1 4 0.2538 7.73 × 10−1

c 10 0.0027 3.24 × 10−1 4 0.0271 4.34 × 10−1

Cytochalasin D a 4 0.1545 9.06 × 10−1 3 0.3316 9.46 × 10−1

b 4 0.1948 4.15 × 10−1 3 0.1531 8.91 × 10−1

c 4 −0.0013 8.93 × 10−1 3 0.0151 7.86 × 10−1

DHC & Asunder siRNA a 5 −0.1876 9.27 × 10−1 4 −0.3892 9.16 × 10−1

b 5 0.2421 4.38 × 10−1 4 0.2835 6.73 × 10−1

c 5 0.0087 3.93 × 10−1 4 0.0307 2.47 × 10−1

DHC & CenpF siRNA a 9 −0.0411 9.82 × 10−1 5 −0.6963 8.55 × 10−1

b 9 0.2239 1.91 × 10−1 5 0.3851 5.09 × 10−1

c 9 0.0053 1.12 × 10−1 5 0.0173 3.66 × 10−1

DHC & kinesin-1 siRNA a 4 0.1565 9.10 × 10−1 1 0.0032 1.02 × 10−12

b 4 0.2675 2.88 × 10−1 1 0.0158 1.02 × 10−12

c 4 0.0030 7.65 × 10−1 1 0.0791 1.02 × 10−12

DHC siRNA a 4 −0.3900 9.00 × 10−1 4 −0.7012 9.33 × 10−1

b 4 0.4829 3.93 × 10−1 4 0.5910 6.97 × 10−1

c 4 0.0131 5.56 × 10−1 4 0.0454 4.48 × 10−1

DIC siRNA a 4 −0.0987 9.81 × 10−1 6 −0.7201 9.13 × 10−1

b 4 0.1738 8.15 × 10−1 6 0.3357 6.97 × 10−1
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Table 2.6: Coefficients from WLS regression of the Drift model for centrosomes classified accord-
ing to displacement (cont.)

Drift (𝜌(𝑡) = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑡 + 𝑐𝑡2)

Displacing less Displacing more

𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value

Condition Coefficient

c 4 0.0145 6.20 × 10−1 6 0.0268 2.66 × 10−1

FAKi siRNA a 4 0.1600 9.13 × 10−1 4 0.0606 9.69 × 10−1

b 4 0.2599 3.33 × 10−1 4 0.2235 4.37 × 10−1

c 4 −0.0023 8.31 × 10−1 4 0.0030 7.92 × 10−1

Hset & Kif25 siRNA a 7 −0.3937 7.88 × 10−1 6 −1.6525 5.86 × 10−1

b 7 0.3980 1.82 × 10−2 6 0.6819 8.77 × 10−2

c 7 0.0048 2.42 × 10−1 6 0.0133 2.33 × 10−1

Hset siRNA a 5 −0.2022 8.77 × 10−1 5 −0.4443 8.80 × 10−1

b 5 0.4301 3.21 × 10−2 5 0.4639 3.05 × 10−1

c 5 0.0026 6.88 × 10−1 5 0.0164 2.68 × 10−1

Kif25 siRNA a 3 0.4946 7.44 × 10−1 5 0.4284 8.68 × 10−1

b 3 0.1707 6.20 × 10−1 5 0.4101 2.99 × 10−1

c 3 0.0118 4.89 × 10−1 5 0.0087 5.01 × 10−1

Kinesin-1 siRNA a 4 −0.5066 8.89 × 10−1 5 −2.1527 6.13 × 10−1

b 4 0.5167 4.35 × 10−1 5 0.9416 1.48 × 10−1

c 4 0.0012 9.63 × 10−1 5 0.0032 8.82 × 10−1

MCAK siRNA a 4 −1.7821 7.05 × 10−1 3 −0.2065 9.84 × 10−1

b 4 1.0161 2.42 × 10−1 3 0.9101 6.99 × 10−1

c 4 −0.0181 6.00 × 10−1 3 0.0304 7.95 × 10−1

Nocodazole 10ng a 4 0.9724 7.09 × 10−1 7 −2.7766 5.00 × 10−1

b 4 0.2687 5.72 × 10−1 7 1.0307 3.18 × 10−2

c 4 −0.0009 9.62 × 10−1 7 −0.0148 2.10 × 10−1

ch-TOG siRNA a 5 −0.1481 9.63 × 10−1 5 −0.2533 9.50 × 10−1

b 5 0.3933 4.18 × 10−1 5 0.4573 4.55 × 10−1

c 5 0.0030 8.50 × 10−1 5 0.0105 6.00 × 10−1
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Table 2.1: Compilation of centrosome distance at time of contact for all centrosomes tracked in
every cohort. Distance is shown as mean with standard deviation, with a graphical representation
on the column to the right. Post hoc p-values were calculated with respect to the +STLC condition of
the ANOVA test using HSD. The table was sorted by p-value, then by distance, with the exception
of the first row which is the condition we used as a control in the assay.

Condition n Median
[𝜇𝑚]

Final distance
(�̄� ± 𝑠𝑑)
[𝜇𝑚]

Final distance
[𝜇𝑚]

p-value

+STLC only 80 0.0000 0.7740 ±2.4515 −

1NMPP1 only 57 10.8244 11.7359 ±5.9137 0.00 × 100

Bicaudal siRNA 40 15.1259 13.9390 ±8.7538 0.00 × 100

CenpF siRNA 29 12.8160 14.5260 ±13.7916 0.00 × 100

DHC & Asunder siRNA 33 9.1346 10.4523 ±9.6281 4.36 × 10−10

DIC siRNA 19 6.4788 10.8713 ±10.3972 4.55 × 10−7

Asunder siRNA 24 8.6043 9.8891 ±6.4457 6.47 × 10−7

FAKi siRNA 26 8.5893 8.9372 ±4.5245 8.22 × 10−6

Hset siRNA 52 6.1416 8.1272 ±10.1147 2.54 × 10−5

Cytochalasin D 16 9.8311 10.2683 ±7.1365 2.71 × 10−5

DHC siRNA 29 4.6821 7.9922 ±8.0768 7.76 × 10−5

Kif25 siRNA 39 9.1899 7.7759 ±5.9950 9.03 × 10−5

Nocodazole 10ng 23 6.3151 7.4729 ±6.4041 2.63 × 10−3

Blebbistatin 18 6.3745 7.3729 ±5.3439 1.66 × 10−2

ch-TOG siRNA 20 6.5993 6.9443 ±5.6675 2.28 × 10−2

DHC & CenpF siRNA 38 4.1948 5.4377 ±5.6127 3.93 × 10−2

Hset & Kif25 siRNA 42 2.3981 5.2874 ±5.2402 1.66 × 10−1

Kinesin-1 siRNA 58 1.5170 2.1813 ±2.7759 1.00 × 100

DHC & kinesin-1 siRNA 56 0.0000 1.9038 ±3.4448 1.00 × 100

MCAK siRNA 37 0.0000 0.2547 ±1.2295 1.00 × 100
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Table 2.2: Compilation of centrosome speed for all centrosomes tracked in every cohort. Speed
is shown as mean with standard deviation, with a graphical representation on the column to the
right. P-values were calculated with respect to the +STLC condition a posteriori of the ANOVA
test using HSD. The table was sorted by p-value, with the exception of the first row which is the
condition we used as a control in the assay.

Condition n Median
[𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1]

Speed (�̄� ± 𝑠𝑑)
[𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1]

Speed
[𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1]

p-value

+STLC only 80 0.0961 0.1620 ±0.2999 −

1NMPP1 only 57 0.0078 0.0112 ±0.1978 0.00 × 100

Hset siRNA 65 0.0428 0.0577 ±0.1859 9.67 × 10−11

FAKi siRNA 26 0.0286 0.0388 ±0.2051 1.66 × 10−8

Kif25 siRNA 49 0.0378 0.0610 ±0.1901 2.55 × 10−8

Hset & Kif25 siRNA 63 0.0550 0.0785 ±0.2002 3.20 × 10−7

Nocodazole 10ng 23 0.0074 0.0134 ±0.2619 4.02 × 10−7

Blebbistatin 18 0.0185 0.0479 ±0.2302 2.17 × 10−5

Asunder siRNA 24 0.0612 0.0776 ±0.2191 3.32 × 10−5

Cytochalasin D 16 0.0209 0.0423 ±0.2184 7.82 × 10−5

ch-TOG siRNA 20 0.0386 0.0594 ±0.2405 7.07 × 10−4

DHC & Asunder siRNA 33 0.0858 0.1073 ±0.1858 5.34 × 10−3

CenpF siRNA 29 0.0956 0.1248 ±0.2194 1.31 × 10−2

Bicaudal siRNA 40 0.1282 0.1595 ±0.2434 3.15 × 10−1

MCAK siRNA 37 0.1608 0.2009 ±0.3197 3.20 × 10−1

DHC & kinesin-1 siRNA 56 0.1364 0.1466 ±0.1990 4.62 × 10−1

DHC & CenpF siRNA 38 0.1140 0.1443 ±0.1989 7.35 × 10−1

DIC siRNA 19 0.1084 0.1250 ±0.2124 7.50 × 10−1

DHC siRNA 29 0.1191 0.1493 ±0.2341 9.97 × 10−1

Kinesin-1 siRNA 58 0.0969 0.1289 ±0.2767 1.00 × 100
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Figure 2.49: MSD versus congression plot. Two clusters are drawn; bottom left clusters experi-
ments affecting MT or actin polymerization (with the exception of Kif25), top left cluster groups
experiments inhibiting dynein-related factors.
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Table 2.7: Coefficients from WLS regression of a diffusive-advective (Drift) model of centrosomes
classified according to displacement. The table is inspired in the same analysis and format of
Table 2.6, with the only exception that the fitting was done considering all time points. Values in
light grey represent a p-value 𝑝 ≥ 0.05; numbers in red were highlighted to show when regression
yielded a negative ‘𝑐’ coefficient not representative of a linear velocity model.

Drift (𝜌(𝑡) = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑡 + 𝑐𝑡2)

Displacing less Displacing more

𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value

Condition Coefficient

+STLC only a 4 1.4131 4.24 × 10−1 5 −16.4921 3.21 × 10−2

b 4 0.5022 3.11 × 10−26 5 2.3453 8.89 × 10−30

c 4 −0.0015 3.47 × 10−10 5 −0.0042 6.61 × 10−5

1NMPP1 only a 5 2.2667 2.04 × 10−1 4 2.7218 4.31 × 10−1

b 5 0.1797 3.22 × 10−4 4 0.3083 1.43 × 10−3

c 5 0.0005 6.55 × 10−2 4 0.0019 4.73 × 10−4

Asunder siRNA a 4 −6.4902 3.11 × 10−2 11 −24.3440 2.31 × 10−1

b 4 0.6180 7.78 × 10−14 11 1.6228 3.14 × 10−3

c 4 −0.0021 6.64 × 10−6 11 0.0009 7.77 × 10−1

Bicaudal siRNA a 9 −12.5532 1.91 × 10−1 2 −32.8520 1.45 × 10−1

b 9 1.2153 6.25 × 10−4 2 3.0214 2.97 × 10−4

c 9 0.0013 6.28 × 10−1 2 0.0068 2.96 × 10−1

Blebbistatin a 2 −8.4445 1.13 × 10−1 4 −39.5106 1.04 × 10−2

b 2 0.6452 3.16 × 10−6 4 2.5185 4.05 × 10−10

c 2 −0.0030 6.42 × 10−5 4 −0.0122 2.64 × 10−8

CenpF siRNA a 10 −2.4601 4.36 × 10−1 4 −18.2157 2.52 × 10−1

b 10 0.4155 6.45 × 10−6 4 1.5607 7.38 × 10−4

c 10 0.0003 6.30 × 10−1 4 0.0067 1.97 × 10−2

Cytochalasin D a 4 0.7789 5.97 × 10−1 3 −1.8641 6.96 × 10−1

b 4 0.1787 1.26 × 10−5 3 0.7293 4.39 × 10−8

c 4 −0.0006 9.70 × 10−3 3 −0.0033 9.82 × 10−6

DHC & Asunder siRNA a 5 −5.6190 2.70 × 10−1 4 −37.7694 5.02 × 10−4

b 5 0.8178 5.37 × 10−10 4 2.9678 2.56 × 10−25

c 5 −0.0017 1.24 × 10−2 4 −0.0099 4.47 × 10−11

DHC & CenpF siRNA a 9 −6.8048 1.23 × 10−1 5 −53.1568 2.04 × 10−3

b 9 0.6835 5.14 × 10−8 5 3.2597 3.28 × 10−11

c 9 −0.0005 4.93 × 10−1 5 −0.0083 3.14 × 10−3

DHC & kinesin-1 siRNA a 4 3.2794 7.79 × 10−4 1 35.7661 3.12 × 10−4

b 4 0.1650 4.09 × 10−6 1 −1.6512 5.70 × 10−6

c 4 0.0007 1.03 × 10−2 1 0.0332 4.07 × 10−31

Continued on next page
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Table 2.7: Coefficients from WLS regression of the Drift model for centrosomes classified accord-
ing to displacement (cont.)

Drift (𝜌(𝑡) = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑡 + 𝑐𝑡2)

Displacing less Displacing more

𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑡 Value p-value

Condition Coefficient

DHC siRNA a 4 −0.0217 9.98 × 10−1 4 −18.0591 3.19 × 10−1

b 4 0.6728 1.37 × 10−2 4 2.1996 4.10 × 10−5

c 4 0.0038 2.47 × 10−2 4 0.0086 8.93 × 10−3

DIC siRNA a 4 −8.9780 2.93 × 10−1 6 −50.0770 2.28 × 10−2

b 4 1.0235 2.05 × 10−8 6 2.8354 1.69 × 10−9

c 4 −0.0023 3.37 × 10−3 6 −0.0035 8.37 × 10−2

FAKi siRNA a 4 1.1423 2.74 × 10−1 4 1.9752 5.83 × 10−1

b 4 0.1933 5.33 × 10−7 4 0.2247 8.76 × 10−2

c 4 −0.0009 9.68 × 10−4 4 0.0016 1.08 × 10−1

Hset & Kif25 siRNA a 7 4.0262 1.54 × 10−1 6 −2.3233 8.08 × 10−1

b 7 0.3785 2.35 × 10−7 6 1.0953 1.59 × 10−5

c 7 0.0004 3.42 × 10−1 6 0.0020 1.46 × 10−1

Hset siRNA a 5 0.4606 8.77 × 10−1 5 −3.4920 5.87 × 10−1

b 5 0.5554 6.74 × 10−12 5 0.9327 6.56 × 10−8

c 5 −0.0012 1.10 × 10−2 5 0.0017 7.13 × 10−2

Kif25 siRNA a 3 1.9783 5.96 × 10−1 5 −2.8545 5.16 × 10−1

b 3 0.2602 1.38 × 10−2 5 0.7299 1.35 × 10−8

c 3 0.0020 1.18 × 10−3 5 0.0019 1.23 × 10−2

Kinesin-1 siRNA a 4 3.4156 2.00 × 10−2 5 2.6732 3.14 × 10−1

b 4 0.2840 4.00 × 10−7 5 0.7355 6.25 × 10−13

c 4 −0.0013 1.41 × 10−3 5 −0.0022 3.10 × 10−3

MCAK siRNA a 4 0.9935 6.57 × 10−1 3 3.0196 5.62 × 10−1

b 4 0.5698 6.19 × 10−8 3 1.1988 9.25 × 10−7

c 4 −0.0031 8.71 × 10−4 3 −0.0034 1.12 × 10−1

Nocodazole 10ng a 4 3.6588 1.27 × 10−2 7 0.1513 9.65 × 10−1

b 4 0.1507 1.53 × 10−6 7 0.4443 1.60 × 10−9

c 4 −0.0004 4.47 × 10−3 7 −0.0005 1.65 × 10−1

ch-TOG siRNA a 5 6.5892 5.30 × 10−2 5 1.6014 8.42 × 10−1

b 5 0.2641 3.93 × 10−3 5 0.6907 1.42 × 10−3

c 5 −0.0005 2.86 × 10−1 5 0.0017 1.61 × 10−1
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2.5 Discussion

The assay of centrosome congression was highly informative to indicate potential
candidates antagonizing Eg5-dependent forces in centrosome separation. From
the analysis, we reasoned that high congression values would implicate active
forces, and conversely low congression would suggest an absence of antagoniz-
ing forces. This rationale was combined with a notion of displacement of the
centrosome particles. The MSD was proposed originally to estimate the proba-
bility that an atom would displace Δ𝑥 units of length in Δ𝜏 units of time. If the
movement of the ensemble of these atoms is random Brownian movement, then
the expected characteristic of the MSD is a linear regime (Einstein, 1905). This no-
tion can naturally be extended to particles of any nature, including centrosomes.
Two models guided the analysis: when no active forces were expected and the
movement was attributed only to diffusivity provided by thermal energy, we com-
pared the data against a linear model (Eq. 2.9); in contrast, when a positive
(conversely negative) force drives the process on the ensemble, super-diffusivity
(conversely sub-diffusivity) arises as a result. Thus, we compared our data against
a quadratic model (Eq. 2.10, Chandrasekhar, 1943), characteristic of a linear
flow or drift acting on the ensemble of particles when we suspected an additional
force. There is no simple model for sub-diffusivity and consequently we omitted a
comparison of this nature.

The two measures combined showed that there is an apparent asymmetry in
centrosome dynamics; one centrosome tended to displace more than its coun-
terpart (Figure 2.26A). This was correlated with the nucleus in two ways: first,
centrosomes displacing less shared the same diffusive characteristics than the nu-
cleus (Figure 2.26D); and second, centrosomes from this group were considerably
closer to the nucleus than their counterpart (Figure 2.27). Also, although dynein
did not contribute to congression in our measurements, there was a correlation of
dynein-inhibition and the nucleus. Upon NE-dynein-inhibited centrosome congres-
sion, diffusivity increased in centrosomes and they also seemed to be decoupled
from the nucleus (Figure 2.31B). Most importantly, the MSD analysis combined
with the congression measure showed actin and MT polymerization as strong
candidates for Eg5-antagonizing forces at the origin of the scatter plot of Figure
2.49. Moreover, the congression of centrosomes converged into the centre of
the nuclear shape that was projected in our 3D-stacked movies (Figure 2.48). All
of these observations taken together suggest that during congression, one of the
centrosomes is subjected to a force driven process which is derived from MT poly-
merization and needs actin filaments. With the data gathered so far, it is tempting
to speculate a simple model in which MT simply push against actin filaments, al-
though there could be other sources of kinetic energy coming from motors in the
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Figure 2.50: Model of centrosome congression from the data gathered in this chapter. Centro-
somes are pushed inwards to the nuclear centre by the effect of the interaction of MTs against
perinuclear actin filaments represented in a green, dashed line. Other sources of forces come
from motors associated on the nuclear membrane interacting with MTs, here drawn as white dots.

actin filaments or on the NE (Figure 2.50). Finally, the geometric considerations
that the analysis yielded raise the question of how actin and MT would act in
concert to push centrosomes to the nuclear centre? This will be explored in the
next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Interplay of Actin and Tubulin

Around the Nucleus

The results on congression presented in the previous chapter suggest that MT poly-
merization altogether with actin polymerization & contractility impose a counter-
force to Eg5 centrosome separation. The data also provided evidence that the
antagonistic forces move centrosomes towards the inner region of the nucleus,
close to its centre. In principle, MT polymerization can directly drive centrosome
movement, but the same is not clear for actin polymerization. How does actin
impose forces that move centrosomes to the nuclear centre? Simultaneous with
the findings in our congression assay, Dr. Tom Stiff did an experiment to visu-
alise both actin and MTs altogether during centrosome congression. For this, he
used a U2OS cdk1as cell line that endogenously expressed GFP-𝛼Tubulin and co-
labelled it with SiR-actin. Strikingly, we observed a perinuclear actin formation
that appeared to interact with MTs (Stiff et al., 2020).

As this perinuclear structure has the potential to explain the centring phe-
nomenon observed in centrosome congression, we wanted to assess the nature
of this geometrical evidence in a quantitative way. This could provide further
evidence to explain aspects of control in centrosome-separation dynamics. We
would also like to assess the particular role MT polymerization has in the process,
and if we can observe any interactions between actin and MT polymerization.

3.1 Materials and methods

3.1.1 Image rectification of the actin ring

To quantitatively determine whether MTs or actin had a geometrical relationship
to nuclear centring, we measured these structures in the proximity of the nuclear
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1NM-PP1 + STLC sirActin/GFP-Tubulin
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Figure 3.1: Actin and MT structures around the nuclear boundary. Images from time-lapse video
of centrosome congression following STLC treatment of U2OS cdk1as cells arrested in 1NM-PP1;
a prominent perinuclear actin structure can be observed. Labelling: green=GFP-𝛼tubulin, red=SiR-
actin. Scale bar = 10 [𝜇𝑚].

boundary. Thus, we imaged fixed U2OS cdk1as cells upon actin and MT stain-
ing, and measured pixel-intensity of the labelling in the samples. After the imag-
ing step, we performed an image rectification step around the nucleus. For this,
we built an algorithm inspired by a mathematical method for curve rectification
(Shaikh et al., 2019). In the rectified space, every pixel of the image gets trans-
formed to a corresponding angle 𝜃 measured from the nucleus centre, and a length
𝐿 from the nuclear boundary.

To present an algebraic example of such rectification, let´s consider a circle. In
particular, a circle of radius 𝑟 is represented in the complex plane according to the
mapping 𝑧 = 𝑓(𝑟, 𝜃) = 𝑟𝑒𝑖𝜃 = 𝑟(cos(𝜃) + 𝑖 sin(𝜃)), 𝜃 ∈ [0, 2𝜋], 𝑟 ∈ ℝ. Consequently,
we can retrieve the original coordinates under the inverse 𝑓−1(𝑧) = 𝑙𝑛(𝑧) = 𝑙𝑛|𝑧|+𝑖𝜃.
As we consider the domain of 𝜃 to the first rotation, we assure the surjectivity of
𝑓 and thus the function is invertible. Then, by considering 𝑟 in an interval around
an initial radius 𝑟0, i.e. 𝑟 ∈ [𝑟0 − 𝐿, 𝑟0 + 𝐿], we can cover an annular surface. A
plot of this transformation is shown in Figure 3.2.

In our case, the transformation is more general than a mapping to a circle, and
depends on the shape of the nucleus. In order to get and approximation of the
boundary, we used the segmentation defined in Section 2.1.2. With every point
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Figure 3.2: An example of a conformal transformation on a subset of the unit disk.

in the segmented nuclear boundary (𝑢𝑖, 𝑣𝑖) ∈ 𝜕𝑁, we fitted a spline polynomial S to
the 𝑥 and 𝑦 components S(𝜃, 𝑙) = (𝑆𝑥(𝜃, 𝑙), 𝑆𝑦(𝜃, 𝑙)). We then parametrised the curve
against its arc length 𝑠 and performed a conformal transformation to all the points
within a distance 𝐿 from the boundary. Using this polynomial representation, we
mapped the points on the image back to coordinates (𝜃, 𝑙). Consequently, we
consider the transformation

𝑇 ∶ 𝐷 ⊂ ℂ ⟶ 𝑈 ⊂ ℂ

𝑧 = 𝑢 + 𝑖𝑣 ⟶ 𝑤 = 𝑔−1(𝑧) = 𝜃 + 𝑖𝑙 (3.1)

where 𝑔(𝑧) = 𝑆𝑥(𝜃, 𝑙) + 𝑖 𝑆𝑦(𝜃, 𝑙), 𝜃 ∈ [0, 2𝜋], and 𝑙 ∈ ℝ. As 𝑔(𝑧) is a composition
of spline polynomials, it follows that 𝑔 is holomorphic and the transformation 𝑇 is
thus conformal for every 𝑧 where 𝑔−1(𝑧) ≠ 0.

Figure 3.3 shows an example of the algorithm. We first take an image of a
fixed sample and segment all nuclei in the visible range (Figure 3.3A). A polygon
of this nuclear segmentation looks similar to the Figures 3.3B and 3.3C depending
on whether the 𝑥 and 𝑦 components are plotted against each other, or when plotted
against the parametrisation variable 𝜃. Finally, by constructing a grid like in the
Figure 3.3D, we can transform the points around the nuclear boundary to the
wanted coordinates (𝜃, 𝑙). Naturally, the resolution of the transformed image will
depend on how dense this grid is; we consequently calculated the spacing of the
grid to have at least one point per pixel in the original image.
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Figure 3.3: Example of conformal rectification from a surface on an image. (A) Image of DAPI
channel from a fixed sample where the nuclear segmentation was applied. A selected nucleus is
shown in yellow and indicated with an arrow. (B) The polygon from the selected nucleus is plotted
in pixel coordinates with its spline approximation in red. (C) The spline parametrisation shows
both 𝑥 and 𝑦 components against their parametrisation variable 𝜃. (D) An example of a grid (using
𝑁𝜃 = 30 angle steps) for computing the pixels under the rectification transform.
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3.1.2 Chemicals and biochemicals

We obtained chemicals from the following companies: 1NM-PP1 was purchased
from Calbiochem. ProLong® Gold with DAPI was purchased from Invitrogen.
STLC (S-trityl-L-cysteine), nocodazole, cytochalasin D and Phalloidin Atto594 were
purchased from Sigma. Primary antibodies were used at the recommended con-
centrations by the manufacturer. Monoclonal anti alpha-tubulin (ab7921) was ob-
tained from Abcam. Alexa555 anti rabbit, Alexa488 anti mouse and Alexa594
anti rabbit were purchased from Invitrogen. Donkey anti rabbit Alexa Fluor
647 (A31573), Donkey anti mouse Alexa Fluor 488 (A21202) and Donkey anti
goat Alexa Flour 594 (A11058) were purchased from Invitrogen. SMARTpool
ON-Target plus were purchased from Dharmacon (MCAK M-004955-01, chTog
M004955-01). RNAiMax transfection reagent was purchased from Invitrogen.

3.1.3 Cell culture

U2OS cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle Medium supplemented
with 10% FCS, 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin and 0.1 mg/ml strepto-
mycin. All cells were regularly tested for mycoplasma infection and underwent
verification by the GDSC tissue culture facility. Cells were cultured at 37∘𝐶 in a
5% 𝐶𝑂2 incubator.
Expression constructs and stable cell line generation. Stable U2OS cells were

established by Dr. Tom Stiff expressing mEmerald-alpha-Tubulin (M. Davidsson,
Addgene 54292) and mCherry-EB3-7 (Addgene 55037, M. Davidson) using
G418 selection. GFP-FHOD1(1-339) and GFP-Nesprin N2G-H (1340–1678)
expression vectors were a gift from Greg Gundersen (Kutscheidt et al., 2014).
Transfections for stable and transient expression were performed with Fugene HD
(Promega) according to the manufacturers instructions.
For siRNA transfections, cells were seeded in six-well plates at a density of

0.4 × 105 [𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑚𝑙−1] and were reverse transfected with 20[𝑛𝑀] siRNA using Lipo-
fectamine RNAiMax transfection reagent (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s
protocol; cells were then prepared for live cell imaging 3 days after transfection.

3.1.4 Immunofluorescence and live cell microscopy

U2OS cells were grown on coverslips and fixed for 5 min in 3.7% formaldehyde,
then rinsed 3 times in PBS. Cells on coverslips were subsequently permeabilized
in PBS-0.1% NP40. Cells were blocked in 2% BSA for 10 min and probed with
primary antibodies —indicated in figure legends— for 40 min. Coverslips were
rinsed 3 times in PBS, followed by probe with Alexa secondary antibodies for
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20[𝑚𝑖𝑛]. Coverslips were then rinsed 3 times in PBS and mounted using Pro-
Long©Gold mounting solution containing DAPI (Invitrogen). Image acquisition
was performed using a Zeiss Axio observer 7 inverted stand equipped for super-
resolution confocal microscopy (Airyscan detector). We used PApo N.A. 1.3, 40X
oil immersion and PApo N.A. 1.4, 63X oil immersion objectives, with excitation
lasers of 405[𝑛𝑚], 458[𝑛𝑚], 488[𝑛𝑚], 514[𝑛𝑚], 561[𝑛𝑚], 594[𝑛𝑚], 633[𝑛𝑚], a filter
wheel consisting of 8 positions of which 6 are used for specific double band pass
emission filters, and an AxioCam 503 monochrome CCD camera. In experiments
of live cell microscopy (EB3 tracking, congression experiments upon DN overex-
pression of FHOD1 and N2G-H), time-lapse microscopy was performed on glass
bottom 35mm dishes from MatTech (P35G-1.5-14C), or IBIDI m-slides Grid-500 in
𝐶𝑂2-independent medium (Invitrogen) in an environmental dark chamber heated
to 37∘𝐶 and 5% 𝐶𝑂2 (humidified).

3.1.5 Results

The result of the mathematical transformation in the proximity of the nuclear bound-
ary of our samples can be seen in Figure 3.4. We arrested U2OS cdk1as cells in
late G2 by the addition on 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1 and Eg5 inhibition by treatment with
5[𝜇𝑀] of STLC. We then fixed the cells and co-labelled with DAPI, Phalloidin and
𝛼-tubulin antibody. After rectification, the images on the DAPI channel showed
a sharp transition from low intensity (high) to high (bottom). Thus, the region
including the nuclear membrane is at the the bottom of every image.

We analysed actin staining in our samples. Interestingly, the Phalloidin channel
showed a peak in the intensity right at the centre of each image, consistent with
actin structures around the nuclear membrane. Some shifts from the centre are
appreciated in some samples on certain regions of the arc length. Images from
the 𝛼-tubulin antibody also showed a peak correlated with the nuclear membrane,
although not as uniform as Phalloidin staining.

To further study actin structures around the nucleus, we conducted experiments
when actin or MT formation was impaired. For this, we treated cells with 2[𝜇𝑔/𝑚𝐿]
cytochalasin D and 20[𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿] nocodazole. Figure 3.5 shows the result of these
experiments. We observed an absence of perinuclear actin structures when cells
were treated with nocodazole, compared to cells arrested in 1NM-PP1 + STLC
(Figure 3.5A). Untreated cells (asynchronous group) showed a similar absence
of perinuclear actin formation, consistent with a model where perinuclear actin is
formed exclusively from late G2 onwards. Cells treated with cytochalasin D did
show an increase in pixel intensity in the proximity of the nuclear membrane, al-
though not correlated with the nuclear boundary. In this group we also observed
an increased Phalloidin intensity around spurious points, consistent with droplet
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DAPI Phalloidin α-tubulin

Figure 3.4: Actin and MT structures around the nuclear boundary. The images show fixed samples
of U2OS cdk1as cells arrested in G2 by the addition on 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1 and Eg5 inhibition
by treatment with 5[𝜇𝑀] of STLC. After fixing, rectified images were extracted according to the
description given in Section 3.1.1.

formation (Weirich et al., 2017). If this hypothesis is valid, then the actin net-
work showed signs of collapsing in a polarised manner, suggestive of a selective
loading of NE-actin linking factors in a region of the cytoplasm.

We encountered two caveats in quantifying the previous observations: first,
there were some areas of high intensity at the centre of the rectified images not
necessarily conclusive of perinuclear structure formation; and second, there were
cases where the centre line drifted apart from the nuclear membrane. We thus
decided to measure 1 representative line per image.

Line profile measurements are shown in Figure 3.5B; in this plot, the pixel
intensity for every selected line was plotted against distance from the nuclear
boundary. Negative distances are outside of the nucleus, while positive distances
correspond to signals inside the cylinder of the projected nuclear segmentation.

We analysed line profiles in cells arrested in late G2 (1NM-PP1 + STLC, Figure
3.5B). In these samples, we observed a clear peak in the pixel intensity at a
distance of 0 [𝜇𝑚]. This contrasted with an absence of signal in the groups of
untreated cells and cells having a treatment with 20[𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿] nocodazole. Cells
treated with 2[𝜇𝑔/𝑚𝐿] cytochalasin D showed a peak that was not coincident with
the nuclear boundary, but rather outside the nuclear membrane. Taken together,
the observations on these groups are consistent with a role of MT polymerisation
in the formation of perinuclear actin.

In order to assess the impact of NE-related factors on the perinuclear actin
formation, we conducted experiments in cells inhibited of nuclear-dynein. For
this, we arrested cells in G2 and incubated them with DHC siRNA. We then ob-
served perinuclear actin formation in these cohorts, but saw no apparent change
of pixel intensity when contrasted against cells arrested in G2 (Figure 3.6B). We
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Figure 3.5: Actin structures around the nuclear boundary in U2OS cdk1as cells under cytochalasin
D and nocodazole treatments. (A) Example images of fixed U2OS cdk1as cells, four conditions
shown. From left to right: no treatment, cells arrested in G2 by the addition on 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1 and
Eg5 inhibition by treatment with 5[𝜇𝑀] of STLC, cell arrested in G2 and an additional treatment
of 2[𝜇𝑔/𝑚𝐿] of cytochalasin D, cell arrested in G2 and an additional treatment of 20[𝑛𝑔/𝑚𝐿] of
nocodazole. (B) Pixel intensity measured on selected lines in the rectified images. The graph
shows the average of all measured profiles in thick coloured lines with their standard deviation
shown as a shaded fill. Negative distances correspond to pixels inside the nuclear segmentation.
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Figure 3.6: Actin structures around the nuclear boundary in U2OS cdk1as cells under MCAK and
DHC inhibition by siRNA. (A) Rectified images of fixed samples of U2OS cdk1as cells arrested in
G2 by the addition on 1[𝜇𝑀] 1NM-PP1 and Eg5 inhibition by treatment with 5[𝜇𝑀] of STLC, with
an additional incubation of MCAK siRNA. Rectified images under DHC siRNA treatment show
same pattern, and are consequently only shown in the quantification. (B) Pixel intensity measured
on selected lines in the rectified images. Thick coloured lines shows the average of all measured
profiles in the images, with their standard deviation shown as a shaded fill.

also asked if the perinuclear formation was perturbed upon MT depolymerisation;
consequently, we incubated U2OS with MCAK siRNA. Similar to the DHC siRNA
treatment, we observed no perinuclear actin structures in MCAK inhibited U2OS
cells (Figure 3.6B). These observations suggest that neither dynein or MCAK have
a role in perinuclear actin formation.

If the movement towards the nuclear centre in our centrosome congression
experiments is caused by perinuclear actin filaments, then disrupting it should
affect the converging position of centrosomes in congression and the dynamics
of centrosome separation. It is known that the LINC (linker of nucleoskeleton
and cytoskeleton) complex has a fundamental role in the interactions between the
nuclear membrane and the nucleus, to support movement of the nucleus in cell
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division and differentiation (Booth et al., 2018; Gundersen and Worman, 2013;
Rothballer and Kutay, 2013). In particular, it has been shown that the members of
the LINC complex N2G interacting with the diaphanous related formin FHOD1 are
required to connect actin filaments with the NE (Antoku et al., 2015; Arsenovic
et al., 2016; Kutscheidt et al., 2014). A study has further demonstrated that
expression of fragments containing only the binding sites for N2G or FHOD1
results in the disruption of these complexes (Kutscheidt et al., 2014).

We reasoned that the disruption of the N2G-FHOD1-actin complex could also
affect the perinuclear actin formation we observed in our G2 arrested U2OS cells.
A transient transfection of GFP tagged N2G-H and FHOD1(1-339) resulted in a
substantial reduction of perinuclear actin filaments in 1NM-PP1 treated U2OS
cdk1as cells (figures 3.7A and 3.7B). This is suggestive of a role of the LINC com-
plex in establishing a perinuclear actin formation in late G2. In these conditions,
centrosomes stood apart after Eg5 inhibition by STLC (Figure 3.7C), and moved
preferentially towards the periphery of the nucleus (Figure 3.7D). The abolished
congression observed in these N2G-H and FHOD1 dominant negative mutants is
suggestive of a mechano-structural of the perinuclear actin formation in the me-
chanics of positioning the centrosomes, which has the outcome of moving them
towards the nuclear centre in G2-arrested U2OS cdk1as cells. Furthermore, cen-
trosome separation in these dominant negative mutants was severely impaired
as well. Upon 1NM-PP1 arrested centrosome separation, we observed that the
final stable position normally found in G2-arrested controls was lost under the
transiently transfected cells. The centrosomal axis, usually drawn underneath the
nucleus at the end of the control movies, was now displaced outside of the nucleus
(example sequence shown in Figure 3.7E). These results suggest a role of perinu-
clear actin filaments in the coordination of centrosomes in centrosome separation.

All taken together, the data is consistent with actin formation in late G2 at the
outer boundary of the nuclear membrane. We found evidence that this structure
is partially maintained by a member of the LINC complex N2G on interaction
with the formin FHOD1. We also found that MT polymerisation is implicated in
the maintenance of perinuclear actin filaments which further suggests a potential
interaction of MT-dependent actin polymerisation. Finally, the perinuclear actin
formation was not dependent on the NE-associated dynein (DHC siRNA), or the
depolymerase MCAK.
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Figure 3.7: N2G and FHOD1 dominant negative expression in U2OS cdk1as cells. (A) Images
of dominant negative expression of N2G and FHOD1 in U2OS cdk1as cells. (B) Perinuclear
intensity profiles of cells with dominant negative expression of N2G and FHOD1. (C) Distance
over time in a centrosome congression experiment of U2OS cdk1as cells with dominant negative
expression of N2G and FHOD1. (D) Localization of centrosomes in the last frame of the movies
recorded for experiment of sub-figure (C). (E) Example sequence of centrosome separation under
dominant negative expression of FHOD1. Experiments performed by Dr. Helfrid Hochegger.
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3.2 EB3 Plots

The results of the previous section showed that MT polymerization can disrupt
the actin filaments around the nuclear boundary. This suggested an interaction
between actin and MTs to form or maintain perinuclear actin structures, but our
observations cannot be extended to propose the opposite. Consequently, we
would like to assess the role of actin in MT polymerisation and the impact of MT
dynamics in centrosome position. For this, we looked into methods of measur-
ing MT polymerization; specifically, we were interested in tracking +TIP proteins
of the MT network (Akhmanova and Steinmetz, 2008). In this way, we would
have an insight of how growth (conversely catastrophe) might be impacting in the
positioning of centrosomes in space.

From all the +TIP proteins associated with MTs, we chose the protein EB3. EB3
has been shown to promote microtubule growth and counteract MCAK depoly-
merization (Montenegro Gouveia et al., 2010). EB3 Binds to the plus end of MTs
and regulates MT dynamics (Zhang et al., 2015). Consequently, it is well posed
as a good candidate of MT tip labelling. Hence, we used a U2OS cdk1as cell-
line stably expressing mCherry-EB3 provided by Dr. Tom Stiff. We then measured
EB3 position from fluorescent microscopy and tracked the recorded particles using
several methods. This section will focus on the results of automated and manual
EB3 tracking.

3.2.1 Automated tracking algorithms

For a quantitative dynamical analysis of MT tips from microscope images, a par-
ticle tracking system is required. In an automated system, each spot must be
detected and tracked along a sequence of images. Independent of the represen-
tation model of the object to track, all tracking algorithms have some mechanism
to detect features and some mechanism to predict the next position of a feature; in
this way, the tracking consists of measuring the new set of features in the predicted
position (Yilmaz et al., 2006). Features can be representations of colour, motion,
edges, blobs, etc., and serve as input for the tracker. Trackers can be determin-
istic (for example, the MGE tracker, Salari and Sethi, 1990), or stochastic (like
Kalman of Particle Filters, Broida and Chellappa, 1986).

We tried three different tracking algorithms. The first algorithm was U-Track
(Jaqaman et al., 2008). Their authors claim the algorithm handles some common
problems in tracking, such as high particle density, particle motion heterogene-
ity, temporary particle disappearance, and particle merging and splitting. The
algorithm tries to emulate a multiple-hypothesis tracking (MHT) approach, which
is computationally expensive. Instead, it simplifies the tracking using a linear as-
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signment problem (LAP). Succinctly, it initially detects particles, then tries to link
them between consecutive frames, potentially closing any gaps; finally, it identi-
fies merge/splitting events between track segments. Two global optimizations are
made at each iteration: one spatial for particle and track assignation, and one
temporal just for track assignment. This is supposed to increase tracking accuracy
under high-particle density conditions.

In our experience, U-Track performed poorly. We observed that the algo-
rithm is highly sensitive to the detection step; it worked reasonably well on control
datasets, but in conditions having an additional treatment, the signal to noise
ratio (SNR) of the images decreased, and the detection quality of the detection
step went dramatically below the accepted level. In addition, the lack of com-
munity support, software completeness, interconnection with other tools, and the
fact that it is written in a proprietary framework, did not pose it as a good project
for open-source collaboration. We hence concluded this method was not a good
candidate for our analysis.

Next, we tried Icy (http://icy.bioimageanalysis.org). Icy is an open
source project with several plug-ins and a good community. It is based on the
idea of visual protocols, algorithms constructed by connecting building blocks.
We designed an algorithm based on wavelet detection and further spot tracking,
but unfortunately the tools already made for the platform had similar problems
detecting the particles as the ones experienced with U-Track.

Lastly, we tried TrackPy, an open-source tracking algorithm implemented in
Python (Crocker and Grier, 1996). It works as a library which can be called
from code. It has the advantages of -besides being open source-, modularity, and
freedom to specify and customise the tracking steps in code. We consequently
chose to use it with two different prediction functions: nearest velocity and drift
velocity prediction.

Nearest velocity makes a prediction of particle’s position x𝑖 based on their last
average speed according to the equation:

𝑃(𝑡1, 𝑡0,x(𝑡−1),x(𝑡0)) = x(𝑡0) +
x(𝑡0) − x(𝑡−1)

𝑡0 − 𝑡−1
(𝑡1 − 𝑡0) (3.2)

where x(𝑡) correspond to the position vector as a function of time, 𝑡1 is the actual
time, and {𝑡0, 𝑡−1} is the previous time and two time samples before 𝑡1 respec-
tively. An example of tracking using this predictor is shown in Figure 3.8. The
results seemed satisfactory, although we observed the algorithm constrained the
detection to a subset that held similar velocity characteristics depending on the
distance between frames parameter. Particles outside this interval got discarded,
potentially loosing important information.

The drift velocity predictor on the other hand makes an estimation of the po-
sition in the next frame based on the mean velocity of all the detected particles

http://icy.bioimageanalysis.org
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Figure 3.8: Tracking example using TrackPy and nearest velocity particle predictor. A value for
the parameter mean distance between frames of 3[𝑝𝑖𝑥] was used. Time is shown colour-coded
according to the coloured grading at the bottom of the figure, scale bar represents 10 [𝜇𝑚].

in the ensemble. Examples of tracking output under this predictor can be seen in
Figure 3.9. Using this predictor, we noticed that some artefacts in the detection
step. In particular, the algorithm added tracks that were not particles, but noise
that fitted the velocity profile. This biased the speed measurements. The results of
these tracking methods are shown in Table 3.1.

1NM-PP1 + STLCA NocodazoleB ch-TOG siRNAC MCAK siRNAD

0 20 40 60 80

Time [s]

Figure 3.9: Tracking example using TrackPy and drift velocity particle predictor. Time is shown
colour-coded according to the scalebar at the bottom of each image represents 10[ [𝜇𝑚]]. White
bar represents 10 [𝜇𝑚].

Concerned about the sensibility of the algorithms to the SNR of the images,
we performed the same experiments under a Zeiss LSM-880 with an Airyscan
module. This microscope has the capacity to increase the overall SNR of the
images by using a 32-channel photomultiplier (Huff, 2015). However, although
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Figure 3.10: MT polymerization speed measured using EB3 particle tracking. Speed was calcu-
lated from position measurements performed by the tracking algorithm TrackPy. Two prediction
steps are shown: drift velocity prediction and nearest velocity prediction.

Table 3.1: MT polymerization speed measured using an automated EB3 particle tracking. Speed
was calculated from position measurements performed by the tracking algorithm TrackPy. Two
prediction steps were used: drift velocity prediction and nearest velocity prediction; these are
shown in the method column. Post hoc p-values were calculated with respect to the arrest condition
(1NM-PP1+STLC) of the ANOVA test using HSD.

Method Condition n Median
[𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑠−1]

Speed (�̄� ± 𝑠𝑑)
[𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑠−1]

Speed
[𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑠−1]

p-value

Drift 1NM-PP1 + STLC 6 0.1364 0.1326 ±0.0143 2.94 × 10−9

Nearest 1NM-PP1 + STLC 6 0.1391 0.1381 ±0.0138 1.40 × 10−8

Drift Asynchronous 13 0.1277 0.1297 ±0.0569 0.00 × 100

Nearest Asynchronous 13 0.1633 0.1608 ±0.0625 3.68 × 10−10

Drift Nocodazole 33 0.0984 0.1020 ±0.0284 0.00 × 100

Nearest Nocodazole 33 0.0901 0.0929 ±0.0294 0.00 × 100

Drift MCAK siRNA 10 0.1531 0.1595 ±0.0220 8.17 × 10−9

Nearest MCAK siRNA 10 0.1922 0.1953 ±0.0328 5.09 × 10−4

Drift ch-TOG siRNA 10 0.1331 0.1359 ±0.0193 1.32 × 10−12

Nearest ch-TOG siRNA 10 0.1540 0.1603 ±0.0310 1.08 × 10−8
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the reorganisation of microtubules in differentiating epithelia
(Goldspink et al., 2013; Yue et al., 2014; Isrie et al., 2015). The
molecular basis for these differential functions is largely unknown,
and comprehensive studies into the different properties of the three
EB paralogues are lacking.
Here, we explore differences in the microtubule-binding

properties of EB1, EB2 and EB3. We find that EBs localise to
spatially distinct sites at the microtubule end and reveal that EBs
sense the nucleotide state of both β-tubulins adjoining their binding
site. Amino acid changes in the microtubule interaction surface tune
the binding affinities and preferences of the EB paralogues. This
contributes to spatially distinct comet distributions when EBs
compete for binding sites. Our study thus opens new investigations
into how these differences in microtubule-binding properties
contribute to the differential cellular functions of EB1, EB2
and EB3.

RESULTS
EB1, EB2 and EB3 track spatially distinct sites at
microtubule ends in cells
To investigate the relative localisation of EB proteins in cells, we
simultaneously stained endogenous EB1, EB2 and EB3 using
specific antibodies in two unrelated mammalian cell lines, C2C12
murine myoblasts and RPE1 human retinal pigment epithelial cells.
We observed that the three EB proteins did not colocalise (Fig. 1A).
To quantitatively analyse, we obtained line profiles along the
microtubule axis, and aligned these using the pixel closest to the
mean location of the first half-maximum intensity values for EB1
and EB3 as a reference point (Fig. 1B), before averaging data from
different microtubules. To exclude any effects caused by the
different properties of fluorophores and any remaining chromatic
aberration, we averaged data from experiments using different
combinations of secondary antibodies (Fig. 1C). EB1 and EB3

Fig. 1. EB1, EB2 and EB3 localise sequentially to the microtubule end. (A) Immunolocalisation of EB1, EB2 and EB3 in C2C12 cells. (B) The line profile of
EB1, EB2 and EB3 along the microtubule is derived from the inset in A. Microtubule plus end is on the left. Intensity values were normalised for each protein. The
dashed grey line indicates the reference for alignment of line profiles across microtubules and experiments. (C) Averaged line profiles of EB1, EB2 and
EB3 in C2C12 and RPE1 cells. Data from different microtubules were aligned at the midpoint between the first half-maximal values for EB1 and EB3
(position=0 µm), as indicated in B. Averaged values show data from 4–6 experiments using different combinations of fluorophores to exclude chromatic shift
artefacts. n=56–104microtubules from >5 cells per experiment. Error bars represent s.e.m. (D) Averaged line profiles of EB1 and EB3 in RPE1 cells. Endogenous
EB1 was detected with mouse (green) or rat antibodies (grey). n=147–171 microtubules from four experiments with different fluorophore combinations
as in C. Error bars represent s.e.m. (E) Averaged line profiles of EB1, EB2 and EB3 in RPE1 cells treated with siRNAs, as indicated, and averaged as data in
C. n=28–47 microtubules. Error bars represent s.e.m.
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Figure 3.11: Positioning of EB proteins along a MT. (A) Immunolocalisation of EB1, EB2 and EB3
in C2C12 cells. (B) The line profile of EB1, EB2 and EB3 along the microtubule is derived from the
inset in A. Microtubule plus end is on the left. Intensity values were normalised for each protein.
The dashed grey line indicates the reference for alignment of line profiles across microtubules and
experiments. Figure and captions extracted from (Roth et al., 2019).

the SNR increased enormously, we did not observe any substantial improvement
in the tracking results, and observed the same qualitative problems that we saw
using the previous methods.

We reasoned that there must be an underlying cause for the poor detection
and tracking observed in our samples. Intrigued by this, we looked at any ev-
idence in the literature that might explain this behaviour and found a plausible
explanation. Particle tracking algorithms make assumptions on the nature of the
particles; in our case, the aforementioned techniques assume rounded dots in the
detection step. However, the EB3 labelling might not necessarily correspond to
round spots in our movies. A study performed by Roth et al. (2019) showed that
EB protein localization in C2C12 cells differed in concentration and position given
their distance from the MT tip. They found that EB3 particles are comparatively
wider than EB1 proteins (Figure 3.11). This deviation from spot-like morphology
could have impaired the detection step in all the tracking algorithms and might be
the cause of the anomalous tracking. Although plausible, further analysis would
be required in order to support this claim; given it was not part of the scope of this
Thesis, automatic tracking was left as an unsatisfactory method and we resorted
to manual tracking.

3.2.2 Manual tracking

In order to avoid the detection artefacts found using the previous methods, we
performed manual tracking of the particles. For this, we used Trackmate to track
at least 10 (ten) particles per movie, in all the movies imaged with the Airyscan
microscope.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of MT polymerization speed measured using an automated particle track-
ing system and manual detection. We followed EB3 particles using two mechanisms: automatic
tracking based on TrackPy and manual tracking. Method column shows which tracking mecha-
nism was used, condition shows the specific treatment the samples were subjected to. Post hoc
p-values were calculated with respect to the arrest condition (1NM-PP1+STLC) and manual tracking
method, after an ANOVA test using HSD.

Method Condition n Median
[𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑠−1]

Speed (�̄� ± 𝑠𝑑)
[𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑠−1]

Speed
[𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑠−1]

p-value

Manual 1NM-PP1 + STLC 23 0.2649 0.2702 ±0.0633 −

Drift 1NM-PP1 + STLC 6 0.1364 0.1326 ±0.0143 2.94 × 10−9

Nearest 1NM-PP1 + STLC 6 0.1391 0.1381 ±0.0138 1.40 × 10−8

Manual Nocodazole 14 0.1905 0.1954 ±0.0444 4.68 × 10−5

Drift Nocodazole 33 0.0984 0.1020 ±0.0284 0.00 × 100

Nearest Nocodazole 33 0.0901 0.0929 ±0.0294 0.00 × 100

Table 3.2 shows a comparison of polymerization speeds measured by the
automatic tracking methods against manual tracking; we compared them in two
different conditions. We observed a bias to lower values in automated tracking
compared to manual in both the arrest (1NM-PP1 + STLC) and Nocodazole con-
ditions. The detection artefacts combined with the biased measurements from the
automatic tracking provided us with enough evidence to resort to using all manual
measurements.

3.2.3 Results

Figure 3.12 shows images of the manual tracking. We considered particles start-
ing as close to the centrosome as possible, and we tracked them along their
entire temporal extension. While doing the tracking, we observed that the veloci-
ties were relatively constant, with the exception of some cases where the particles
changed their velocity profile by either speeding up or slowing.

After tracking, we computed the average speed per cell sample. Figure 3.13,
a graph shows this result, complemented with a list in Table 3.3. A one way
ANOVA test showed a statistically significant difference between groups (𝐹(2, 14) =
13.650488, 𝑝 = 1.34 × 10−14, 𝜂2 = 0.4238).

Post-hoc tests using HSD showed a statistically significant difference in the
the speed between all groups with the exception of the N2G cohort. This later
group showed similar speeds compared to cells arrested in G2 and in congressed
centrosomes. Cells under a nocodazole and cytochalasin-D treatment showed
a similar polymerization speed profile with a median around the magnitude of
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Figure 3.12: Results of manual tracking in some selected samples. The tracking was performed
by hand using Trackmate. Time is shown colour-coded according to the coloured grading at the
bottom of the figure, scale bar represents 10 [𝜇𝑚].
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Figure 3.13: MT polymerization speed measured using manual EB3 particle tracking. Speed was
calculated from position measurements manually performed using Trackmate. Experiment repeats
are represented with grey and blue colours.

0.19 [𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑠−1]. Dominant negative samples from the FHOD1 mutant also showed
a similar speed profile compared to noocodazole and cytochalasin-D, with a me-
dian of 0.18 [𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑠−1]. Interestingly, N2G dominant negative mutants did not
show any statistical significance when compared to the arrested cells, suggest-
ing that interaction of N2G with FHOD1 does not affect MT polymerization. All
taken together, the polymerization speed results based on EB3 particle tracking
supports the hypothesis of MT polymerization regulated by factors around the nu-
clear membrane. We found that MT polymerization was diminished in conditions
where actin and MT structures were weakened, but also when we measured a
mutant overexpressing a fragment of the FHOD1 gene that has previously been
reported to only bind to N2G (Kutscheidt et al., 2014). It would be interesting to
understand in future works how this speed regulation mechanism occurs; and also
to know if formins have a general role in the regulation of MT polymerization.

3.2.4 Discussion

The output of all automatic tracking methods was disappointing. Often, the re-
sult was dependent on the tracking algorithm, and changed significantly between
methods with the same data as input. Consequently, we resorted to manual track-
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Table 3.3: MT polymerization speed measured using manual particle detection and tracking. We
tracked at least 10 (ten) particles per movie, and used Trackmate to perform a manual tracking
of the particles. Post hoc p-values were calculated with respect to the arrest condition (1NM-
PP1+STLC) and manual tracking method, after an ANOVA test using HSD.

Method Condition n Median
[𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑠−1]

Speed (�̄� ± 𝑠𝑑)
[𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑠−1]

Speed
[𝜇𝑚 ⋅ 𝑠−1]

p-value

Manual 1NM-PP1 + STLC 23 0.2649 0.2702 ±0.0633 −

Manual Nocodazole 14 0.1905 0.1954 ±0.0444 4.68 × 10−5

Manual Cytochalasin-D 8 0.1896 0.1771 ±0.0411 2.37 × 10−5

Manual FHOD1 22 0.1758 0.1749 ±0.0487 2.08 × 10−10

Manual N2G 21 0.2649 0.2599 ±0.0531 1.00 × 100

ing. We found that under treatments impairing actin and MT polymerization, the
speed of Eb3 particles severely decreased; this happened, however, without af-
fecting the MT architecture to a great extent. The same was true for a dominant
negative mutant expressing the fragment of FHOD1 that binds to N2G, where we
observed a decrease in speed; conversely, we did not see the same effect under
a dominant negative expressing only the fragment of N2G that binds to FHOD1,
as the speeds did not change significantly with respect to cells arrested in G2.
These results are consistent with a model in which N2G, but not FHOD1, affects
MT-polymerization dynamics.



Chapter 4

A Model of Force Generation in

Cells Applied to MT Bundles

4.1 A theory for actively crosslinked elements

The evidence gathered in this work combined with previous observations on cen-
trosome movement suggest that the dynamics of the process are mainly due to
the interaction of membranes and protein complexes (in the form of fibres and
meshes) with factors that crosslink them or are in regulation pathways. Examples
of this are found all across the literature: the kinesin Eg5 crosslinks MTs, Actin
crosslinks with the nuclear membrane through members of the LINC-complex like
N2G, etc.

Commonly in the literature, these filament-like passive structures are regarded
as fibres, and active crosslinkers are known as motors. Sometimes, crosslinkers
do not exert mechanical work, like several non-motor MAPs crosslinking MTs,
e.g. PRC1 and NuMA (Zeng, 2000; Subramanian et al., 2010).

There is an increasing corpus of theories for active fluids in a continuum phys-
ical space (Kruse and Jülicher, 2000; Kruse et al., 2004; Kruse et al., 2005;
Liverpool and Marchetti, 2005; Voituriez et al., 2006; Joanny et al., 2007;
Callan-Jones and Jülicher, 2011; Fürthauer et al., 2012; Fürthauer et al., 2013;
Fürthauer et al., 2019; Fürthauer et al., 2020). These theories have been shown to
be successful in predicting phenomena at the mesoscale, and in timescales larger
than the protein-protein interaction frequencies. Albeit these models explain phe-
nomena in a continuous, frequently smooth way, the underlying components of
the system are discrete in nature. Protein complexes can be ultimately counted,
and they occupy a volume that is conceptually contradictory to the idea of an
infinitesimal. Also, in biophysics and other fields, continuum theories are often the
outcome of a mean-field approximation; this naturally discards information about
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the combinatorial space of how the system can use its elements to construct an
emergent outcome.

How can these interactions be modelled in order to understand centrosome
movement? There is an uncurbed complexity of factors and mechanisms that
are apparent in all mechano-biological processes. In particular, we would like to
understand their role on centrosome movement. The previous discussion motivates
a description of a model for actively crosslinked elements. Although the theory
we will to propose in the following section is fundamentally discrete, it has the
potential to simplify to a continuous case, as we will see in a worked example of a
continuous bendable filament. This approach has the potential to estimate internal
forces of the system, and could help to elucidate aspects of the phenomenon that
were previously unknown.

4.1.1 Mathematical definition

We consider a set of 𝑛 passive elements and 𝑚 crosslinkers. Passive elements rep-
resent the fibres, membranes and meshes previously described. In the case of fi-
bres, we will represent them as one-dimensional curves in the set 𝐹 = {𝑓1, 𝑓2, ⋯ , 𝑓𝑛},
where each 𝑓𝑖 is defined by its position r𝑖, and a representation of its shape
s𝑖 = s𝑖(𝜃). In the case of membranes, the elements are represented by surfaces,
also with a positional reference r𝑖 and a parametrisation s𝑖 of its shape. Thus, in
general, r𝑖 ∈ ℝ3, and 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑜𝑚(s𝑖) ⊆ ℝ3.

We also consider 𝑚 crosslinkers 𝑀 = {𝑚1, 𝑚2, ⋯ , 𝑚𝑚}. Every element in this set
has the potential to crosslink to elements 𝑓𝛼, 𝑓𝛽 ∈ 𝐹. We will say that 𝑓 binds 𝑚 if
𝑓 can molecularly bind, in a non covalent way to the crosslinker 𝑚.

With these elements, we can then describe a bundle as follows.

Definition A crosslinked bundle consists of:

1. a set 𝐹 of passive elements,

2. a set 𝑀 of crosslinkers,

3. a set 𝐶 ⊂ 𝐹 × 𝐹 × 𝑀 of crosslinked elements with the following properties:

(a) for 𝑓𝛼, 𝑓𝛽 ∈ 𝐹, 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀; (𝑓𝛼, 𝑓𝛽, 𝑚) ∈ 𝐶 ⇔ (𝑓𝛼 binds 𝑚) ∧ (𝑓𝛽 binds 𝑚),

(b) for a given 𝑓 ∈ 𝐹, there exists 𝑓′ ∈ 𝐹 such that either (𝑓, 𝑓′, 𝑚) ∈ 𝐶 or
(𝑓′, 𝑓, 𝑚) ∈ 𝐶.

4. a map p ∶ 𝐶 → 𝑆𝛼 × 𝑆𝛽; where 𝑆𝛼 ∈ 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑜𝑚(s𝛼) and 𝑆𝛽 ∈ 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑜𝑚(s𝛽), which
specifies the position where the crosslinker 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀 binds elements 𝑓𝛼, 𝑓𝛽 ∈ 𝐹
respectively.
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We note that the property 3a depends on the map 𝑝, in the sense that some
configurations are geometrically impossible even if the elements can bind to the
crosslinker separately. With this, given a tuple 𝑥 = (𝑓𝛼, 𝑓𝛽, 𝑚) ∈ 𝐹 × 𝐹 × 𝑀, we can
associate the indicator function of the set 𝐶

1𝐶(𝑥) = {
1 if (𝑓𝛼, 𝑓𝛽, 𝑚) ∈ 𝐶
0 otherwise

(4.1)

We have not described any evolution of the fate of the passive elements, al-
though it will depend on the analysis of 𝜕s

𝜕𝑡
. Conversely, the evolution of croslinker

positions then can be followed dynamically by analysing 𝜕p
𝜕𝑡
.

Example Let’s consider a crosslinked bundle of straight linear rods. In this case,
passive elements correspond to fibres determined by a tuple 𝑓𝑖 = (r𝑖, s𝑖), where s

is the span of some unit vector p̂𝑖 according to s𝑖 = 𝜌 ⋅ p̂𝑖, 𝜌 ∈ 𝑅 ⊂ ℝ. The map
𝑝 is then defined to assign 𝑚𝑖 to a tuple (𝜌𝑖𝑗, 𝜌𝑖𝑘), where each 𝜌𝑖⋅ is the position of
the motor 𝑚𝑖 on the fibre 𝑓𝑘. Then, the position of the motor 𝑚𝑖 bound at fibre 𝑓𝑘
is

x𝑖𝑘 = r𝑘 + p̂𝑘 𝜌𝑖𝑘 (4.2)

𝑚𝑖 𝑚𝑛
......𝑚1

𝜌1𝑘 𝜌𝑖𝑘 𝜌𝑛𝑘
𝑓𝑘

Figure 4.1: Motor positions along the fibre 𝑓𝑘.

An example realization of a bundle composed of straight rods is drawn in
Figure 4.2A. By drawing a cross sectional area 𝑑𝐴, we can describe the bundle
at any particular slice. We then construct a graph where every fibre is a node, and
crosslinkers connecting fibres are represented by edges, as shown in Figure 4.2B.
The stepping of the motors on each of the fibres will impose relative movement
between the fibres; this naturally depends on the topology of the network. For a
fibre 𝑓𝑖 and a surface area 𝑑𝐴, the change in position of 𝑓𝑖 will depend on the the
contributions of each motor bound to the fibre inside 𝑑𝐴. Then, by admitting a
distance-force relationship of the fibre-bundle, we can have a notion of the force
exerted per unit area, consequently deriving stress tensors and strains. These
relationships are usually called constitutive equations.

The graph constructed by cross sectioning the bundle will be, in general, an
arbitrary construction that will depend on how many fibres are inside the cross
sectional surface and the distance that the crosslinkers have. For example the
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dA
A

dA

B

C D

Figure 4.2: A section of a crosslinked bundle. (A) An example schematic of a bundle composed
of rectilinear fibres crosslinked by elements. (B) A surface 𝑑𝐴 cutting the bundle orthogonally to
the bundle creates a graph. (C) An example of a longitudinal cross section. (C) If all crosslinkers
have the same length, and the distance is similar to the fibre radius, then the optimal packing will
draw equilateral triangles in the graph. Fibres going outwards of the screen are represented by
a red dot, and fibres going inward with a blue dot; fibres staying static with respect of the screen
are drawn with no coloured dots inside the node.

length of the tetramer formed by Eg5 and the BASS domain has been reported to
have a length of approximately 80 [𝑛𝑚] (Scholey et al., 2014). Considering that
a MT radius is ∼32 [𝑛𝑚], it would imply that the tetramer distance can cover up to
two MTs. In contrast, the crosslinker PRC1 has been found to impose a distance of
∼35 [𝑛𝑚] between filaments (Subramanian et al., 2010); interestingly, this is in the
order of a MT radius. Consequently, under high PRC1 density, the maximum fibres
allowed through a surface would be de determined by the crosslinker distance.
Because no crosslinked-MTs can fit into two filaments, it forms an optimally dense
packing: an hexagonal lattice. It has been shown that this is the densest of all
circle packings (Chang and Wang, 2010). This kind of hexagonal packing has
also been found in MTs crosslinked by Tau (Chung et al., 2016). A schematic of
this configuration is drawn in Figure 4.2D.
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4.2 Example of an isotropic, continuous bundle

4.2.1 Microtubule scale and support for continuous models

As previously stated, the model can in principle be manipulated to give a contin-
uous representation. A model like this would only make sense if the underlying
phenomena has continuum-like properties. In particular, a continuous approxima-
tion could be supported if two points are undistinguishable in the physical object.

MT bundles have the property that their length is much larger than the other
two dimensions. Their length ranges between 1 [𝜇𝑚] and 100 [𝜇𝑚] depending on
cell type, in contrast to its outer diameter of about 25 [𝑛𝑚]. These dimensions
compared with what we can normally measure on a microscope are several times
smaller than the size of a pixel. For instance, if we consider a confocal micro-
scope with a 60X lens and a numerical aperture (NA) of 1.4, a typical pixel size
would be around 0.2 [𝜇𝑚]. Thus, the diameter of a MT would fit horizontally
0.2 [𝜇𝑚]/25 [𝑛𝑚] = 200/25 = 8 times per pixel.

In this Thesis, we aim to use a model to represent primarily MT bundles. Con-
sequently, we will compare imaged data with the estimations given by them. The
small dimensions of MTs compared to pixel size are encouraging for continuous-
model approximations.

4.2.2 Model

We will briefly derive a continuous model for a kinematic description of filaments
known as the planar elastica. The reader interested in a more detailed description
can look at Antman (1995) or Goss (2003). We first take an isotropic filament
bundle from our previous description, we let the radius of every fibre 𝑟𝑖 ⟶ 0,
and also we let the length of the crosslinkers 𝐿𝑑𝑖 ⟶ 0. Under these conditions,
a small segment of the bundle reduces to an infinitesimal rod and therefore is
represented by a curve in ℝ3. We will use the common vectorial representation
of the Euclidean space spanned by mutually orthogonal unit vectors î, ĵ, and k̂. A
straight unstressed rod will span in the î direction along the arc length, denoted
by 𝑠 ∈ [0, 𝐿]. The origin (𝑠 = 0) is at one end of the rod and 𝐿 is the length of the
rod. The vector r describes the position of the centreline of the rod in 3D space:

r(𝑠) ≡ r = (𝑥(𝑠), 𝑦(𝑠), 𝑧(𝑠)) (4.3)
= 𝑥î + 𝑦ĵ + 𝑧k̂ (4.4)

If the internal forces in a rod element of length 𝑑𝑠 are zero, and we can lump the
external forces at the extremes of the element, then its representation looks like
Figure 4.3. Here, 𝑁1, 𝑁2 are the shear forces and 𝑀1, 𝑀2 the bending moments
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Figure 4.3: Forces diagram for an infinitesimal rod element of length 𝑑𝑠. Extracted from Goss
(2003).

in the directions d̂1 and d̂2 respectively. 𝑇 is the axial force in the direction d̂3;
convention is that tension is positive and compression is negative. Finally, 𝑀3 is
the twisting moment about d̂3.

Vectors d̂1, d̂2, d̂3 are called directors; these vectors were introduced by François
and Eugène Cosserat and are at the centre of Cosserat rod theory. They proposed
that points lying on the curve representing the rod have their own local coordinate
system. Consequently, vector d̂1 is normal to the curve, vector d̂3 is the tangent
vector to the curve and d̂2 is defined as the vector product:

d̂2 ∶= d̂3 × d̂1. (4.5)

The triad (d̂1, d̂2, d̂3) constitutes a moving orthonormal frame attached to the
rod. Due to the orthonormality of the director frame, the spatial evolution of the
directors is given as

𝑑d𝑖
𝑑𝑠 = u × d̂i (𝑖 = 1, 2, 3), (4.6)

where u denotes the curvature vector

u = 𝑘1d̂1 + 𝑘2d̂2 + 𝜏d̂3.

𝑘1, 𝑘2 are the curvatures about d̂1 and d̂2 respectively, and 𝜏 is the twist around
d̂3.

Strains Strain is a measure of deformation in a body, representing the dis-
placement between particles relative to a reference length. In the rod model, they
appear naturally when we analyse how much the curve changes with respect to 𝑠.
The fundamental idea behind this is that changes in shape are caused by internal
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forces in the rod, and in this sense, the shape of the rod is a function of the strain.
Consequently, the tangent vector v is given by:

v = 𝑑r
𝑑𝑠 = 𝑣1d̂1 + 𝑣2d̂2 + (𝑣3 + 1)d̂3 (4.7)

where 𝑣1 and 𝑣2 are the shear strains in d̂1 and d̂2 directions respectively and 𝑣3 is
called the dilatation of the rod element 𝑑𝑠. For a non-shearable, inextensible rod.

𝑑r
𝑑𝑠 ∶= d̂3 (4.8)

Equilibrium Equations Newton and Euler laws state that for statical equilib-
rium the resultant of the contact forces and contact moments must be zero.

The force N(𝑠) and moment M(𝑠) are thus given by:

N(𝑠) = 𝑁1d̂1 + 𝑁2d̂2 + 𝑇d̂3 (4.9)
M(𝑠) = 𝑀1d̂1 + 𝑀2d̂2 + 𝑀3d̂3 (4.10)

Constitutive Equations The previous definitions describe the geometry of
the filament in space, the forces that affect it, but gives no description of how
forces and momenta change its curvature. The last set of relationships are called
constitutive equations. Frequently, a linear relationship between the loads and
deflections is assumed:

𝑀1 = 𝐵1𝑘1 𝑁1 = s𝐵1𝑣1,
𝑀2 = 𝐵2𝑘2 𝑁2 = Ď𝐵2𝑣2,
𝑀3 = 𝐶𝜏 𝑇 = s𝐶𝑣3, (4.11)

𝐵1 and 𝐵2 are known as flexural rigidities about d̂1 and d̂2 respectively, 𝐶 as
the torsional rigidity around d̂3, s𝐵1 and Ď𝐵2 as shearing rigidities along d̂1 and d̂2
and s𝐶 as the axial rigidity along d̂3.

We will analyse algebraically the free body diagram of Figure 4.3. If force
and momentum changes across the bundle are only external, then the sum of
forces yields −N + (N + 𝑑N) + f𝑑𝑠 = 0, and the sum of momentum yields −M +
(M + 𝑑M) + M𝑑𝑠 + r × N + r × f𝑑𝑠 = 0. These expressions also consider body
forces f (for example weight per unit length) and body moments m (for example
an electromagnetic source). Dividing the previous expressions by 𝑑𝑠 yields the
equations of forces and momentum:

𝑑N
𝑑𝑠 + f = 0 (4.12)

𝑑M
𝑑𝑠 + 𝑑

𝑑𝑠(r × N) + r × f = 0 (4.13)
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Replacing (4.12) in (4.13) reduces the latter to

𝑑M
𝑑𝑠 + 𝑑

𝑑𝑠(r × N) + r × f = 0
𝑑M
𝑑𝑠 + 𝑑r

𝑑𝑠 × N + r × 𝑑N
𝑑𝑠 + r × f = 0 chain rule

𝑑M
𝑑𝑠 + 𝑑r

𝑑𝑠 × N + r × (
𝑑N
𝑑𝑠 + f) = 0 factor by r

𝑑M
𝑑𝑠 + 𝑑r

𝑑𝑠 × N = 0 (4.14)

Which is the differential equation that relate forces and torque to the geometry
of the rod.

Planar Configuration Our data resides mostly on a plane, so it’s helpful to
make some simplifications and seek solutions in 2D space. In particular, we allow
the rod to undergo deformations only in the îk̂ plane. Consequently, there are 2
constraints we need to add to restrict the model. Firstly, director d̂2 must lie in the
ĵ direction, this prevents twist.

d̂2 = ĵ (4.15)

Secondly, curve r must be constrained to not have values in the ĵ direction:

r ⋅ ĵ = 0 (4.16)

It follows from hypothesis (4.8), (4.15) and (4.16) that 𝑑d̂2/𝑑𝑠 ≡ 0.
In this planar setup, the curvature of the rod can be described only by a single

rotation of an angle 𝛽 in the director frame. This assumption then reduces equation
(4.14) to

𝐸𝐼𝑑
2𝛽

𝑑𝑠2 − 𝑇𝑧 sin 𝛽 + 𝑁𝑥 cos 𝛽 + 𝑊𝑠 cos 𝛽 = 0 (4.17)

See Figure 4.4 related to this equation. Here, 𝛽 is the angle of the rod along
the arclength, 𝑊 is a continuously distributed force along the rod, 𝑇𝑧, 𝑁𝑥 are
point torque and force respectively, lumped at the end point of the rod (where
𝑠 = 0). The interested reader can see a derivation of equation (4.17) in the Section
6.2.2 of the Appendix. Also in this equation, there are two important parameters
relating the rod to its one-dimensional constitutive equation, also known as the
Euler-Bernoulli relation: 𝑀 = 𝐸𝐼 𝑢. Here, 𝐸 is the Young’s modulus and 𝐽 is the area
moment of inertia of the cross section of the rod; 𝑀 and 𝑢 are the aforementioned
variables for torque along the rod and curvature respectively.

Using trigonometric addition, Equation 4.17 transforms to

𝐸𝐼𝑑
2𝛽

𝑑𝑠2 − 𝐹 sin(𝛽 + 𝛾) = 0 (4.18)
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Figure 4.4: Model of an elastic rod restrained to a plane, also known as heavy planar elastica.
Extracted from Goss (2003).

where 𝐹 = √(𝑁𝑥 + 𝑊𝑠)2 + 𝑇2
𝑧 and 𝛾 = tan−1 (−

𝑇𝑧
𝑁𝑥+𝑊𝑠

).

The model of Equation (4.18) depends on two parameters: Flexural rigidity
𝐸𝐼 and magnitude of the external forces 𝐹. We would like to estimate these pa-
rameters from our measured data in order to extract meaningful information and,
hopefully, to establish differences between groups. Under the hypothesis that the
function 𝛽 is continuous in 𝑠, the existence theorem for ordinary differential equa-
tions (ODEs) guarantees the uniqueness of the solution for given initial conditions.
Furthermore, existence theorems for boundary value problems could greatly help
in determining a solution only from known values on the extremes of the filament
(Klaasen, 1976; Schrader, 1969). With this rationale, we first solved a boundary
value problem (BVP) in order to fit the model of Equation (4.18) to data.

Boundary conditions We chose to specify position and angle in order to
solve a well-posed problem (Antman, 1995). However, fixing an angle has not
only geometrical, but also physical interpretations. In particular, assigning an
angle to the end of the filament is related to the question of how microtubules are
attached to the centrosome.

Rubinstein et al., 2009 analysed MT bending in drosophila spindles and the
role of MT-centrosome attachment. They hypothesised a clamped union between
the plus-end of the MT bundle and the chromosome arm, and considered two pos-
sible ways of anchoring the minus-end of the MT to the centrosome: a clamped
and a hinged union. After simulation of several conditions for bundle configura-
tions, the authors concluded that hinge connections at the centrosome would scale
to a spindle architecture robust enough to support fluctuations of motor forces; and
therefore a clamped connection at the spindle pole would be more robust —and
thus more likely to be found in organisms— than a hinged one. Consequently, we
will use the same heuristic, reflected in the boundary conditions of Table 4.1. Ex-
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ample solutions of the model, given different boundary conditions are exemplified
in Figure 4.5.

Table 4.1: Boundary conditions for the filament model.

r(0) = 0 r(𝐿) = 𝑥𝐿 î + 𝑦𝐿 ĵ (4.19)
𝜃(0) = 0 𝜃(𝐿) = 𝜃𝐿 (4.20)

Figure 4.5: General static configurations admitted by Eq., (4.18) with boundary conditions (4.19)
and (4.20). Extracted from Vlajic et al. 2014.

4.2.3 Data fitting against the model

We fitted the model of Equation (4.18) with boundary conditions of Table 4.1 to
generated data in order to assess the feasibility of a parameter search. For this
we generated noisy data from known parameters, and designed an algorithm to
search the space of parameters in order to find the curve that best approximated
the data.

The rod model is fully defined if we specify the parameters. Explicitly, we
have to input a length 𝐿0, flexural rigidity 𝐸𝐼0, magnitude of internal forces 𝐹 and
boundary values. Because measurements in the lab are only from a segment of
the total fibre, we constrained the generated sample to an interval [𝑠𝑖, 𝑠𝑖 + 𝑜]. We
considered a rotation 𝛼 and a translation of x𝑡 = (𝑥𝑡, 𝑦𝑡) for the whole filament.
Finally, using a Gaussian profile for the noise, the generated data set looks like
the crosses in Figure 4.6A.

Let Θ(p, 𝑠) be the solution to the ODE given by (4.18), and p = (𝐸𝐼, 𝐹, 𝐿, 𝑀0, 𝛼,x𝑡)
the vector representing the model parameters; with these two elements, we searched
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A

Estimation
Model

B

Figure 4.6: (A) Generating random sample from the elastic rod model. Red line corresponds to
the entire solution of the rod model, blue solid line corresponds to interval [𝑠𝑖, 𝑠𝑖 + 𝑜], and blue
crosses around the blue line correspond to sampled data from the interval plus some added noise
following a Gaussian distribution. (B) Solutions found in the search process elastic rod model.

for curves in the parameter space by solving the following optimization problem:

min
p

𝑁
∑
𝑖=1

∣Θ(p, 𝑠)𝑇Θ(p, 𝑠) − x𝑖(𝑠)𝑇x𝑖(𝑠)∣

subject to BC of Table 4.1.
(4.21)

where x𝑖 = (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) the i-th sample from the generated noisy data, and 𝑇 the matrix-
transpose operator. We used the Python library Scipy to numerically solve the sys-
tem of ODEs described in 4.21 (Virtanen et al., 2020). Source code for solving
the BVP is shown in Section 6.3.1 of the Appendix. We solved the minimization
problem numerically using the method of least-squares combined with the basin-
hopping algorithm; for this, we made use of the LMFIT library (Wales and Doye,
1997; Olson et al., 2012; Newville et al., 2014). The reader interested in the
source code of the full project can find it in the GitHub-hosted repository found at
https://github.com/fabio-echegaray/centrosome-position. Succinctly, for
every parameter in the search space, a solution was generated and then com-
pared with ground truth (red line). Following Equation (4.21), solutions closer
to the red line have lower distances compared to the ones further away from it.
Minimising over the total distance between the template curve and the sampled
data resulted in a slow, but converging process. The result of an example search
is shown in Figure 4.6B.

https://github.com/fabio-echegaray/centrosome-position
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4.2.4 Adapting the model to image data

Fitting the filament model on image data can be thought of as optimising a func-
tion constrained on a surface; pixel intensities are, in this case, the values we
would like to maximise. Then, when searching for the optimal solution, an im-
portant number of evaluations of the model needs to be made for each filament.

Figure 4.7: Ex-
ample of curve
fitting to image
data.

Although the previous algorithm behaved surprisingly well in the
case of generated data, it took a considerable amount of time
every time we tried a search on a new configuration.

Solving a BVP using the shooting method is computationally
expensive as its fundamentally a search algorithm similar to what
we propose in this section, hence finding a solution is a slow pro-
cess (Press et al., 2007). We reasoned we could discard the extra
search by transforming the BVP into an initial value problem (IVP)
and then find solutions only in the transformed parameter space.

Inspired in Batista, 2014, we solved the problem of fitting a
curve by transforming the two-point BVP to a three parameter IVP.
After normalisation to a non-dimensional form, and a change of
coordinates, the set of ODEs to solve the problem is:

𝑑𝜙
𝑑𝑠 = −𝑘, 𝑑𝑘

𝑑𝑠 = 𝜔2 sin 𝜙

𝜙(0) = 𝛼, 𝑘(0) = 𝑘0

(4.22)

The three parameters in the transformed model thus are: the load parameter

𝜔2 ≡ 𝐹𝐿2

𝐸𝐼 , (4.23)

the dimensionless curvature of the free end

𝑘0 ≡
𝑀0𝐿
𝐸𝐼 , (4.24)

and the initial angle 𝛼 ≡ 𝜙(0). We also change the objective function that guides
the search process to

min
p

𝑎1
∫Φ 𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑑𝑠

+ 𝑎2

𝑁
∑
𝑖=1

∣Φ(p, 𝑠)𝑇Φ(p, 𝑠) − x𝑖(𝑠)𝑇x𝑖(𝑠)∣

subject to 𝜕Φ
𝜕𝑠 = 𝜙(𝑠)
𝑑𝜙
𝑑𝑠 = −𝑘, 𝑑𝑘

𝑑𝑠 = 𝜔2 sin 𝜙

𝜙(0) = 𝛼, 𝑘(0) = 𝑘0,

(4.25)
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where 𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦) is the image intensity at (𝑥, 𝑦); 𝑎1, 𝑎2 ∈ ℝ fitting constants, and
x𝑖 corresponds to a sequence of points manually input to constrain the area of
search to some region of interest. We again used Scipy to numerically solve this
system of ODEs in 4.25 (Virtanen et al., 2020). Source code for solving the
IVP is shown in Section 6.3.2 of the Appendix. We used the same minimization
algorithm described given in the previous section.

4.2.5 Results

We used the optimization defined in (4.25) to fit filament models on images from
fixed samples of U2OS cdk1as cells. In general, images from the fixed sam-
ples showed a rich MT-network of filaments (Figure 4.8A). For each image, we
fitted the model to centrosome asters by manually assigning points, followed by
a search using the optimization of Equation (4.25). We fitted 48 filaments in
total; an example is shown in Figure 4.8B. Non-dimensional load parameter 𝜔
showed values ranging in the interval [2 × 10−8, 7.25], the curvature parameter 𝑘0
showed values in the interval from [−1, 1], and the initial angle 𝛼 did in the interval
[0.01, 6.59].

The fitting process yielded smooth curves covering most of the imaged MT
bundles. However, we observed some cases where the fit did not fully correlate
with the image in the portion of the filament closer to centrosomes. In these cases,
we observed that the initial angle of MTs was not fully perpendicular to the circle
representing the centrosome. This could mean that the initial hypothesis of a
clamped MT-centrosome connection might not be entirely valid for the whole set
of growing MTs, or that some MTs are allowed to grow with initial angles ≠ 0.
Nevertheless, the majority of fitted bundles did correlate with an initial angle
orthogonal to the centrosome sphere, and thus the former cases were considered
outliers.

As the fitting process based in the derivation from Batista (2014) is fundamen-
tally geometrical, all physical parameters are obtained from the definitions in the
non-dimensional model (equations 4.23 and 4.24). This consequently restricts
the analysis we can perform to estimate the variables we are ultimately interested
in. In particular, we would like to obtain the force 𝐹 exerted at the end of the
filament, and the flexural rigidity 𝐸𝐼, i.e. the resistance offered by the bundle
while undergoing bending. However, from all the physical parameters included
in Equation (4.18), the only parameter accessible to measure is the length 𝐿. As
a consequence of this, we can only speculate on the forces that could be exerted
on the MT bundle.

In Section 1.7.3 we studied elastic parameters of actin and MTs. Flexural
rigidity values described Table 1.4 ranged in the order of 10−24 to 10−23 [𝑁𝑚2].
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Takasone et al. (2002) reported rigidities between 10−25 [𝑁𝑚2] and 10−23 [𝑁𝑚2]
for 5–25 [𝜇𝑚] length microtubules. In general, the observed variations in vivo
strongly depend on buffer conditions as well as MT-stabilizing reagents in the
polymerization process. Nevertheless, with rigidities in this range, a 1 [𝑝𝑁] load
can significantly bend or buckle a MT. Bundles, in contrast, can tolerate larger
forces without bending significantly. If the bundle is tightly cross-linked, flexural
rigidity scales with 𝑁 2, the square of the number of filaments (Tolomeo and Holley,
1997; Claessens et al., 2006).

We explored the effect of these considerations in the measured filaments. Us-
ing Equation (4.23), we can establish a relationship between force and rigidity
of the bundle. Using the tight cross-link assumption, we can write the end-tip force
as a function of 𝑁

𝐹(𝑁) = 𝐸𝐼
𝐿2 ⋅ �̃�2 ⋅ 𝑁 2 (4.26)

We then used this equation to estimate the force exerted on the measured MT-
bundle of Figure 4.8F. From the model fitting, we estimated a load parameter
�̃� = 0.97. In Figure 4.8G we plotted the force as a function of 𝑁 for bundles up to
11 MTs. In this plot, we used a flexural rigidity of 10−23 [𝑁𝑚2], which is a flexural
rigidity similar to taxol-stabilized MTs (Gittes et al., 1993). According to Equation
(4.26), a bundle of 10 MTs would have been supporting a force of ∼16 [𝑝𝑁]; in
Figure 4.8G, this is shown by a dashed cross. By repeating the process in all the
filaments, we obtain a result similar to Figure 4.8C.

Geometrical inspections of the images revealed an interesting observation.
Although the model performed reasonably well in regions close to the nucleating
centrosome, we observed that the model deviated from the imaged MT-bundles at
regions of pitchfork formation. In principle, abrupt changes in the geometry of the
filament can occur if the parameters are close to bifurcation boundaries (Batista,
2015). But what we observed in the fixed samples was fundamentally different; in
the images, changes in curvature were observed concomitantly to areas of high
pixel intensity. These bright spots usually bridged areas of spatially separated
MTs. This inspired us to think that the bendings happened where the MT-network
had a connection with some other part of the network. Intrigued by this, we asked
the question of how MT polymerisation might relate to bundle curvature.

First, we looked if EB3-mediated MT polymerisation co-localised with existing
MT structures. For this, we used the U2OS cdk1as RFP-tagged EB3 cell line,
and co-labelled the samples using sir-Tubulin (Figure 4.9C). We imaged the EB3
particles under a LSM-880 Airyscan microscope using two channels. Following
image, we conducted a co-localisation analysis using the ImageJ plugin JACoP
(Bolte and Cordelières, 2006). A Van Steensel’s cross correlation function (CCF)
showed a strong co-localisation between the channel of Eb3 particles and the
sir-Tubulin channel (Figure 4.9B). This supports the notion of MT polymerizing
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Figure 4.8: Filament model fit on imaged MT bundles. The figure shows the process of a semi-
assisted fitting algorithm. (A) An example image used for the fitting process. (B) The same image
of (A) with filament-models previously found by parameter search overlaid in yellow. (C) An
example of the forces that an aster could be experiencing. We used 10 MTs per bundle and a
flexural rigidity of 10−23 [𝑁𝑚2] scaling with 𝑁 2. (D-E) Scatter plot of model parameters found by
the search algorithm. (F) Example of a parameter search; we plot every parameter explored in
the filament geometrical space. The objective function value is represented by the filament colour;
values increasing from blue to red. (G) Flexural rigidity vs. force plot as a function of the number
of MTs per bundle. Different level curves are plotted as a function of 𝑁 and represented by a colour
code, with increasing values of 𝑁 ranging from blue to red. A dashed cross indicates the point of
a force of 16 [𝑝𝑁] corresponding to a bundle of 10 MTs with a flexural rigidity of 10−23 [𝑁𝑚2].
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preferentially on already existing bundles.
Next, we enquired how MT polymerization might be co-occur at places where

the network branched out. From the manually tracked EB3 particles described in
Section 3.2.2, an intuition arose. These particles seemed to slow down in some
areas, or sometimes they would stop abruptly to then restart in the same position.
We reasoned that these events might be linked with the network branching we
saw in our fixed samples. To test this, we analysed the velocity-change events,
although we did it in a slightly unconventional way. As we already had tracked
data, we setted up a software tool to add information to the stop/restart events
previously described; consequently, every time we saw a reduction in EB3 speed
or a complete stop, we inspected back to the image region to check if a MT
crossing or polymerisation event (restart) happened during the movie. This not
only had the advantage of reusing EB3 data for a novel analysis, but also it
increased the likelihood of a non-biased experimental procedure.

We then analysed all the EB3 tracks recorded from the cells arrested in 1NM-
PP1. Surprisingly, a binomial test indicated that the percentage of cross or restart
events (77.1%) was significantly larger than the expected outcome of tossing a fair
coin (50%), 𝑝 = 6.21 × 10−24 (2-sided). This provides evidence that the change
in velocity of the EB3 particles did not happen randomly. Intrigued if actin poly-
merisation has a role in the branching of the MT-network, we conducted the same
analysis in the cohort treated with cytochalasin D. Interestingly, we didn’t find any
statistical significance between particles from arrested group and the cytochalasin
treated group (𝜒2(1, 𝑁 = 54) = 0.7270, 𝑝 = .3938). The result is consistent with
acting polymerisation not having a role in the change of velocity of the EB3 par-
ticles.

In summary, the rod-model fit into images MT-bundles of U2OS cdk1as cells
revealed that MTs change curvature in regions close to branching events of the
network. Subsequent analysis of MT polymerization further added that these
branches are likely to happen in tandem with polymerization slow down or restart
events. Cytochalasin D treated cells showed no incidence in these polymeriza-
tion events, suggesting that actin does not contribute to MT-network branching or
maintenance. As loads above the critical buckling point naturally change their
curvature in our filament model, these bundles are likely to be under mechanical
stress. All taken together, the data supports a mechanism of network branching
to potentially modulate the mechanical stress exerted on the MT-network.
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Figure 4.9: Curvature change is correlated with MT polymerization. (A) Examples of observed
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4.2.6 Discussion

The question of how much force does the MT-network exert on each centrosome is
difficult to answer both experimentally and analytically. We reasoned that since
the interaction of these filaments with other factors and structures is so vast, it needs
a description in a combinatorial way; and consequently proposed an analysis on
the interacting elements as a whole (Section 4.1.1). However, the example we
presented was only for an isotropic bundle of MT filaments. This was primarily
due to the extensive analysis that a combinatorial space of these nature requires,
although we argue an exhaustive study is necessary in the future. The model of
MT-bundle bending is in direct connection to the theory of the continuum elastica
model of a rod. One assumption that we did in this model, was that the initial
angle of the filament had to be orthogonal to the centrosome sphere. However,
we did observe places in the MT-network close to centrosomes where this did not
hold true. Consequently, the hypothesis of a clamped union between centrosomes
and MTs might not hold globally on the centrosome periphery, or could also be
the case that this holds valid for different angles other than 𝜋/2.

Under the elastica model, we found a theoretical relationship describing the
force that a MT-bundle exerts on some structure in the cytoplasm as a function of
MT-length and the number of MTs in the MT-bundle (Equation 4.26, Figure 4.8G).
Ideally, in order to obtain precise estimations of the forces exerted, more control
of the parameters should have been provided, under laboratory conditions. In
particular, the length and number of MTs in the bundle should have, either been
given a priori, or measured with an instrument. However, the in vivo nature of our
experiments restricted exquisite measurements of these parameters.

Regarding the model, even after an hypothetical successful measurement of
the parameters, there would still be a remaining question to be answered: to
assess what is the effect of the uncertainty of the measurements in the model. If
small variations in one parameter have a drastic change in the model’s output,
then this sensitivity would make it nonsensical to predict other outputs around a
small change of the parameter. In particular, it would be difficult to compare the
model’s output given a measurement that has a small deviation from the value
given to the model. The mathematical tool for studying these effects is known as
a sensitivity analysis (SA, Cukier et al., 1973; Saltelli et al., 2000). SA studies
the variation of the model’s output given the different sources of variation and
the information fed into the model; this kind of analysis rigorously computes how
sensible a parameter is in the overall output. However, given the impossibility of
measuring our particular parameters in the data, combined with the qualitative
—geometrically-oriented— results obtained from the image data fitting, and also
because of restrictions imposed by the scope of this project, we decided not to
pursue such an analysis. Objectively, the elastic rod model used to fit the data pro-
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vided by the microscope images was only used to see coarse-grained behaviour of
the MT-bundles, and not for assessing the impact of a slight parameter change in
the system. Nevertheless, and albeit these constraints, in our theoretical analysis
the elasticity-force relationship found in Figure 4.8G hints that the MT-bundle-force
that is transmitted tends to saturate, suggesting that the parameters that define the
model do not have a dramatic impact on the output if the required transmittable
forces are high enough. Consequently, a SA is suggested in future studies that seek
to contrast the outputs of the elastic rod model with biological data, in conditions
that can assure a method for measurement of the parameters.

Albeit the determination of forces is unfeasible in our experimental conditions,
we did observe some interesting features. In particular, upon a fitted elastic model
on MT-image-data we found that the model deviated its curvature from the data
at branching points in the network (Figure 4.9A). This was supported by the ob-
servation that at these nodes, the MT-polymerization seemed to stop, decrease its
speed, or restart (Figure 4.9D). We also saw a preference of stop events over par-
ticle speed decrease; whereas the stops happened close to the nuclear boundary,
the decrease in speed was frequent at MT crossings (data not shown).

Although speed decrease at MT crossing is suggestive of steric interactions;
the case of restarts would need a model more sophisticated than of a steric nature,
posing MT-restarts in the network as an interesting aspect for subsequent studies.
However, it is important to note that MT-polymerization restarts could also be
explained by particles going out of the focal plane. This hypothesis was difficult
to elucidate due to technical constraints of the microscopy technique used, and
further research using a different method is needed in order to rule it out. However,
the high correlation of existing MTs with the EB3 particles (figures 4.9B and 4.9C)
does suggest that these events happened at the same focal plane, consistent with
a role of EB3 +TIP proteins in maintaining the MT network.

All results combined suggest an interaction of actin on MT-polymerization. The
MT network emanating from centrosomes is consistent with a role of this network
supporting pushing forces; moreover, we frequently observed branching of the
network at places of excessive bending, consistent with network of MTs adapting
to load. We also found a role of the member of the LINC complex N2G in
MT-polymerization, suggestive of a role of the LINC complex in reshaping the
MT-network.
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Chapter 5

Discussion

The aim of this Thesis was to determine the main mechanisms governing centro-
some separation and positioning at the G2/M transition. The main hypothesis
that guided this work was that forces opposing separation contribute to position-
ing of the separating centrosomes; this was inspired from the views of previous
works in the field (Burakov et al., 2003; Théry et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2010;
Letort et al., 2016). Our approach to the question was to analyse the conver-
gent state of centrosomes after inhibition of the motor Eg5 on G2-arrested cells, a
process we named centrosome congression. Consequently, Chapter 2 described
centrosome congression and the results of the assay we designed.

One of the main insights that the congression analysis gave was a set factors
yielding low MSD and congression values (Figure 2.49). In these experimental
conditions, the opposing forces to centrosome separation were not strong enough
to make centrosomes go back together. Within this group of conditions, we found
actin and MT polymerization at the very centre of low congression rates. This was
in agreement with other published observations that have found a correlation of
these factors with centrosome dynamics (Piel et al., 2000; Agircan et al., 2014;
Théry et al., 2005). Consequently, our findings agree with the classical view
that MTs and/or actin affects centrosome position. This in turn led to two main
contributions of this project towards the understanding of centrosome positioning
in the prophase pathway of separation: first, we observed actin filaments on the
periphery of the nuclear membrane specific to G2 phase (Stiff et al., 2020). This
observation is shared by a recent study of chromosome condensation in prometa-
phase, in which a perinuclear actin formation is observed to constrain chromoso-
mal movement, supporting an efficient kinetochore capture by MTs (Booth et al.,
2018). Moreover, we showed that the transient expression of a dominant neg-
ative N2G/FHOD1 disrupts these actin filaments and interferes with centrosome
positioning and separation. Overall, our analysis supports the hypothesis that the
MT/actin dependent forces that cause centrosome congression are important for
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the positioning of the separating centrosomes. In line with this hypothesis, a recent
study demonstrates that under micro-patterned cell shapes Arp2/3-mediated actin
regulates MT dynamics to control centrosome position (Jimenez et al., 2020). This
combined with the recent finding that actin is part of the structure of the 𝛾-TuRC
brings into focus the role of actin in the regulation of MT polymerization and thus
centrosome dynamics.

MTs have been naturally implicated in centrosomal movement since the dis-
covery of centrosomes, as they emanate from them to form MT-asters. We looked
into the effect of MT polymerization and found results in line with previous obser-
vations, supporting their role in centrosome movement (Euteneuer and Schliwa,
1992; Koonce and Khodjakov, 2002; Hale et al., 2011). Past studies have shown
how MT polymerizing pressure can generate a great amount of force (Dogterom
and Yurke, 1997). It is feasible then to think that MT polymerization from the
centrosome aster can generate pushing forces, consequently driving centrosome
movement. Our results on MT-depolymerization, and MT-polymerization inhibition
by MCAK siRNA are in line with a role of MT-polymerization in centrosome con-
gression (figures 2.45, 2.46, and 2.47). The experiments focusing on TIP-proteins
involving MT-polymerization showed direct correlation to centrosome separation.
Treatment with ch-TOG siRNA showed congression values close to a nocodazole
treatment; conversely, we saw the greatest congression percentage under MCAK-
siRNA incubation (Figure 2.49), and the lowest deviations from final distance after
congression (Table 2.1).

Aware of the technical difficulties involved in measuring cytoplasmic forces
exerted on MTs in vivo, we reasoned that a continuous model could give us insights
of the forces exerted on the filament. Thus, we chose a model able to predict
filament curvature given external forces (Section 4.2). With this rationale, we fit
an elastica model trying to assess the effect of these forces on MTs. Interestingly,
we were able to see that the MT network branched apart at places where the
curvature of the model filaments was extremal. This pointed us to look on how
MT-polymerization might be occurring in the cytoplasm, which led us to observe
an interesting correlation between MT-polymerization speed (slow downs or stops)
and restart events or MT crossings. That these events are not random suggests
a model in which mechanical forces trigger biochemical events that have the
potential to remodel the MT-network.

The hypothesis of minus-end proteins remodelling the MT-network has been
considered previously (Goodwin and Vale, 2010; Hueschen et al., 2017); more-
over, it has been noted that MAP proteins can also affect network organization
(Li et al., 2007). It is then conceivable that changes in MT curvature imposed by
mechanical forces would transform the local substrate for biochemical reactions
involved in force-related processes. In particular, these small volumes created by
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MT-curvature in the cytoplasm could favour reactions enforcing MT-branch forma-
tion. Moreover, there is evidence showing that actin polymerization can be driven
by force; for instance, tension can trigger conformational changes and expose
binding sites to actin-recruiting factors (e.g. talin, Burridge and Guilluy, 2016),
consequently favouring actin polymerization. Much like MT-polymerization can
be force regulated (Janson et al., 2003), it would be interesting to assess whether
a force-driven MT-network rearrangement could be triggered as a response to
external forces. A possible hypothesis to then assess would be to look for an
increase in the concentration of minus-end-MT factors at MT-branching nodes. In
this sense, our data is consistent with a model in which MT-branching events are
created at places where forces are greater than the critical buckling load in order
to support compressional forces.

Although the notion that actin affects centrosome movement is relatively old
(Whitehead et al., 1996; Piel et al., 2000; Uzbekov et al., 2002); only recently
we have started to understand the mechanisms of how it is performed. The theory
that actin controls centrosome position proposed by Théry et. al is very much in
line with our observations. During a sequence of studies, they were able to show
that the ECM triggers actin polymerization, which in turn can regulate centrosome
position through the actomyosin network (Théry et al., 2005; Théry et al., 2006;
Jimenez et al., 2020). Consequently, centrosome positioning can be controlled by
changing actin polymerization through cell adhesion. This in turn is consistent with
our data on late-G2 centrosome congression, where centrosome movement was
dramatically impaired upon actin depolymerization (Figure 2.49). Interestingly,
our data on congression under FAKi siRNA gave one of the lowest values of the
entire assay, consistent with a model in which the integrity of the actin network
is vital to oppose centrosome separation. Furthermore, our data on perinuclear-
actin formation (Figure 3.4) suggests a direct mechanism on the preference of
centrosomes to stay close to the nucleus in G2 (Burakov and Nadezhdina, 2013).

As we know that other sets of forces can emerge when centrosomes are closer
to the nucleus (Gönczy et al., 1999; Leidel et al., 2012; Linn et al., 2013; Ikuta et
al., 2015; Rezaul et al., 2016; Burakov and Nadezhdina, 2013); it is then con-
ceivable to think of a model where centrosome positioning is controlled partially
by external force cues transmitted by actin formation. However, our data does not
concur with a model where only cortical actin is relevant to centrosome position-
ing (Jimenez et al., 2020); instead, our data provides evidence that nuclear actin
structures are also relevant to the process (Figure 3.5). A recent theoretical study
showed that centrosome position converges to the nucleus when only MTs and
MT-NE related factors are considered (Som et al., 2019). It is then conceivable
to propose that both systems (i.e. cortex and nucleus) might be acting together to
position the centrosomes closer to the nucleus, as a balance of additive forces. In
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line with this, a recent work performed by Nunes et al. (2020) provides evidence
that both cortex and the nucleus might work as a unified system to coordinate
centrosome position.

There is a methodological caveat to consider in our congression assay. Since
experiments in different conditions are, in general, independent events in the prob-
abilistic sense, we can’t conclude anything about the combination of these inde-
pendent treatments, even if they share similar measurements and appearences.
In particular, experiments on MT or actin polymerization can only implicate these
structures separately, they cannot lead to any conclusions regarding their inter-
action; moreover, as these experiments inherently remove any dynamism in the
motility of centrosomes, experiments combining both treatments have no method-
ological value. Consequently, we looked for evidence of interaction between MT
and actin in some other ways, which was the focus of Chapter 3.

There is an abundance of in vitro studies providing evidence on the interrelation
of MT and actin-networks and their co-regulation (Henty-Ridilla et al., 2016; López
et al., 2014; Nguyen et al., 2014; Sider et al., 1999; Waterman-Storer et al.,
2000; Colin et al., 2018). However, the only study in vivo we found assessing
the interaction of MTs and actin in centrosome movement was in Burakov et al.
(2003). In their study, the authors created a MT-polymerization gradient with
a nocodazole microinjection in BS-C-1 cells. In these conditions, centrosomes
moved from the cell centre to the micropipette tip. But when the experiment is
repeated blocking actomyosin contractility, the direction of centrosome movement
reverses away from the micropipette tip. The authors conclude that there must be
a force balance between actin flow and MT-depolymerization from the cell cortex,
and continue to claim that cortical dynein pull on MTs provides the centring force.
Although the MT-pulling theory is, in principle plausible (Janson et al., 2003; Laan
et al., 2012); it requires a MT-length-dependent regulation mechanism to reach
a stable centre in the cell. Our data, however, proposes an alternative, simpler
explanation for this phenomena by taking into account the role of the nucleus and
NE-related factors to explain centring and centrosome movement MTs (Sections
2.2.3 and 2.2.4).

Our data supports a model where MTs and actin are in co-dependence in
order to regulate centrosome position (figures 3.13, 3.7). Other indirect meth-
ods of MT-actin regulation have been presented in the literature, like the cyclin-
dependent kinease inhibitor 𝑝27𝑘𝑖𝑝1, which has been reported to interfere with
the RhoA pathway and also with the 𝛼-tubulin-acetyl-transferase 𝛼-TAT (Rampioni
Vinciguerra et al., 2019). However, our in vivo data of EB3 particles in FHOD1
dominant negative mutants (Figure 3.13) provides evidence that actin can have,
in principle, a more direct influence on MT polymerization via proteins of the LINC
complex. Also, tangential to this finding, our mother-daughter experiment show-
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ing a reduction of congression in cells upon cenexin-GFP overexpression (Section
2.2.2) is consistent with a model where centrosome movement is proportional to
local MT regulation. In line with this model, recent studies on actin nucleation
around centrosomes suggest that actin could also have a potential role in centro-
some movement by blocking MT polymerization (Inoue et al., 2019; Farina et al.,
2016; Farina et al., 2019).

There are several studies supporting the hypothesis that actin can influence
the MT network (Waterman-Storer et al., 2000; Jimenez et al., 2020). In this
sense, our data is consistent with a view where actin reshapes the MT-network in
the following way: as actin forms perinuclear structures (Figure 3.5), and given
that MT-polymerization speed inversely correlates with actin polymerization (Fig-
ure 3.13, cytochalasin-D), then the reduced MT polymerization can translate into
lower buckling forces, potentially changing centrosome dynamics; for example,
in this condition, centrosomes might be at the mercy of forces like viscous drag
or other local forces in the cytoplasm. In this sense, our data supports the regu-
lation of centrosome position by MT-actin interaction in the following two ways:
first, steric interactions between MTs and actin can in principle transmit positional
forces to the centrosome. Second, MT binding to actin stress fibres mediated by
factors of the LINC complex (Figure 3.7) could make this force transmission more
efficient. In connection with the last idea, our data is consistent with a model in
which N2G not only is involved in TAN line formation, but also on perinuclear
actin structures (Figure 3.5, also see Luxton et al., 2010). In this sense, evidence
on cytoplasts have also shown a preference of centrosomes to follow stress fibres,
moving away from cortical retrograde flow (Jimenez et al., 2020). All combined,
the evidence argues to a model in which stress fibres, and consequently the actin
network, can influence MT-polymerization and thus MT-network remodelling.

Our data supports the hypothesis that the speed of the separating centrosomes
is asymmetrical, but that this does not correlate with centrosome age. A similar ob-
servation has also been made on centrioles, where the kinetic regimes of mother
and daughter centrioles reduces motility as the cell cycle progresses to G2 (Piel
et al., 2000). When we compared the displacement of congressing centrosomes,
our data showed a group having an extremely low, diffusive regime (linear trend)
and a quadratic, superdiffusive group (Figure 2.26A). This was observed after
sorting each pair of centrosomes according to displacement; we did the same ex-
ercise on simulated random walks, and obtained the same result. This confirmed
that sorting each pair according to displacement imposes a bias. Therefore, it
was interesting to see that this biased difference vanishes when we partition the
displacement according to centrosome age, and that there is a striking similarity
between centrosomes displacing less and the displacement of the nucleus (Figure
2.26). Taken together, the data suggests that one centrosome remains attached
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to the nucleus by a yet to be determined mechanism in the G2-arrested condition
(figures 2.27 and 2.26D); an hypothesis which is also shared in other studies (Bor-
nens, 1977; Fais et al., 1984; Nadezhdina et al., 1979; Burakov and Nadezh-
dina, 2013). In this regard, our data suggests that actin filaments organized
in perinuclear structures interact with MT polymerization, and also that nuclear
dynein could attach centrosomes on the nuclear membrane for the possible out-
come of stabilizing centrosomes closer to the nuclear periphery. In general, our
data hints that centrosome motility depends on the substrate it resides; consider-
ing the topology of the substrate: a centrosome diffusing in the 3D space of the
cytoplasm can potentially cover a larger region than a centrosome moving on the
2D surface of the nuclear membrane.

Centrosome association with the nucleus has been a matter of exploration
and debate over decades (Bornens, 1977; Fais et al., 1984; Nadezhdina et al.,
1979; Burakov and Nadezhdina, 2013). There were several instances in our
experiments that supported the relevance of the nuclear membrane in centrosome
positioning. The more direct observations were the correlation found between
nuclear distance and time of contact (Figure 2.48A), lower centrosome speeds
closer to the nuclear radius (Figure 2.48C), and the perinuclear actin structures
(Figure 3.4). More subtle observations were found when analysing MSD of centro-
somes pairs; in this experiment, we found that the less motile group of centrosomes
showed similar diffusive characteristics compared to the nucleus (Figure 2.26D).
DHC inhibited congression showed a slightly higher MSD of less motile centro-
somes, consistent with centrosomes attaching to the nuclear membrane through
dynein. Also, most of the experiments targetting NE-dynein had centrosomes
away from the nucleus (data not shown). This observation is shared in Burakov
et al. (2003), in which the authors show how centrosomes move away from the
nucleus after dynein-inhibition by antibody injection (Figure 5.1). Consequently,
our data provides evidence of an interlink between centrosome position and the
nucleus.

The data we presented in this work challenges the vision proposed in Jimenez
et al. (2020) of the nucleus being a ‘dead volume’ interfering with MT action;
it also contrasts models where the nuclear position comes after MTOC position-
ing (Euteneuer and Schliwa, 1992; Gomes et al., 2005), but rather proposes
that the nucleus and centrosomes are part of co-regulating system which trans-
lates forces through the actin-MT-network. Observations consistent with this model
are that centrosome polarization in lymphocytes require a reduction of F-actin to
detach the centrosome from the nucleus (Obino et al., 2016), and perinuclear
actin structures in prophase preventing chromosomes from scattering (Booth et
al., 2018). Cdk1-dependent dynein loading on the NE is also consistent with the
theory that centrosomes need to reach the nuclear surface prior to separation (Baf-
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fet et al., 2015); other observations coinciding with this hypothesis are increased
centrosome-nucleus distance in dynein-depleted cells in prophase (Splinter et al.,
2010).

As previous studies have shown, LINC complex enrichment is proportional to
nuclear curvature (Versaevel et al., 2014), and thus a model can be proposed
in which cytoplasmic forces are the factors affecting this curvature, subsequently
recruiting proteins from the LINC complex, further modulating MT polymerization.
Thus, in principle, the mechanical relationship between centrosomes and the nu-
cleus could be dependent on the environment (Distel et al., 2010; Burakov and
Nadezhdina, 2020); this could extend to a model in which the MTOC position
would be relative to the cell and the nucleus depending on the particular task
at hand. Centrosomes leading the nucleus could be a mode active in migrating
cells, but the opposite could happen in cell division and differentiation. Moreover,
perinuclear actin could then have a dual function, both positioning centrosomes
and modelling the nucleus to reach a certain shape, as suggested by Thiam et al.
(2016). This change in curvature could, in principle, have the same downstream
effect mentioned earlier to regulate perinuclear actin and also trigger MT-mediated
forces (Versaevel et al., 2014).

Albeit a great majority of studies point to centrosomes converging to the ge-
ometrical cell centre by MT-cortex-related factors (Euteneuer and Schliwa, 1992;
Holy et al., 1997; Gomes et al., 2005; Letort et al., 2016), our findings contrasts
this vision suggesting a role for nuclear-related structures modulating centrosome
position (Figure 3.4). We showed evidence that, on the extreme case of revers-
ing centrosome separation (congression), centrosomes converged to the centre of
the nucleus (Figure 2.48A) instead of the cell centre (Burakov et al., 2003; Letort
et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2010; Jimenez et al., 2020).

The question remains, how polymerizing microtubules in concert with actin
filaments generate a pushing force that causes centrosome congression. It seems
plausible that although MT plus-end polymerization has a main role driving cen-
trosome movement, this might not be the full description of position regulation.
Taking inspiration from Dogterom and Yurke (1997), it would be plausible that
lower polymerization speeds convert to low MT pushing forces and high catas-
trophe rates, consequently affecting centrosome movement (Dogterom and Yurke,
1997).

In our experiments, we saw a disruption of actin structures surrounding the
nucleus under a constitutive dominant negative expression of N2G and FHOD1
(figures 3.7A and 3.7B). Interestingly, in our experiments we observed that poly-
merization was modulated by the protein of the LINC complex N2G (figures 3.5B
and 3.13). N2G is known for bridging MTs and actin, and its implicated in
centrosome and nuclear movement (Arsenovic et al., 2016; Woychek and Jones,
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2019; Zhang et al., 2009). In particular, we found that preventing the interac-
tion of N2G with FHOD1 by the overexpression of a dominant negative FHOD1
disrupted the formation of actin filaments surrounding the nucleus, and further re-
duced MT polymerization to a value similar to the condition of a cytochalasin-D
or nocodazole treatment. This is consistent with the proposed role for FHOD1 in
which it provides an additional link to actin filaments (Kutscheidt et al., 2014);
moreover, our data suggest and additional role of FHOD1 as a required element
for the maintenance of actin filaments around the nucleus. It is thus plausible that
the FHOD1 formin brings the necessary interactions in the system to maintain actin
filament curvature around the nuclear membrane.

Although in our experiments we saw a disruption of perinuclear actin under
the dominant negative expression of N2G and FHOD1 (figures 3.7A and 3.7B),
these experiments had a different phenotype regarding MT-polymerisation (Fig-
ure 3.13): whereas the overexpression of the fragment of N2G that binds to
FHOD1 did not significantly change MT-polymerisation, the overexpression of the
fragment of FHOD1 that binds to N2G did reduce MT-polymerization-speed to a
value similar to nocodazole or cytochalasin-D treatment. But, if the overexpression
of these recombinant genes is specifically tailored to prevent the binding of the
endogenous FHOD1 to N2G (Kutscheidt et al., 2014), then what is the difference
between these dominant negative phenotypes that changes the dynamics of MT
polymerisation so drastically? The convenient answer would be to propose a role
of FHOD1 in MT-polymerization that is encoded in the complement that was re-
moved in the ΔFHOD1 (1 − 339) gene. However, the real situation could be more
subtle as dominant negative experiments are difficult to interpret (Prelich, 2012).
For example, it is feasible that the sequestering of the binding partner of the dyad
in the dominant negative phenotype occurs in an asymmetric way, possibly with
a higher efficacy for the FHOD1 fragment, further occluding the effect of the other
gene. Additionally, since these experiments were measured in cells arrested in G2
and thus under stabilized expression, it is conceivable that these specific iterations
could modulate protein expression pathways. In particular, the relative change
in activity in these dominant negative phenotypes could potentially trigger gene
expression in pathways downstream of FHOD1 or N2G. Also, it is possible that
post-translational modifications take place after the binding of the endogenous
FHOD1 and N2G. However, we observed that a ΔN2G overexpression did not
change MT-polymerization in our experiments, suggesting that it is not the binding
of the endogenous proteins that cause the change in polymerization dynamics. It
is then the aim of future work to elucidate the assertion of all the aforementioned
possibilities.

Our data is also consistent with the theory that LINC complexes transmit forces
from the cortex to the nucleus (Rothballer and Kutay, 2013). Actin recruitment onto
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the NE has been suggested to be mediated by N2G, which can further translate
forces onto the NE by a myosin-dependent mechanism (Arsenovic et al., 2016).
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merization can also activate RhoA-dependent signaling path-
way that is known to affect actomyosin contractility (for re-
view see Wittmann and Wateman-Storer, 2001). Therefore,
another explanation of the observed effect is that MT depo-
lymerization by nocodazole mediates the induction of the lo-
cal contraction of the actin cytoskeleton, and therefore facili-
tates the movement of the actin cytoskeleton with the
attached MT aster toward the site of nocodazole application.
To determine the role of actomyosin contractility in the
movement of the centrosome, we either inhibited the activity
of Rho A by injecting C3 transferase, or suppressed myosin
activity by treating cells with myosin light chain kinase in-
hibitor ML7. Fluorescent speckle microscopy of actin in cells
with intact MTs indicated that, as expected, C3 transferase
(Fig. 2 E) or ML7 (unpublished data) completely suppressed
actin centripetal flow. Inhibitors of actomyosin contractility
did not significantly affect the position of the centrosome in
intact cells, indicating that actomyosin contractility alone
does not play a role in maintaining the centrosome position
at the cell center (Fig. 3 B). However, local disruption of
MTs in cells injected with C3 transferase or treated with
ML7 induced profound displacement of the centrosome
away from the micropipette tip (Fig. 2, C and D; Video 4).
This result indicates that the displacement toward the pipette
tip observed in the previous experiment was likely caused by
the increase in actomyosin contractility, and that in its ab-
sence, when the forces applied to the centrosome are purely
MT dependent, local depolymerization of MTs causes the
pull on the centrosome from the distal end. We therefore
conclude that the force exerted on the centrosome by MTs is
of a pulling rather than a pushing nature.

A pulling force applied on MT arrays is generally pro-
duced by dynein motors bound to the cell cortex or
anchored in the cytoplasm (Dujardin and Vallee, 2002;
Gundersen, 2002). We therefore examined whether the cen-
trosome positioning was dependent on cytoplasmic dynein
by observing the centrosome position in cells injected with a
dynein-blocking antibody 74.1 (Dillmann and Pfister,
1994). Inhibition of dynein activity resulted in a dramatic
centrosome displacement from its normal position in the cell
center to the nearest cell margin (Fig. 3, A and B). A similar
effect was observed when cells were injected with recombi-
nant dynamitin (p50) that has been shown to disrupt the dy-
nactin complex and therefore perturb the normal localization
of dynein (Echeverri et al., 1996; Burkhardt et al., 1997)
(Fig. 3 B). Coinjection of C3 transferase and 74.1 antibody
induced centrosome repositioning similar to the injection of
dynein antibody alone (unpublished data). Inhibition of dy-
nein activity did not affect the rate of centripetal movement
of actin cytoskeleton (unpublished data), indicating that the
dynein inhibition effect was independent of the actomyosin
forces. These results indicate that generation of the centering
force requires the activity of cytoplasmic dynein.

It has been shown that dynein-dependent centrosome re-
positioning during cell polarization requires the activity of
Cdc42, a Rho family small GTPase (Etienne-Manneville
and Hall, 2001; Palazzo et al., 2001). To test whether
Cdc42 is involved in the MT pulling force applied to the
centrosome, we have examined nocodazole-induced cen-
trosome movement in cells coinjected with C3 transferase

Figure 3. Positioning of the centrosome in the cell center requires 
the activity of cytoplasmic dynein. (A) Live fluorescence images of 
MTs in a cell before (top) or 45 min after (bottom) the injection of a 
dynein blocking antibody 74.1. After the injection of dynein blocking 
antibody, the centrosome moved to the cell margin. (B) Quantification 
of the displacement of the centrosome in cells injected with C3 
transferase, antibody 74.1, or the p50 subunit of dynactin. Relative 
displacement of the centrosome was determined as the ratio between 
the initial (before injection) and the final (after injection) positions 
of the centrosome, calculated as the percentage of the cell radius 
drawn from the centroid through the centrosome. In control and 
C3-injected cells, where the centrosome remained in place, the 
ratios were close to 1. In cells injected with antibody 74.1 or the 
p50 subunit of dynactin, the centrosome traveled significantly toward 
the nearest cell margin, causing the greatly increased displacement 
values. Bar, 20 $m.

Figure 5.1: Centrosome position after dynein
inhibition; experiment done in Burakov et al.
(2003). Live fluorescence images of MTs in a
cell before (top) or 45 min after (bottom) the
injection of a dynein blocking antibody 74.1.
After the injection of dynein blocking antibody,
the centrosome moved to the cell margin. Leg-
end and figure extracted from Burakov et al.
(2003).

Albeit other factors -for example, dynein-
can contribute to nuclear centring, our
data on LINC complex-dependent MT-
polymerization from N2G and FHOD1
dominant negative expression suggests a
model in which these complexes can par-
tially determine the faith of centrosome
position and organize them as a function
of the nuclear membrane.

Regarding the convergence of centro-
somes to the nuclear centre in our con-
gression assay, a note of caution must
be said on the interpretation of the anal-
ysis. When we studied geometrical cen-
tres, the centre of the cell or the nucleus
was a quantification done after project-
ing our 3D data on a 2D shape. Thus,
this is an analysis that doesn’t represent
the full nature of the 3D space in which
these structures are embedded in. Con-
sequently, we must interpret these results
in the context of the 3D nature where the
centrosome-nucleus subsystem resides. If
the centring is mediated by factors on
the NE, then the best interpretation we’re
aware of is that the concentration of
these factors will impose a local stable
point on the surface of the nuclear sphere
(Figure 5.2); conversely, if the centring
factors are in the cytoplasm, the effects
can not only relate the nucleus with the
centrosome, but also with some other cy-
toplasmic structures. Our data provides
evidence of both hypotheses. On the nuclear-related factors, we saw that the nu-
clear centring was lost on dynein knockdowns, and that the MSD of less motile
centrosomes deviated from the diffusivity of the nucleus (Figure 2.31). On the fac-
tors contributing in the cytoplasm, perinuclear actin formation strongly suggests a
cause for the inward centring forces that we saw in the congression assay.
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Our data was consistent with a role of dynein regulating centrosome position
in the separation process (Burakov et al., 2003; Nunes et al., 2020). Moreover,
our data was consistent with an antagonistic role of dynein with the plus-end mo-
tor kinesin (Splinter et al., 2010; Tanenbaum and Medema, 2010). Not only
did we see that kinesin-1 siRNA restrained congression (Figure 2.37), but also
dramatically constrained centrosome distance (Figure 2.36A). The rescue in cen-
trosome congression upon inhibition of both DHC and kinesin-1 (figures 2.36B
and 2.37) further supports a model in which minus and plus-end motors on the
NE coordinate the positioning forces for the centrosomes. However our data
challenges a model in which centrosomes reach the cell-centre in a process dom-
inated by dynein pulling (Burakov et al., 2003). Although the study performed
by Burakov et al. (2003) is done in cells during interphase, we couldn’t help to
notice a caveat in their analysis. To explain it in detail, we first notice that in their
nocodazole gradient experiment, the authors claim the nucleus has no incidence
on centrosome movement because they see the same result in cytoplasts (Burakov
et al., 2003, p. 965). Second, the movement of centrosomes in all of their cases,
centrosomes move away from the nucleus to the where the microneedle is posi-
tioned. It is therefore conceivable that as MT structures around the nucleus were
weakened in these experiments from the nocodazole treatment, the differential
MT-polymerization forced centrosomes to preferentially move towards the cortex,
nullifying the role of the nucleus in the system. This combined with findings of
Cdk1-mediated dynein loading onto the NE support the alternative hypothesis
that cell cycle specific events might determine the fate of centrosome position in
late-G2, early prophase (Raaijmakers et al., 2012; Tanenbaum et al., 2008;
Tanenbaum et al., 2010). If this assertion is true, then the NE is serious candidate
for centrosome position control through the interaction of MT-interacting NE-bound
motors (Splinter et al., 2010; Tanenbaum et al., 2011). Consequently, it is pos-
sible that Burakov and colleagues might have overlooked the role of nucleus in
their experiments and conclusions.

One of the initial explorations performed in order to understand dynein’s role
in centrosome congression was a series of simulations conducted only considering
astral MTs and dynein scattered on a circular nucleus; some of the results are given
in the Section 6.1 of the Appendix. The striking observation from this model was
that dynein can, ceteris paribus, change the fate of centrosome dynamics and
further ’exploration’ of the nuclear-membrane (Figure 6.2B). However, the model
had difficulties in explaining a role of dynein in centrosome separation (Figure
6.2A), like reported in Gönczy et al. (1999) and Raaijmakers et al. (2012). Yet,
there are other mechanisms in which dynein might accomplishing centrosome
separation. In neural stem cells in prophase, dynein gets loaded onto the NE in
a Cdk1 dependent manner (Baffet et al., 2015); also, nuclear rotation has been
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observed concomitant to dynein activity (Nunes et al., 2020). It is conceivable that
this mechanism is positioning the nucleus relative to the cell-axis. Interestingly, in
NE-dynein knock-downs we did see a rotation (data not shown). This is consistent
with a model in which minus-end motors work with plus-end motors to position the
nucleus with respect of the cell axis. This speculative hypothesis needs more work
in order to make any conclusions.

It is intriguing to observe a perceptible effect of nuclear dynein in Cdk1-
inhibited, congressing centrosomes (figures 2.26D and 2.31B), if dynein is to be
loaded by a Cdk1-dependent pathway (Baffet et al., 2015). When attempting
to reconcile these seemingly contradicting observations, one should note that, al-
though the possibility that some Cdk1 activity is still present in these cells, there are
other mechanisms in which dynein could end up on the NE. In this regard, there
are at least three independent pathways described in the translocation of cytoplas-
mic dynein to the NE: the pathway requiring Asunder (Jodoin et al., 2012), the
pathway requiring Nup133-CenpF (Bolhy et al., 2011), and the pathway involv-
ing RanBP2-BICD2 (Splinter et al., 2010; Baffet et al., 2015). From these three
pathways, the one that is most closely linked to Cdk1 is the one that recruits dynein
from BICD2, after being recruited by a Cdk1-phosphorylated RanBP2 (Baffet et
al., 2015); the rest of the pathways are independent from the BICD2 pathway and
are not directly related to Cdk1 (Bolhy et al., 2011; Jodoin et al., 2012; Hu et al.,
2013; Smoyer and Jaspersen, 2014; Baffet et al., 2015). All this redundancy
brings into focus the importance of dynein in centrosome positioning. Combined
with the complementary pathways that are known for cortical dynein, this factor
alone could potentially account for several degrees of freedom in the movement
of centrosomes in the cytoplasm of early-prophase cells.

The previous ideas combined suggest a model in which dynein-dependent
centrosome movement will come into action on either an anisotropic distribution
of MTs on the centrosomal aster, or an anisotropic loading of dynein on the cortex
or the nuclear membrane (Figure 5.2). Evidence supporting the later model can
be found in the uneven loading of nuclear-DHC in yeast and mammalian cells
(Gönczy et al., 1999; Splinter et al., 2010); and that in prophase dynein gets
loaded onto the NE through MTs associated with the centrosome aster (Baffet et
al., 2015). Furthermore, anisotropic dynein loading could provide an alternative
model in studies where dynein’s role is difficult to analyse (Raaijmakers et al.,
2012; Odell et al., 2019). In this context, it is feasible to think of an integrated
role of centrosomes, dynein and the NE for cellular division in prophase (Figure
5.2). Succinctly, nuclear-dynein could cluster in some areas of the NE, to drive
MT-mediated nuclear rotation. The overall stress on the membrane would not be
high as long the nucleus is rotating, as the force components would be almost
tangential. But when the centrosome-nucleus system reaches a stable point, the
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Figure 5.2: Different scenarios in a dynein-dominated centrosome separation. The figure shows a
schematic diagram considering two alternative pathways for centrosome separation: one consid-
ering separation due to an anisotropic and polarised loading of dynein on the nuclear membrane,
and a scenario in which dynein pulls from motors on the NE and also from the cortex.

force components would then switch into a radial configuration, further producing
invaginations, with the subsequent disruption of the NE.

Importantly, it becomes evident that the interaction of all the discussed struc-
tures have a role in centrosome positioning. We can see a combination of these
factors in almost every mechanical interaction. How much force does the MT-
network need to exert on centrosomes to maintain equilibrium with Eg5 motors?
How many DOF does the nucleus have in relation to centrosome separation, and
how do they become active? Certainly these questions can’t be attributed to only
one factor; also, the emergent result of the forces and structures in the system is,
in general, a function of its components. For example, In silico models of centro-
some position have discrepancies in their results depending on whether they add
the nucleus as part of the system or not (Ma et al., 2014; Pavin et al., 2012;
Som et al., 2019). A recent theoretical study showed that centrosome’s position
gets closer to the nucleus as a function of MT buckling and dynein density (Som
et al., 2019); all previous studies we are aware of seemed to disregard the role
of the nucleus in their analysis, and consequently have results converging to a
position closer to the cell centre (Pavin et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2014; De Simone
and Gönczy, 2017). In this sense, it is difficult to find a unified theory combining
all the relevant actors of the system. Perhaps the closest theory that can account
for an equilibrium of pushing and pulling forces in the cytoplasm is the tensegrity
model (Ingber, 2003). This theory inspired in architecture yields solutions for sys-
tems that have tension embedded in the system; conversely, some compression is
required. Thus, our data supports a model in which actin-MT works interlinked as
a system, in line with the basic principle that the tensegrity model proposes.

Consistent with the vision that Janke and colleagues propose in their work
(Janke, 2014), our intuition also points towards a probabilistic approach in under-
standing biological (specifically mechanobiological) phenomena. In our opinion,
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the richness that mechanobiological models need to reach has to explain all the
different DOFs that the system can have in one particular process. The Polymeric
Space Theory have ideas which are close to these aspirations (Elsasser, 1983).
In this theory, the ways that the system has to accomplish a function are part of the
set of viable states; this includes how many posibilites there exist for MT-pushing
in centrosome separation (Figure 5.3B), and how many ways can the nuclear
membrane control the position of centrosomes (Figure 5.2). We have an idea of
the posible states regarding both questions: on the first one, MT pushing can be
at least done by the combination of Eg5/kinesin-5 & Kif15/kinesin-12 walking
towards the plus-end of MTs, dynein and co-factors like NuMA-dynactin flowing
to the minus-end of MTs to promote emergent spindle formation, kinase regula-
tors like Tiam-Pak1/2 coordinating motor activity, but the list is probably larger
(Blangy et al., 1995; Boleti et al., 1996; Heald et al., 1996; Tanenbaum et al.,
2009; Smith et al., 2011). On the second question, motors bound to the nuclear
membrane have the potential to control the fate of centrosome movement. In this
sense our data agrees with the model proposed by Fridolfsson and Starr (2010),
in which kinesin-1 and dynein have the ability to generate forces (Section 2.2.4).

In a context where the number of proteins -and their associated post-translational
states-, and chemicals is countable, a biological function is then fulfilled by a subset
in the combinatorial space of these elements. From the observations we make in
biology, it seems that the functions that a process can accomplish can be fulfilled
in many different ways. In this direction, when we proposed a model combining
crosslinkers and passive structures into one structure (Section 4.1), we aim at a
holistic understanding of how these interactions could potentially be taking place
in the cytoplasm. Naturally, to develop such a theory is an endeavour of perhaps
more than one PhD project. Combining the previous ideas, if we take the example
of centrosome separation by MT pushing, we could frame it formally as a bundle
𝐵 (from definition of a bundle, Section 4.1) and conceive 𝑁 different realizations
of it. Let Ω be the set of all possible realizations (Figure 5.3A); a particular realiza-
tion might look like Figure 5.3B, note the colour correspondence. The particular
realization is then the outcome of interactions of an arbitrary (but fixed) number of
factors, an element 𝜔𝑖 in Ω. We can naturally contrast a model like this with empir-
ical observations; explicitly, we could assign the probability of the event 𝜔𝑖 with
a measurement of protein concentration performed in the lab. These ideas could
be further extended to explain all kinds of interactions, from interactions inside
a volume, bundle-bundle interactions, bundle-membrane, membrane-membrane,
etc. More interestingly, these models could then be contrasted to empirical data.

There’s an interesting approach we could then apply if we know the probabil-
ity of 𝜔𝑖. Inspired in the theory that Shannon proposed (Shannon, 1948), we can
in principle calculate the entropy of the event 𝜔𝑖 as 𝐻(𝜔𝑖) = −𝑝𝑖 𝑙𝑛(𝑝𝑖), where 𝑝𝑖
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Figure 5.3: Towards a holistic mechanobiological theory. (A) A representation of the Σ-field used
in our example. (B) Schematic cartoon of a realization of the physical process of MT pushing by
active crosslinkers.

is the probability of the event 𝜔𝑖. According to the Theory of Communication, this
number would represent how much information the process (channel) can carry.
In our context, this number would give an idea of how many ways does the pro-
cess have to fulfil a goal. As information in Shannon’s theory is measured in bits,
we could, in principle, extent our notion of force generation in these systems to in-
corporate this unit. Back to our MT pushing example; a plausible definition could
be presented as follows: if exerting 1 [𝑝𝑁] of force in the process can be fulfilled
in 𝑁 different ways, and the event 𝜔𝑖 has a probability 𝑝𝑖 to happen (conversely,
entropy 𝐻(𝜔𝑖)), then generating 1 [𝑝𝑁] of force in centrosome separation happens
at a rate of 𝐻(𝜔𝑖) [𝑝𝑁 −𝑏𝑖𝑡]. This could facilitate the way how we see mechanobi-
ological processes, and has the potential to inform how many structural outcomes
a particular force may have in a process depending on the number of different
realizations.

In conclusion, this work provides evidence that the process of centrosome sep-
aration might be more complex than it was initially perceived from the community.
We proposed a way to analyse the congression assay developed previously in
our Laboratory in order to better characterise the opposing forces of centrosome
separation, and followed upon the most relevant candidates we found. We anal-
ysed the perinuclear structure described in (Stiff et al., 2020) in further detail, and
found an interdependence of actin and MT upon perturbation of the factors on
the LINC complex N2G and FHOD1. We also found a potential link between
these factors and the remodelling of the MT-network. Finally, we hope that these
observations allow the field to gain a better unified understanding of centrosome
separation, and all the processes it has relation to.



Chapter 6

Appendix

6.1 Simulation of the effect of nuclear dynein in

centrosome congression

Inspired in Letort et al. (2016), we performed a simulation of centrosome congres-
sion mediated only by an interaction of MTs and dynein. For this, we represented
the nucleus as a circular disk, randomly covered with dynein motors (Figure 6.1).
For this, we used Cytosim, a well-established cytoskeleton simulation software
based on Langevin dynamics to perform numerical simulation of centrosome mo-
tion driven by NE associated dynein (Nedelec and Foethke, 2007).

We compared two scenarios with the centrosomes separated at opposite sides
of the nucleus and joined together in the centre of a nuclear disk. We distributed
dynein molecules uniformly inside a circle as seen in the sequence of Figure 6.1,
and simulated it under different conditions. General parameters for the model
were taken from (Letort et al., 2016; De Simone and Gönczy, 2017; Gross et al.,
2000). Table 6.1 summarise the most significant ones.

Each condition varied the number of dynein molecules between 100 and 10k,
in all cases being uniformly distributed along the nuclear surface for each sim-
ulation run. We also varied MT density but this did not significantly affect the
results (data not shown). Thus, we proceeded in the following way: each run
had a given number of dynein molecules, then we calculated dynein’s distribution
on the disk and fixed it for the rest of the simulations, we varied the rest of the
parameters. In that way, we assured ceteris paribus in the sense that a particular
run had the same distribution of motors for every iteration, independent of the rest
of the parameters.

After running the simulations on the high performance cluster (HPC) of the
University, we saw how simulated dynein started moving centrosomes together
by pulling on their microtubules. We recorded centrosome coordinates through
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Figure 6.1: Example sequence of a simulation run using an uniform distribution of 200 units of
dynein inside a circle. Red dots correspond to dynein, blue ones are centrosomes and microtubules
are represented in lines. It can be seen how centrosomes get pulled together toward the centre of
the distribution.

time for each simulation and aggregate most visited regions in a heatmap (Figure
6.2B). Interestingly, a high number of dynein molecules impedes centrosome move-
ment after entering the nuclear area, as microtubule pulling reaches equilibrium
sooner due to the intense pulling from motors on the boundary. Also interesting
is how lower dynein concentrations seem to ’lock’ centrosome movement in the
central Y-axis, as most microtubule bindings with dynein are among the X-axis.
We found that the heatmap showed a nearly radial distribution when the number
of dynein motors was around 500, lower concentrations showed a distribution
orthogonal to the congressional axis. This suggests that centrosome exploration
on the nuclear membrane is a function of minus-end motor concentration (or a
minus-end dominant result if plus-end motors are taken into account) on the NE.

Distance between centrosomes was consequently affected by dynein concen-
tration. In Figure 6.2A, a high concentration of dynein molecules prevented cen-
trosome movement at a very early stage. Lower densities, however, contributed
to the force required for congression.
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Figure 6.2: Simulations of centrosome distance on varying dynein density. (A) Distance over
time of centrosomes. Colour represents dynein concentration on the disk surface, and line style
represents initial centrosome distance (0 [𝜇𝑚], 20 [𝜇𝑚]). (B) Heatmap of centrosome coordinates
varying density. Each heatmap varies dynein concentration (𝜌𝐷, shown in motor numbers). Most
frequented areas are shown in red.
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Table 6.1: Parameters used for nuclear dynein simulations.

Parameter Description Value

Viscosity Viscosity of the medium. 0.05 [𝑝𝑁 𝑠 𝜇𝑚−2]

𝑘𝑇 Product of the absolute temperature in Kelvin, by the Boltz-
mann constant 𝑘.

0.0042 [𝑝𝑁 𝜇𝑚]

Microtubules parameters

Rigidity Modulus for bending elasticity. 25 [𝑝𝑁 𝜇𝑚−2]

Growing force Characteristic force for polymer assembly. 5 [𝑝𝑁]

Growing speed Speed of assembly. 0.0 [𝜇𝑚 𝑠−1]

Shrinking speed Speed of disassembly. 0.0 [𝜇𝑚 𝑠−1]

Hydrolysis rate Hydrolysis rate of G-units, which defines the catastrophe
rate.

0.0 [𝐻𝑧]

Centrosome parameters

radius Radius of the spherical centrosome. 0.5 [𝜇𝑚]

𝑁𝑓𝑖𝑏 Number of fibres attached to each centrosome. variations of 10, 20, 30, 50

Position Initial coordinates of centrosomes. If parameter is 𝑎, then
coordinates are be mapped to (−𝑎, 0) and (𝑎, 0).

variations of 0 and 20 [𝜇𝑚]

Nuclear dynein parameters

Radius Radius of the spherical nucleus. 10 [𝜇𝑚]

Max speed As reported in (Gross et al., 2000). 1.5 [𝜇𝑚 𝑠−1]

Stall force As reported in (Gross et al., 2000). 1.1 [𝑝𝑁]

Binding rate 10 [𝐻𝑧]

Unbinding rate 0.0 [𝐻𝑧]
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6.2 Derivation of the Planar Configuration of the

elastic rod model

The following is a detailed derivation of the result of the heavy planar elastica
shown in Goss, 2003.

6.2.1 Planar Configuration in the Director Frame

We start by deriving 𝑑N/𝑑𝑠. Since 𝑁1, 𝑁2, and 𝑇 are functions of 𝑠, we apply the
chain rule to obtain:

𝑑N
𝑑𝑠 = 𝑑

𝑑𝑠(𝑁1d̂1 + 𝑁2d̂2 + 𝑇d̂3)

= (
𝑑𝑁1
𝑑𝑠 d̂1 +

𝑑𝑁2
𝑑𝑠 d̂2 + 𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑠 d̂3) + (𝑁1
𝑑d̂1
𝑑𝑠 + 𝑁2

𝑑d̂2
𝑑𝑠 + 𝑇

𝑑d̂3
𝑑𝑠 ) (6.1)

Using (4.6), the derivatives of the directors are, respectively

𝑁1
𝑑d̂1
𝑑𝑠 = 𝑁1(u × d̂1)=𝑁1 [(𝑘1d̂1 + 𝑘2d̂2 + 𝜏d̂3) × d̂1]

=𝑁1 [𝑘2(d̂2 × d̂1) + 𝜏(d̂3 × d̂1)]
=𝑁1 [−𝑘2d̂3 + 𝜏d̂2] (6.2)

𝑁2
𝑑d̂2
𝑑𝑠 = 𝑁2(u × d̂2)=𝑁2 [(𝑘1d̂1 + 𝑘2d̂2 + 𝜏d̂3) × d̂2]

=𝑁2 [𝑘1(d̂1 × d̂2) + 𝜏(d̂3 × d̂2)]
=𝑁2 [𝑘1d̂3 − 𝜏d̂1] (6.3)

𝑇
𝑑d̂3
𝑑𝑠 = 𝑇(u × d̂3)=𝑇 [(𝑘1d̂1 + 𝑘2d̂2 + 𝜏d̂3) × d̂3]

=𝑇 [𝑘1(d̂1 × d̂3) + 𝑘2(d̂2 × d̂3)]
=𝑇 [−𝑘1d̂2 + 𝑘2d̂1] (6.4)

Using Equation (4.6), and the assumptions of the planar configuration (4.15,4.16)
we obtain:

𝑑d̂2
𝑑𝑠 = u × d̂2 = −𝜏d̂1 + 𝑘1d̂3 = 0 ⇒ 𝜏 = 𝑘1 = 0 (6.5)

Replacing (6.2), (6.4), and (6.5) in (6.1) yields

𝑑N
𝑑𝑠 = (

𝑑𝑁1
𝑑𝑠 d̂1 +

𝑑𝑁2
𝑑𝑠 d̂2 + 𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑠 d̂3) + (𝑇𝑘2d̂1 − 𝑁1𝑘2d̂3) (6.6)
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Similarly, replacing 𝑑d̂2/𝑑𝑠 = 0, 𝜏 = 𝑘1 = 0 in (4.11) yields 𝑀1 = 𝑀3 = 0. This
then replaced in (4.10) yields

M(𝑠) =𝑀1d̂1 + 𝑀2d̂2 + 𝑀3d̂3

⟹𝑑M
𝑑𝑠 = (

𝑑𝑀1
𝑑𝑠 d̂1 +

𝑑𝑀2
𝑑𝑠 d̂2 +

𝑑𝑀3
𝑑𝑠 d̂3)

+ (𝑀1
𝑑d̂1
𝑑𝑠 + 𝑀2

𝑑d̂2
𝑑𝑠 + 𝑀3

𝑑d̂3
𝑑𝑠 ) (6.7)

=
𝑑𝑀1
𝑑𝑠 d̂1 +

𝑑𝑀2
𝑑𝑠 d̂2 +

𝑑𝑀3
𝑑𝑠 d̂3

+ 𝑀1𝜏d̂2 − 𝑀1𝑘2d̂3 + 𝑀3𝑘2d̂1 − 𝑀3𝑘1d̂2

=
𝑑𝑀1
𝑑𝑠 d̂1 +

𝑑𝑀2
𝑑𝑠 d̂2 +

𝑑𝑀3
𝑑𝑠 d̂3

+ 𝑀3𝑘2d̂1 + (𝑀1𝜏 − 𝑀3𝑘1)d̂2 − 𝑀1𝑘2d̂3 (6.8)

⟹𝑑M
𝑑𝑠 ∣

𝑀1=𝑀3=0
=

𝑑𝑀1
𝑑𝑠 d̂1 +

𝑑𝑀2
𝑑𝑠 d̂2 +

𝑑𝑀3
𝑑𝑠 d̂3 (6.9)

Using the result of Equation (4.8) that for a non-shearable, inextensible rod,
𝑑r/𝑑𝑠 = d̂3:

𝑑r
𝑑𝑠 × N = d̂3 × (𝑣1d̂1 + 𝑣2d̂2 + 𝜏d̂3)

= 𝑁1d̂2 − 𝑁2d̂1 (6.10)

Replacing (6.6), (6.9), and (6.10) in (4.13) and (4.14) yields

𝑑N
𝑑𝑠 + f = 0 ⟺

𝑑𝑁1
𝑑𝑠 d̂1 +

𝑑𝑁2
𝑑𝑠 d̂2 + 𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑠 d̂3 + 𝑇𝑘2d̂1 − 𝑁1𝑘2d̂3 + f = 0 (6.11)
𝑑M
𝑑𝑠 + 𝑑r

𝑑𝑠 × N = 0 ⟺
𝑑𝑀1
𝑑𝑠 d̂1 +

𝑑𝑀2
𝑑𝑠 d̂2 +

𝑑𝑀3
𝑑𝑠 d̂3 + 𝑁1d̂2 − 𝑁2d̂1 = 0 (6.12)

Grouping terms for each director and letting the force component in the d̂2 director
be zero 𝑓2 = 0, f = 𝑓1d̂1 + 𝑓3d̂3 yields the equations for the heavy planar elastica
in the director frame

𝑑𝑁1
𝑑𝑠 +

𝑑𝑀1
𝑑𝑠 − 𝑁2 + 𝑇𝑘2 + 𝑓1= 0 (6.13)

𝑑𝑁2
𝑑𝑠 +

𝑑𝑀2
𝑑𝑠 + 𝑁1 = 0 (6.14)

𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑠 +

𝑑𝑀3
𝑑𝑠 − 𝑁1𝑘2 + 𝑓3 = 0 (6.15)
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Figure 6.3: Model of an elastic rod restrained to a plane, also known as heavy planar elastica.
Figure repeated from 4.4 for completeness of the section. Extracted from Goss (2003).

6.2.2 Planar Configuration in the Fixed Frame

According to Figure 6.3, the location of the director frame can be related to the
fixed frame by a single rotation on an angle 𝛽 as follows

⎡
⎢⎢⎢
⎣

d̂1

d̂2

d̂3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥
⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢
⎣

cos 𝛽 0 sin 𝛽

0 1 0

sin 𝛽 0 cos 𝛽

⎤
⎥⎥⎥
⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢
⎣

î

ĵ

k̂

⎤
⎥⎥⎥
⎦

(6.16)

It can also be noted that the curvature of the rod is exclusively due to rotation
about d̂2; thus, we consider 𝑘2 = 𝑑𝛽/𝑑𝑠. Additionally, as no forces act on the rod
in the ĵ or k̂ axes, a balance of forces yields

𝑑N
𝑑𝑠 = 𝑊î (6.17)

Which after integration and evaluation of the integration constant using the free
end (𝑠 = 0) yields

N(𝑠) = 𝑊𝑠î + 𝑁0 (6.18)
N0 = 𝑇𝑧k̂ + 𝑁𝑥 î

N(𝑠) = (𝑊𝑠 + 𝑁𝑥)î + 𝑇𝑧k̂ (6.19)

𝑑r
𝑑𝑠 × N = (sin 𝛽 î + cos 𝛽 k̂) × ((𝑊𝑠 + 𝑁𝑥)î + 𝑇𝑧k̂)

= sin 𝛽 𝑇𝑧(î × k̂) + (𝑊𝑠 + 𝑁𝑥) cos 𝛽 (k̂ × î) (6.20)
= ((𝑊𝑠 + 𝑁𝑥) cos 𝛽 − 𝑇𝑧 sin 𝛽) ĵ (6.21)
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using 𝐵2 = 𝐵

M(𝑠) = 𝐵2𝑘2d̂2 ⟹ 𝑑M
𝑑𝑠 = 𝐵

𝑑𝑘2
𝑑𝑠 ĵ (6.22)

which then replaced in (4.14) yields

𝑑M
𝑑𝑠 + 𝑑r

𝑑𝑠 × N = 0 ⟺

(𝐵
𝑑𝑘2
𝑑𝑠 + (𝑊𝑠 + 𝑁𝑥) cos 𝛽 − 𝑇𝑧 sin 𝛽) ĵ = 0 (6.23)

After applying dot product of ĵ, and also after noting that

𝑑𝑘2
𝑑𝑠 = 𝑑

𝑑𝑠 (
𝑑𝛽
𝑑𝑠 ) = 𝑑2𝛽

𝑑𝑠2 ,

yields the desired result of the equations for the heavy planar elastica in the fixed
frame

𝐵𝑑2𝛽
𝑑𝑠2 + 𝑊𝑠 cos 𝛽 + 𝑁𝑥 cos 𝛽 − 𝑇𝑧 sin 𝛽 = 0 (6.24)
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6.3 Source Code for the Numerical Solution of the

System of ODEs of the Elastica Model

This section reproduces the source code used for solving the ODEs described in
the sections of Chapter 4. The code is written down here as a reference only. The
reader interested in using the code can access the full-length code project hosted
at https://github.com/fabio-echegaray/centrosome-position.

6.3.1 Source Code of the Algorithm for the Numerical Solution

of the BVP

1 import numpy as np
2 from numpy import cos, sin
3 from scipy.integrate import solve_bvp
4

5 import tools
6

7 log = tools.get_logger(__name__)
8

9

10 def planar_elastica_bvp_numeric(s, E=1.0, J=1.0, N1=1.0, N2=1.0, m0=0.1,
11 theta_end=np.pi / 2, endX=0.0, endY=0.0):
12 """
13

14 | x0' | | x' | | cos(theta) |
15 | x1' | = | y' | = | sin(theta) |
16 | x2' | | theta' | | M /(EJ) |
17

18 M -N1 y + N2 x + m0 = 0
19

20 Variables: x, y, theta
21 Parameters: N1, N2, m0
22 Constants: E, J
23 Boundary value conditions:
24 (x(0), y(0), theta(0)) = (0, 0, 0)
25 (x(L), y(L), theta(L)) = (endX, endY, theta_end)
26 """
27

28 def f(s, x, p):
29 _n1, _n2, _m0 = p
30 M = _n1 * x[1] - _n2 * x[0] - _m0
31 return [cos(x[2]), sin(x[2]), M / E / J]
32

33 # Implement evaluation of the boundary condition residuals:
34 def bc(xa, xb, p):

https://github.com/fabio-echegaray/centrosome-position
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35 _n1, _n2, _m0 = p
36 out = np.array([xa[0], xa[1], xa[2],
37 xb[0] - endX,
38 xb[1] - endY,
39 xb[2] - theta_end])
40 return out
41

42 def fn_jac(s, x, p):
43 _n1, _n2, _m0 = p
44 sz = len(x[0])
45 EJ = E * J
46 zero = np.repeat(0, sz)
47 dFdy = np.array([[zero, zero, -sin(x[2])],
48 [zero, zero, cos(x[2])],
49 [np.repeat(-_n2 / EJ, sz), np.repeat(_n1 / EJ, sz), zero]])
50 dFdp = np.array([[zero, zero, zero],
51 [zero, zero, zero],
52 [x[1] / EJ, -x[0] / EJ, np.repeat(1 / EJ, sz)]])
53 return dFdy, dFdp
54

55 y_a = np.array([sin(s), cos(s), s ** 2])
56 log.debug('planar_elastica_bvp_numeric called with params:'
57 'L=%0.2e, E=%0.2e, J=%0.2e, N1=%0.2e, N2=%0.2e, m0=%0.2e '
58 'theta_end=%0.2e, endX=%0.2e, endY=%0.2e' %
59 (s[-1], E, J, N1, N2, m0, theta_end, endX, endY))
60

61 # Now we are ready to run the solver.
62 res = solve_bvp(f, bc, s, y_a, p=[N1, N2, m0], fun_jac=fn_jac, verbose=2)
63 return res
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6.3.2 Source Code of the Algorithm for the Numerical Solution

of the IVP

1 import numpy as np
2 from scipy.integrate import solve_ivp
3

4 import tools
5

6 log = tools.get_logger(__name__)
7

8

9 def cantilever_ivp_numeric(s, w=1.0, gamma=0.0, k0=1.0, alpha=np.pi / 2):
10 """
11

12 Solves the planar elastica cantilever using a method inspired in (Batista, 2014):
13

14 Milan Batista,
15 Analytical treatment of equilibrium configurations of cantilever under terminal
16 loads using Jacobi elliptical functions.
17 International Journal of Solids and Structures,
18 Volume 51, Issue 13, 2014, Pages 2308-2326,
19 ISSN 0020-7683, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2014.02.036.
20

21

22 | x0' | | x' | | cos(phi) |
23 | x1' | = | y' | = | sin(phi) |
24 | x2' | | phi' | | -k |
25 | x3' | | k' | | -w^2 sin(theta + g) |
26

27 s in [0, 1]
28

29 Variables: x, y, theta, k
30

31 :param s: Arc length variable, s in [0, 1].
32 :param w: Load parameter defined as w^2=FL^2/(EI).
33 :param gamma: Angle between the x-axis and the direction of force.
34 :param k0: Initial condition (s=0) for k.
35 :param alpha: Boundary condition for u(0) = alpha.
36 :return: Bunch object solution from solve_ivp function call.
37 """
38

39 def fun1(s, x):
40 """
41 | x0' | = | u' | = | -k |
42 | x1' | | k' | | -w^2 sin(u) |
43

44 """
45 u, k = x
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46 return np.array([-k, w ** 2 * np.sin(u)])
47

48 def fun2(s, x):
49 x, y, theta, k = x
50 return np.array([np.cos(theta), np.sin(theta), k, -w ** 2 * np.sin(theta + gamma)])
51

52 # calculation of k1 by solving the first ODE
53 sol0 = solve_ivp(fun1, (0, 1), (alpha, k0))
54

55 k1 = sol0.y[1, -1]
56 sol = solve_ivp(fun2, (0, 1), (0, 0, 0, k1), t_eval=s)
57

58 return sol
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6.4 Glossary

AAA+ ATPases associated with various cellular activities. 39, 40

ANOVA analysis of variance. 103, 110, 143

APB actin-binding protein. 44, 45

APC adenomatous polyposis coli. 31

APC/C anaphase-promoting complex. 56

ATP adenosine diphosphate. 38, 39

ATP adenosine triphosphate. 22, 34, 36–40, 44, 67

BVP boundary value problem. 11, 155, 157, 158, 189

CAK CDK-activating kinase. 59

CAP-Gly cytoskeleton-associated protein Gly-rich domain. 31

CCF cross correlation function. 160, 163

CDF cumulative distribution function. 90, 91

Cdk cyclin-dependent kinease. 55

Cdk1 cyclin-dependent kinase 1. 58–61, 65, 67, 172, 176, 177

CKI cyclin-dependent kinease inhibitor. 170

CLASP cytoplasmic linker associated protein. 31

CPAP centrosomal P4.1-associated protein. 55, 56

DHC dynein heavy chain. 14–16, 39, 93, 95–97, 100–102, 104, 109, 133,
135, 136, 172, 176, 177

DIC dynein intermediate chain. 14, 40, 93, 95–97, 104

DOF degrees of freedom. 23, 63, 64, 178, 179

EB end-binding. 30

ECM extracellular matrix. 47, 169
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EM electron microscope. 45, 55

ER endoplasmic reticulum. 51, 61

ERM ezrin, radixin and moesin. 60

F-actin filamentous actin. 13, 49, 50

FA focal adhesion. 47, 60

FAKi Focal Adhesion Kinase inhibitor Y15. 15, 103, 105, 106, 169

G-actin globular actin. 44, 46, 60

GDP guanosine diphosphate. 22, 26–28, 35

GTP guanosine triphosphate. 22, 26–29, 31, 34, 43

HGNC HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee. 20

HPC high performance cluster. 181

HSD Tukey’s honest significant difference. 103, 106, 111, 119, 120, 141, 143,
146

ICS image coordinate system. 68, 69, 71

INM inner nuclear membrane. 51

IVP initial value problem. 11, 158, 159, 191

KASH Klarsicht, ANC-1, and Syne homology. 51

KIF kinesin super-family protein. 13, 36, 37

KIF7 kinesin-like 7. 35

LAP linear assignment problem. 138

LIC light intermediate chain. 40, 42

LINC linker of nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton. 51, 52, 61, 135, 136, 147,
165, 170, 171, 173–175, 180

LoG laplacian of gaussian. 69
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MAP microtubule-associated protein. 29, 35, 43, 168

MCAK mitotic centromere-associated kinesin. 16, 59, 135, 136, 168

MHT multiple-hypothesis tracking. 138

MSD mean square displacement. 14, 15, 17, 76–79, 81, 83, 84, 90–95, 97,
99, 100, 102, 103, 106, 108–111, 114, 116, 121, 124, 167, 172,
175

MT microtubule. 7, 13, 15–17, 22–31, 34–36, 39, 43, 49, 50, 57–66, 100,
105–108, 111, 121, 124, 125, 127, 128, 132, 133, 135, 136, 138,
141–143, 145–147, 150, 151, 155, 159–165, 167–181

MTBD microtubule binding domain. 40

MTOC microtubule organization centre. 26, 57, 66, 172, 173

N2G nesprin-2 giant. 52, 137, 143, 145, 146, 165, 167, 173, 174

NA numerical aperture. 151

NE nuclear envelope. 52, 57, 59–61, 63, 64, 93, 95, 99, 100, 124, 125,
133, 136, 169, 170, 172, 175–178, 181, 182

NEB nuclear envelope breakdown. 19, 57, 63, 65, 103

NMII nonmuscle myosin II. 46

NPC nuclear pore complex. 61

OCR optical character recognition. 72

ODE ordinary differential equation. 155–159, 189

OLS ordinary least squares. 17, 84, 111, 113–116

ONM outer nuclear membrane. 51

PCM periocentriolar material. 55, 56

PF protofilament. 23, 24, 30, 43

PKC protein kinase C. 61

PLK polo-like kinase. 65
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PSF point spread function. 77

PTM post-translational modification. 43

PTPRF protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor type, F. 60

SA sensitivity analysis. 164, 165

SNR signal to noise ratio. 139, 140, 142

SSE sum of squared errors. 85

STLC S-trityl-L-cysteine. 14, 39, 67, 83, 85–88, 91–95, 97, 100, 101, 103,
105, 106, 109, 110, 119, 120, 131–136, 141, 143, 146

SUN Sad1 and UNC-84. 51

TAN transmembrane actin-associated. 52, 171

TIP tracking proteins. 27, 29, 138, 165, 168

TuRC tubulin ring complex. 24, 26, 168

WLS weighted least squares. 17, 111, 116–118, 122, 123
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